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Preface:


Due to the research evaluation criteria that are being used to evaluate researchers and research centers, national conferences are becoming deserted. Many did not manage to gather enough submissions to proceed in this scenario. XATA made it through, however, with a large decrease in the number of submissions. In this edition a special meeting will join the steering committee with some interested attendees to discuss XATA’s future: the internationalization, the conference model, . . .

We think XATA is important in the national context. It has succeeded in gathering and identifying a community that shares the same research interests and has promoted some collaborations. We want to keep “the wheel spinning”.

This edition has its program distributed by first day’s afternoon and next day’s morning. This way we are facilitating travel arrangements and we will have one night to meet.

I hope everyone finds these days interesting.

See you in Évora,

José Carlos Ramalho
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A Tutorial on XProc: An XML Pipeline Language

Rui Lopes
LaSIGE
University of Lisbon
rlopes@di.fc.ul.pt

Abstract. This tutorial will present the syntax and semantics of a new XML processing language specification, XProc, which is being standardised by the World Wide Web Consortium, for the description of sequences of operations to be performed on XML documents. An XProc pipeline specification processes a set of inputs through an ordered set of operations, resulting on a set of outputs. Each operation performs an atomic transformation on inputs, feeding its results to the next operation. Such operations include well-known technologies, such as XSLT and XInclude, as well as special purpose micro-operations, e.g. insert and delete. The purpose of this tutorial is the dissemination of this new XML technology, including step-by-step examples on how to create pipelines, and how to leverage the language’s constructs and operations, easing the task of building simple and complex XML processing applications.

1 Synopsis

XML processing languages have come a long way. With the increasing use of such languages, including XSLT 2.0 [1], XQuery [2], building complex and full-fledged XML applications entirely in XML is starting to become a necessity. Moreover, background support through XML Schema [3] and other data validation technologies enforce the correctness of XML applications. However, a last piece has still being missing, the glue for all of these technologies. Typically, developers connected these self-contained technologies either through programming APIs, or by hacking custom shells scripts or makefiles. XProc [4] is W3C’s answer to the standardisation of XML pipeline processing technologies. With XProc, XML developers can specify entire applications without leaving the XML syntax, thus leveraging existing knowledge on already existing standards and tools (e.g., XPath). This tutorial will provide an overview on how to build simple XML processing pipelines, and dive into some more advanced concepts, showing the expressive power of XProc.

1.1 Pipeline Concepts

The first part of the tutorial will present a short background on the different concepts inherent of XML pipelines, namely *pipelines*, *steps*, *inputs*, *outputs*, *options*, *parameters*, and *XPath contexts*. 
1.2 Syntax Overview

After the brief introduction to the main concepts inherent of XProc, a syntax overview will be presented. Small examples will build upon each others, in order to leverage its core concepts, including the different namespaces of the language, scoping, and binding.

1.3 Steps

The core of this tutorial will be spent by presenting the different core steps of XProc, i.e., its main elements. These include \texttt{p:pipeline}, \texttt{p:for-each}, \texttt{p:viewport}, \texttt{p:choose}, \texttt{p:group}, and \texttt{p:try}.

1.4 Other Pipeline Elements

Complementing steps, other pipeline elements provide additional value to the language. Such examples include using inputs and parameters, debugging and documentation helpers, declaring steps, as well as building complex XML applications with pipelines and libraries.

1.5 Standard Step Library

The last part of this tutorial will provide a flavour of the standard step library of XProc. The concept of micro-operations will be introduced, as a practical way to define simple procedures to be applied onto XML documents. Well-known processors will be approached too, such as XSLT and XInclude.
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Creating a National Federation of Archives using OAI-PMH

Luís Miguel Ferros¹, José Carlos Ramalho¹ and Miguel Ferreira²
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Abstract. This paper describes the planning stages of the creation of a national level federation of archives. The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting will be used for collecting metadata being produced by local archives using any compliant records management software. The first stage of implementation will harvest metadata produced with the DigitArq [1-3] platform in a pilot group of Portuguese Regional Archives. DigitArq relies on Encoded Archival Description (EAD) metadata to describe its collections. However, the overwhelming flexibility and complexity of EAD make the harvesting operation more complex than usual. This paper addresses possible ways of exchanging EAD records using OAI-PMH as the basis for a central repository of metadata that will enable the creation of advanced information services at the national level.

Keywords: Metadata, harvesting, data provider, service provider, interoperability, repository, digital archives, OAI-PMH, EAD, XML, Dublin Core

1 Introduction

The use of standards for describing items of information introduces one major benefit in the globalised information society that we live on: it enables information systems to be interoperable. The arrival of the Open Archives Initiative [1] enabled repositories and other types of information systems to share and concentrate information, and more often metadata, allowing a great deal of new information services to be developed, such as centralised search engines as Google Scholar [4] or OAIster [5] and global statistics such as the ones provided by the Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR) [6].

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the major obstacles one will face while attempting to centralize archival metadata coming from different regional
repositories. More specifically, we will address the problematic of using OAI-PMH to transfer metadata encoded in EAD (Encoded Archival Description) [7]. Due to its flexibility, hierarchical nature and complex structure, EAD presents several challenges to anyone trying to exchange this type of information in an efficient way.

This paper is organized as follows: in the section 2 we provide a short description of the EAD standard. Section 3 describes OAI-PMH and its common requests; in section 4 we describe the architecture of the proposed system and problems we expect to face during its implementation; and finally, in section 5 we draw some conclusions and outline some points of future work.

2 EAD as the archival standard for descriptive metadata

EAD [2] is a non-proprietary standard for encoding archival of finding aids. The purpose of EAD is to provide information about archival resources in standard syntax and normalized language. An instance of an EAD document is composed of three parts: a header, a front matter and the archival description of collections (a collection of documents created by a single person, family or organization).

The header section contains information about the EAD document itself [2]. The front matter embeds information convenient for publishing or rendering the finding aid. The archival description contains the bulk of an EAD document instance, which describes the content, context, and extent of a body of archival materials, including administrative and complementary information that facilitates the use and the discovery of the material.

Information in an EAD instance is organized in unfolding hierarchical levels that account for an overview of the whole collection to be followed by a more detailed view of its constituent parts, e.g. sections, classes, documents, etc [1] (Fig. 1). Each level of description contains information that roughly follows the ISAD(g) model [8]. Examples of descriptors that are commonly found at one of these description levels are: title, range of dates, biographic history, archival history, scope and content, existence and location of originals and copies, physical characteristics, etc.

EAD can be used to describe all sorts of archival material, these being physical, like books, reports and photographs, or digital, such as databases, Web pages or spreadsheets.
OAI-PMH as the standard for metadata exchange

The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) [9] plays the important role of enabling repositories to become interoperable. The main goal of OAI-PMH is to allow geographically separated repositories to exchange metadata thus allowing the creation of repository federations.
The OAI-PMH defines a communication protocol that defines how the transference of metadata should be performed between two basic entities: data providers and service providers.

Data providers support the OAI-PMH as a way to publish their metadata. The service providers send OAI-PMH requests to data providers and harvest their metadata that will serve as the basis for the development of more advanced services. The interaction between these two entities is depicted in Fig. 1. As one can observe, a service provider that wants to harvest metadata sends a HTTP request to a data provider, which, according to the request, responds with a XML message.

For data providers to be able to publish their metadata through OAI-PMH, they must implement six types of requests (called the verbs in this context):

- **GetRecord** - This verb is used to retrieve an individual metadata record from a repository. Required arguments specify the identifier of the item from which the record is requested and the format of the metadata that should be included in the record [10].

- **Identify** - This verb is used to retrieve information about a repository. Some of the information returned is required as part of the OAI-PMH. Repositories may also employ the Identify verb to return additional descriptive information [10].

- **ListRecords** - This verb is used to harvest records from a repository. Optional arguments permit selective harvesting of records based on set membership and/or datestamp [10].

- **ListIdentifiers** - This verb is an abbreviated form of ListRecords, retrieving only headers rather than records. Optional arguments permit selective harvesting of headers based on set membership and/or datestamp [10].

- **ListMetadataFormats** - This verb is used to retrieve the metadata formats available from a repository. An optional argument restricts the request to the formats available for a specific item [10].

- **Listsets** - This verb is used to retrieve the set structure of a repository, useful for selective harvesting [10].
Fig. 3 shows an request of an request that list the metadata formats that can be disseminated from the repository http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/pdataprov for the item with unique identifier oai:perseus.tufts.edu:Perseus:text:1999.02.0119.

The response to this request (Fig. 4) shows that 3 metadata formats are supported for the given identifier: oai_dc, olac and perseus. For each of the formats, the location of an XML Schema describing the format, as well as the XML Namespace URI is given.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<OAIPMH xmlns="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/"
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/OAI-PMH.xsd">  
<responseDate>2002-02-28T14:29:16Z</responseDate>  
<request verb="ListMetadataFormats"  
<ListMetadataFormats>  
<metadataFormat>  
<metadataPrefix>oai_dc</metadataPrefix>  
<schema>http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd</schema>  
</metadataFormat>  
<metadataFormat>  
<metadataPrefix>olac</metadataPrefix>  
<schema>http://www.language-archives.org/OLAC/olac-0.2.xsd</schema>  
</metadataFormat>  
<metadataFormat>  
<metadataPrefix>perseus</metadataPrefix>  
<schema>http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/perseusmeta.xsd</schema>  
</metadataFormat>  
</ListMetadataFormats>  
</OAIPMH>
```

Fig. 3 – OAI-PMH request with the verb ListMetadataFormats

Fig. 4 – OAI-PMH response
4 Architecture and system operation

In this section, we describe the architecture and operational characteristics of a system that uses the OAI-PMH to offer two important services: centralization of metadata and interoperability between repositories.

Metadata centralization

Fig. 2 shows a simplified diagram of the system’s architecture that uses the OAI-PMH to harvest metadata from several EAD repositories [1-3].

The protocol provides, as shown in the diagram, two main types of participants: the data providers and the service providers. In this particular example, the data providers are the digital repositories that hold the archival metadata. To ensure interoperability, the data providers must provide their metadata according to common descriptive metadata standard. In this case, this should be the EAD. The service provider offers builds additional added-value services from the metadata harvested and stored in its central repository (CR).

The harvesting task is performed by the Metadata harvesting module by sending OAI-PMH requests to data providers, which according to the type of request, will receive appropriate XML responses. Some of those will deliver the EAD metadata that is hosted in the data provider.

The metadata harvested by the previous module is transformed and adapted as necessary to fit the central repository (CR). This process is carried out by the “XML EAD to CR” component.
EAD represents hierarchically the overall records that compose a collection. A single collection may range from a few dozen nodes to a staggering size of millions. This being said, a question may be raised: If the atomic unit in an EAD file is the collection (with all its complexity and size), how does one harvest this type metadata if only one of its nodes gets updated? Well, this problem can be addressed in three different ways:

1. **Harvest the complete collection that holds the updated record.**

This solution is simple to implement, since the answer to the request consists in sending the corresponding updated collection. The service provider must only integrate the new version of the collection in its central repository by simply replacing the old one by the new collection. Although easy to implement, it is an inefficient solution, because a simple change or insertion of a new record in a previously
harvested collection will trigger a subsequent harvest of the complete set of nodes that compose the collection. This strategy is very inefficient at the bandwidth usage level.

2. **Harvest the whole branch that contains the updated record.**

This method triggers a transfer of data much lower that previously described. However, the operation of extracting the nodes from data providers and the integration of these records with the service providers is much more complex. The extraction involves selecting the nodes all the way up the branch of the collection’s tree. Consequently, the integration will be achieved by the replacement of old records by the received records on the corresponding collection in the central repository.

3. **Harvest only the updated record.**

This is certainly the most efficient approach, as only the new or changed records are harvested independently of this position in the collection structure. The problem in this approach is that an EAD file is not valid if whole collection is not present. Using this strategy implies that the nodes are identified uniquely at the national level as so to guarantee that they are integrated in the right collection in the correct position. Analyseing EAD one can verify the existence of a CountryCode (code of the country) and a RepositoryCode (code of the repository) elements, which compose the complete reference of a record. This way, the existence of these fields in the complete reference of a record and the unique references inside a given repository, guarantee the uniqueness references in the repositories universe that publish EAD. So, the task of harvesting only a record (or a set of records), independently of the hierarchical organization can be possible, as long as we assume to be exchanging incomplete EADs that are not valid from the EAD Schema perspective.

**Interoperability between repositories**

To increase interoperability among repositories, these should disseminate their metadata in formats other than EAD. For example, it is common practice for the library community to disseminate its records in Dublin Core (DC) [11] independently of the metadata schemas that are being used in their information systems. Having a dissemination port for Dublin Core enables the EAD repositories to be compatible to an assortment of pre-existing service providers, e.g. OAIster, ROAR and Google Scholar.

Because the metadata schemas used in the archival repositories depicted in this paper are based in EAD [2], one must implement a crosswalk from EAD to DC. This issue has already been addressed by Prom and Habing in [12].
5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper was described the simple architecture of an information system capable of implementing the concept of a National Federation of Archives that is based on EAD that uses the OAI-PMH for exchanging metadata.

The EAD structure, due to its hierarchical nature and overwhelming flexibility makes the use of OAI-PMH a non-straightforward process. The paper identifies the causes that make this type metadata be so hard to harvest and synchronize. To address this issue, we have identified and described three possible solutions, that differ both in complexity and efficiency. Instead of exchanging full blown EAD collections we propose that solely the updated nodes are harvested and integrated in their corresponding collections. However, one should note that the description of a record outside of the context of a collection may not be sufficient to fully understand it, as the ascending nodes of description are required to make it complete and structured. However, for the sole purpose of transferring data and incrementally updating a central repository this solution seems highly appropriate.

As future work we will address in more detail the EAD to Dublin Core crosswalk strategy so that the national repositories may also disseminate their metadata and integrate with existing service providers.

It may also be interesting, on the service provider side, to develop modules that transform metadata in formats other than EAD so that one can provide services for other types of repositories.
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RADX - Rapid development of web applications in XML
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Abstract. This article presents an on-going project whose goal is the fast development of web applications based on the RAD model. The system resulting from this project - RADX - generates web applications for XML data management. RADX consists of two main components: an application engine to run web applications based on XML documents that it is configured using XSLT transformations; a meta-application for generating and managing applications that run with the application engine. The main feature of the meta-application is the ability to generate XSLT configurations from 2nd order transformations, applied to data document type definitions in XML Schema. These configurations can be changed, allowing customization of the application. RADX intends to be a system rapid development of small web application and prototypes of larger systems.

Keywords: XML, RAD, web applications, framework, prototyping.

1 Motivation

The goal of this project is the implementation of a system for rapid and easy development of web applications based on XML [1] documents. These data management applications, with a simple and intuitive interface, are intended for small data sets and/or applications prototypes. XML is increasingly used to transfer and archive data since it enables the interoperability between different platforms and facilitates its future use.

By using XML for data representation, RADX enables the use of XML technologies in all web application layers, avoiding the need for successive format conversions. Web applications are usually composed of three layers, each with its own data model: the presentation layer based on HTML or XHTML trees, the logical layer based on object graphs, and the data layer based on tables of a relational databases management system. The use of different formats in each layer requires several data conversions that have a significant cost.
As RADX uses XML both in the data layer and the presentation layer, we decided to explore the use of XML also in the logic layer using XSLT [2] transformations on XML documents.

2 An example

This section describes, through an example, the development and use of a web application with RADX. This system has two main components: the Application Manager and the Application Engine. The former is a meta-application that allows the creation, management, and elimination of applications that run in the latter.

![Fig. 1. A screen shot of the Application Manager](image)

The initial screen of the Application Manager is shown on Fig. 1. One of its main features is the ability to generate an application from a XML Schema [3] document. This document describes the structure of the application’s data. Usually, this document will be produced in an IDE with specific support for this standard, such as XML Spy, Oxygen or Eclipse.

The upper part of the Application Manager’s initial screen is a form for generating a new application. It requires entering the application’s name, the location of the XML Schema document and choosing a model for the application’s GUI. As part of
the creation of a new application, several second order XSLT transformations are executed, producing documents of various types. These documents will be needed by the Application Engine to run this application.

Generated applications are listed on the form on the lower part of the screen (Fig. 1). The selected application can be managed, executed or eliminated. The manage button gives access to a form for editing individual documents generated for an application. The delete button eliminates the application from the system. The execute button launches the selected application on the Application Engine.

Let us assume we want to generate an application to manage a collection of music CDs. Using a specialized XML Schema editor we have already produced a document type similar to the presented in Fig. 2:

```
<schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.org/cds" elementFormDefault="qualified">
  <element name="cds">
    <complexType>
      <sequence>
        <element name="cd" maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0">
          <complexType>
            <sequence>
              <element name="title"/>
              <element name="interpreter"/>
              <element name="year"/>
            </sequence>
          </complexType>
        </element>
        <sequence>
          <complexType>
            <sequence>
              <complexType>
                <sequence>
                  <complexType>
                    <sequence>
                      <complexType>
                        <sequence>
                          <complexType>
                            <sequence>
                              <complexType>
                                <sequence>
                                </complexType>
                              </complexType>
                            </sequence>
                          </complexType>
                        </sequence>
                      </complexType>
                    </sequence>
                  </complexType>
                </sequence>
              </complexType>
            </sequence>
          </complexType>
        </sequence>
      </sequence>
    </complexType>
  </element>
</schema>
```

**Fig. 2.** An XML Schema for a CD management application

Using the Application Manager we create a new application named *cds* with the file containing the document on Fig. 2 and the compact GUI model. In the resulting application the user will have access to a range of options: search CDs, create a new CD entry, edit or delete existing CDs and navigate through them.
The GUI shown on Fig. 3. depends both on the data structure, given by the XML Schema document, and on the selected GUI model. The currently available options are the compact model, used in the example, and the expanded model. The compact model is based on a single form used for all operations: create, modify, search, display, navigate and remove elements. The expanded model has other views for some operations. For instance, the result of a search operation is a list containing the selected elements. Other GUI models are planned for future versions of the Application Manager.

3 Related work

James Martin presented, in 1991, a model of software development known as RAD (Rapid Application Development) with the publication of a book [4] with the same name. This model aims to shorten the software development cycle, producing faster results and reducing costs without losing quality. It also intends to address the problem of excessive project duration felt in the standard development methodologies commonly used before the 90, when the time to conclude many projects affected their viability.

The RAD model became popular and has been used on tools targeted to different database management systems and/or programming languages. Some of these RAD tools are used for development of web applications, as is the case of Omnis [5], Intraweb [6], RAD-Studio [7], Delphi-for–PHP [8], WebSnap [9], TurboGears [10].
However, most of these tools need a significant amount of programming to produce a working application. The goal of RADX is the creation of a working application without any programming. To be sure, in order to customize an application in RADX the programmer may need to edit some configuration files but a working application is created immediately after defining its data schema.

The architecture of RADX is based on the standard MVC (Model-View-Controller) architectural pattern. This pattern is normally used in programs with graphical interaction with the user [11]. This standard was proposed by Trygve Reenskaug in 1978 as a design solution for Smalltalk [12]. Its main purpose is to serve as a mediator between the human mental model and the digital model that actually operates in the computer, facilitating the control of large and complex data structures [13]. In this pattern the model represents the knowledge of the program, the view is a representation of the model in which are highlighted some of their attributes and controller serves as an intermediary between the user and the system, acting on the model and providing views of the model in accordance with the user requests.

The MVC pattern is typically used in the design of graphical applications implemented in object oriented languages. The participants in this pattern are classes of objects. Nevertheless, the MVC concepts of Model, View and Controller can also be used to structure a graphical application without being used in its design. These concepts have been successfully used to separate and structure configuration files in highly configurable web applications [15].

4 Architecture

As mentioned before, RADX integrates two distinct components: an application engine for running web applications operation based on XML, a meta-application for managing applications running on the application engine. This section describes the architecture of each component.

4.1 Application engine

The application engine’s architecture is based on the MVC pattern, a pattern often used in programs with interaction with the user. As outlined in the section 1, we pretend to use XML as the data format, and XSLT transformations as the corner stones of RADX development. Therefore, we try to base each of the participants in the MVC standard - Model, View and Controller in the processing of XML documents.

The model of the RADX applications – the set of its features - is the management of data persisted in XML documents. Therefore, the model can be encoded as a transformation on the data, generating an updated XML document as a result.

The graphical interface of RADX’s applications consists of HTML pages that allow the user to view or interact with the data. These HTML pages are the views and are obtained by processing the XML data.

It should be noted that the changes implemented in either the model or view need a set of variables associated with the interaction state as parameters of the
transformation. For example, the navigation in a set implies that the present view only shows the element (the equivalent of a record) currently selected. These XSLT transformation parameters are specific to each user and change during his interaction with the application.

The controller, as the name suggests, is responsible for controlling the other constituents of the application, namely the model and view. As explained earlier, these two participants in the MVC pattern are XSLT transformations controlled by a set of parameters that constitute the state. Thus, in order to encode all logic as XSLT files, the model is implemented as a transformation that produces a XML document representing the state.

The application engine is a framework for running web applications. It has three extension points (usually called "hot spots") for each web applications it runs. Those extension points are XSLT transformations and each corresponds to one of the participants of the MVC model.

![Diagram of processing an HTTP request in the RADX application engine](image)

To better explain this architecture we present in Fig. 1. the processing of an HTTP request received by the RADX application engine. When an HTTP request is received from a web browser it triggers three transformations in sequence, producing an HTML document that is sent back to the browser in the HTTP response. In the diagram we denote execution flow by solid arrows. Transformations are represented by circles with a “T” label, connected by dashed arrows to their input and output documents and by dotted arrows to their parameters.

Two DOM objects – Data and State - have a central role in this process and are both represented by double-line rectangles in the diagram. The former reflects the application data as persisted in a XML document file; there is a Data object for each application managed by the application engine. The latter is the state of the interaction with each user; there is a State object for each active user session of the application engine. Both these objects are used in all three transformations: the Data object is the transformation data source and the State object contains the transformation parameters.
In the beginning of this process the variables of the HTTP request are copied to the State object for the current user. The first transformation, representing the controller, uses Data as the original document and changes the State. The second transformation, representing the Model, transforms the Data into itself. The third transformation, representing the View, transforms Data into HTML and sends it in the HTTP response.

4.2 Application Manager

The implementation of the application manager was based on “Model 2” that is the MVC applied to Java web applications. Therefore, the controller is composed by a servlet that receives HTTP requests and according to these requests acts on the model and the view. The Model is a set of Java beans that processes instructions from the servlet. The View is composed of JSPs that uses the model data to produce an HTML output.

The application manager’s function is to manage the applications supported by the application engine. To create the new applications it generates XSLT configuration for the application engine using 2nd order transformations applied to XML Schema type definitions.

5 Implementation

The RADX system was implemented as two independent Java web applications: the application engine and the application manager. They were both implemented using the Tomcat servlet container. In this section we highlight the main issues encountered in the development of these two components.

5.1 Application engine

The application engine has a rather simple design: it has a single servlet that acts as front controller to all applications requests; this servlet instances the Application class for each web application it manages.

The main function of the servlet is to apply the three XSLT transformations associated with the model, view and controller, as explained in the previous section. It also manages the users’ state using the standard session mechanism provided by the servlet container.

Each Application instance contains a DOM object and a collection of transformations. The main method of this class invokes a transformation on the data object that is outputted to different objects according to its type: model transformations are copied to the data object itself and serialized in the file system; controller transformations change the DOM object representing the state; view transformations produces HTML that is outputted to the HTTP response channel.
When the Application class is instanced the corresponding data file is loaded to its DOM object as well as all its transformations. It should be noted that some HTTP requests just change the current view and do not activate model transformations. The data object is serialized to its data file only when it actually changes. On the other hand the Application class is thread-safe to ensure data integrity in concurrent operations.

### 5.2 Application manager

The application manager is a standard model 2 Java web [15] application that allows the creation, customization and deletion of web applications supported by the application engine.

The main feature of the application manager is the creation of a new application when a XML Schema is uploaded. Several second order XSLT transformations are applied to this document in order to create the XSLT files that configure the hot spots of the application engine, as well as the initial XML data file.

The main issue in these transformations is the identification of definitions of elements containing sets of elements of the same type, which would correspond to entities in a relational model. For this purpose we use the XML schema sequence indicator.

Element types in XML Schema can be either named or anonymous. To simplify the detection of type definition with sequence indicators we start by normalizing XML Schema documents. As would be expected, this normalization is also an XSLT transformation that unfolds all named type reference into a XML Schema with only anonymous type definitions.

The same procedure for identifying repeated elements is used for generating each of the three XSLT transformations from the normalized schema. For each set of repeated elements a corresponding set of templates is produced in the target transformation.

Using the application manager the programmer can edit the individual transformations to customize its application. In most cases the XSLT encoding the view will be the first candidate for customization in order to change the application graphical appearance. The controller transformation will need to be edited only to add or remove access to model operations. We expect the model transformation to be the one to require less customization.

### 6 Conclusion

This article presents RADX, a system for development of web applications prototypes based on XML documents in a rapid and easy way.

The fact that in RADX data persistence and graphical interfaces are both based on XML, led us to use XML transformations in the implementation of the logic layer. The architecture of the Application Engine of RADX is based on applying three successive transformations corresponding to the constituents of the MVC
architectural pattern. We also highlight the main issues encountered during the development of the RADX system.

As it is an ongoing project is not yet possible to make an assessment of the RADX system efficiency. In any case, since it is a system designed for prototyping, its main advantage is the ease of applications creation and adequacy of the user’s needs.
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Abstract. The creation of a CGI or a WebService as an interface for a command line tool is not as unusual as it may seem. It is extremely usual and useful. There are applications developed as command line tools that can be useful for different purposes, and different kind of users. Some of these users might not be able to run these tools directly. For instance, it is not easy to install a bunch of Perl modules to have a small tool working. For these situations, it is easier to make the tool available in the Web or as a WebService.

The problem with making the tool available in these fashions, is that programmers tend to rewrite the tools to incorporate the CGI or XML specific layers.

We defend that these CGI or WebService interfaces should use the already available command line tool, without any change. This interface should be able to read a simple textual specification of how the command line tool works, and build the CGI or XML specific layers automatically. The \texttt{CGI::Auto} module aims this purpose: to encapsulate command line tools in a CGI layer based on a textual specification, transforming the command line tool in a web application.

1 Introduction

When solving a problem in a quick way, programmers tend to write small command line tools. These commands (or scrips) can do a lot of interesting things, but their dissemination is not easy. People who want to run them have to install (and probably compile) the command.

The process of making these tools available to other users can involve two approaches:

- to prepare a standalone package, that can be downloaded over the Internet for local installation;
- to prepare a WebService [1] or an interactive Web Application for final-user usage.

While the first approach is preferred for most cases, it is not the easier way for all kind of users. If the tool was developed using, for instance, a scripting language, the final-user will need to install the scripting language interpreter to run it. If
the programmer wants to distribute a binary it is needed to compile the tool for each architecture and operating system. Other option might be the distribution of the source-code. That is handy if the final-user is also a programmer, or else, she will be lost when compiling the tool.

When the command line tool is to be used by a non technical user, most programmers tend to choose the second approach to release their tools. To prepare a Web Application is quite easier, as the tool will run in the server computer, and thus, no cross compiling is necessary.

The problem with this approach is that while it is not difficult to develop a user-friendly web interface, it involves the modification of the original tool, adding a Web layer.

We might argue that this process is performed just once. But it is not true. When adding a new feature to the command line tool we will want to reflect it in the Web application. In the same way, when changing the Web application, we will want to reflect the changes in the command line tool.

We defend that the best approach is to develop a Web layer that uses the command line tool directly. The programmer can change the command line tool, and the new features will be available for the final-user automatically, with no need to re-design the Web Application.

For this purpose we developed a Perl module, named CGI::Auto. This module provides means to write a CGI application that behaves accordingly with a textual specification of how the command line tool is executed. CGI::Auto will not re-implement command line tools: it will run them directly on the host operating system shell.

This module uses a textual specification that describes how to run a specific command (or generically any pipeline of commands), and generates the Web application on the fly. The textual specification just describes the accepted flags and option for the command line tool, together with some strings to make the Web application more user-friendly.

CGI::Auto will be introduced, showing how to build a Web interface for two well known Unix command line tools: word count (wc) and pattern searching (grep).

2 CGI::Auto Approach

Before developing CGI::Auto, we needed to study how command line tools work. The main requirement for CGI::Auto is that it should be general enough to produce interfaces for all kind of command line tools. Command line tools can interact with the user in many different ways [2]:

– accept input through standard input;
– print errors to a standard error file handle;
– print results to the standard output;
– create files;

1 Future work intends to incorporate a WebService layer as option.
read files;
– accept optional flags or required ones;
– accept optional or required arguments;
– can be compound using a pipeline;

All these kind of operations need to be treated by CGI::Auto, and need to be defined in some way in the specification file, in a simple an concise description.

The CGI::Auto CGI have just one command: the invocation of the CGI::Auto main method with the textual specification of how the Web Application should interact with the command line tool.

The CGI will act as an abstraction layer between the command line tool and the Web Application. It will show a simple form to the user, where the command line tool available options are shown as common HTML widgets: radio buttons, combo boxes, text fields and text areas. When the user fills in the form and submits it, a command line pattern is filled with the user information and run on the host operating system. The output will then be presented to the user.

2.1 Example 1 — Word Count

A command line tool works with a number of specific parameters, and usually operates on one or more files. As a first example, consider the word count command (wc) which, among other things, allows the user to count the number of lines and the number of words in a given file. Its main usage is:

```
wc -l -w file
```

Basically, it accepts two switches that specify what we want to count (lines or words) and a filename. The two switches are shown to the user as HTML radio button, where the user can select one, both or none.

Regarding the file to process, we need to make it available in the host operating system. We can supply it to the Web application using three methods: to upload the file using a common CGI upload field, to copy and paste the content of the file into a text area, or to specify an URL where the file should be downloaded.

The specification to run this command under CGI::Auto is as simple as:

```perl
my %wc = {
    description => "Counting lines and words in a file.",
    command => "wc [%words%] [%lines%] [%file%]",
    args => {
        words => {type => "flag", value => "-w", name => "Count words"},
        lines => {type => "flag", value => "-l", name => "Count lines"},
        file => {type => "upload", name => "File to process..."}
    }
};
```

The first argument on this specification is a string that describes the web application. Follows the command line pattern with placeholders, delimited by [%
These placeholders are then explained, one by one, in the arguments list.

These arguments can have different types. On this example we have flags (for command line switches), and upload fields (for supplying files to the command line). Flags have a value (the value that is replaced in the command line pattern if the user select it), and a name, that is shown to the user in the Web application. File uploads just have a name, with a simple description of what will be done with that file.

Figure 1 shows the CGI created with this configuration. The area A corresponds to the user interface with the command line tool. After activating the desired parameters and uploading the file to process, the command result is presented (area B).

**SINOPSIS: wc -w -l file0**

**DESCRIPTION:**

Contagem de palavras e linhas num ficheiro.

Activate flags?

- `-w`: Contar palavras.
- `-l`: Contar linhas.

Uploads

Ficheiro a processar...

Submit Query

**Command Executed:**

`wc -l /tmp/passwd_tempWNeq`

**Results:**

`21 /tmp/passwd_tempWNeq`

Fig. 1. Word-Count (wc) with a web interface.

This interface is not the best for all kind of operations, but is fully configurable by the CGI::Auto specification.

### 2.2 Example 2 — Pattern Search

The second example includes a third type of parameter: textual expressions to be replaced directly in the command line pattern.

To demonstrate this kind of parameter we will build an interface to the `grep` unix tool. Also, to explain how we can supply a pipeline of tools, we will tail the
result of the grep, showing just the final $n$ results (being $n$ a value specified by
the user).

```perl
my %grep = (
    command => "grep [%regexp%] [%file%] | tail -n [%nl%]",
    description => "Pattern Search.",
    args => {
        regexp => {type => "textfield",name => "Pattern to Search"},
        nl => {type => "textfield",name => "Maximum number of results"},
        file => {type => "upload" ,name => "File to process."}
    }
);
```

The specification is straightforward. The command is just another command line pattern. It is written as if it was executed directly on your shell. Regarding arguments, we have the third type: text fields. These arguments are fields where the user can write anything, and their content will be replaced in the command line pattern. Figure 2 shows the Web interface generated for this description.

![Pattern Search (grep) with a web interface.](image)

**SINOPSIS:** `grep regexp file0 | tail -n nl`

**DESCRIPTION:**
Contagem de Padrões.

Textfields
Padrão a pesquisar.
  home

Número máximo de resultados.
  $n$

Uploads
Ficheiro a processar...
  etc/passwd

Submit Query

**Command Executed:**
`grep 'home'/tmp/passwd_tempoG2] | tail -n '5'

**Results:**
```
  qj:c:x:1001:1001::/home/qj:/bin/bash
  ruben:x:1002:1002::/home/ruben:/bin/bash
  jac:x:1003:1003::/home/jac:/bin/bash
  analis:x:1004:1004::/home/analisa:/bin/bash
  webpaper:x:1005:1005::/home/webpaper:/bin/bash
```

**Fig. 2.** Pattern Search (grep) with a web interface.
3 Conclusion and Future work

While this work is still in progress, it shown that the approach is viable. It is quite easy to specify any command line behavior using a command line pattern and a set of arguments description.

There are a lot of new features that are being currently implemented. They include more flexibility in the user interface (for instance, to generate mime-type rich documents, like PDF), incremental pipeline execution, and batch jobs. This last feature is very important as some tools will make the web-server time-out before a result is shown. For these kind of tools we are developing a deferred approach. The user will fill in the form and supply an email. Later, when the job is finished, the user will receive an email with the job results (or for some jobs with big results, with a specific URL where the result can be downloaded).

At the moment we know that the interpolation of user input directly in the command line pattern is a big source of exploits. At the moment we want to prepare the basic module, and later include a security layer to filter and validate user input.

Currently, the integration with WebServices is not yet a reality. While its implementation is not complicated, it requires the development of a WebService client. Without this client we can not validate it. With web applications this kind of validation is quite easier.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a methodology for the extraction of terminological information from textual corpora, showing the processes we follow for identification of term candidates in corpora, and for recognition in textual data of term definitions and conceptual relations. Both the textual corpora that are used as the source for terminological information, as well as the terminological database we build from this information, are stored and maintained by linguists in XML format, and converted to MySQL format for consultation through a PHP-based web application.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present a methodology developed at the University of Vigo by the TALG Research Group (“Galician Language Technology and Applications”) for the extraction of terminological information from textual corpora leading to the creation of linguistic resources in the field of terminology for Galician. We will explain the main characteristics of the CLUVI corpus and the CTG corpus which constitute the source of this work, the process followed for the preparation of the Terminological Databank of the University of Vigo (TUVI), as well as the results obtained so far and the tasks we are undertaking and the ones we have in prospect.

The Linguistic Corpus of the University of Vigo (CLUVI) is an open collection of textual corpora with translations in specific areas of the contemporary

\[1\] This work has been funded by the Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia and the Fondo Europeo de Desarrollo Regional (FEDER) within the project “Diseño e implementación de un servidor de recursos integrados para el desarrollo de tecnologías de la lengua gallega (RLG)” (HUM2006-11125-C02-01/FILO), a coordinated project between the University of Vigo (TALG Research Group) and the University of Santiago de Compostela (Instituto da Língua Galega).
Galician language, accessible in the web since September 2003 at http://sli.uvigo.es/CLUVI. With a current total length exceeding the 20 million words, the CLUVI comprises six main parallel corpora belonging to four specialized registers (from fiction, computing, popular science and legal-administrative fields) and five different language combinations with Galician (Galician-Spanish bilingual translation, English-Galician bilingual translation, French-Galician bilingual translation, English-Galician-French-Spanish tetralingual translation and Spanish-Galician-Catalan-Basque tetralingual translation) [4]. The format chosen for storing the aligned parallel texts is an adaptation of the TMX format (Translation Memory eXchange), as this is the XML encoding standard for translation memories and parallel corpora, regardless of the application used [9]. A translation memory is a database which holds the original and translated version for each of the sentences translated in the framework of a computer-aided translation system, with the aim to reuse translations by the program. With some differences, an aligned parallel corpus is equivalent to a translation memory and, in practice, there is a considerable number of TMX-encoded aligned parallel corpora, with the added advantage that these corpora can be used as translation memories for feeding computer-aided translation programs [10].

The Galician Technical Corpus (CTG), available since 2006 for free consultation at http://sli.uvigo.es/CTG, is an open monolingual corpus of contemporary specialized Galician, in the fields of law, computing, economics, environmental science, sociology and medicine, with a current extension of 12 million words. The CTG is stored in the XML format, annotated with bibliographic and thematic information, and segmented into sentences. The web application developed in PHP for the searching and browsing of the CTG permits to query words or groups of words, use wildcards looking for complex patterns (regular expressions), and specify the subset of the corpus to which you want to limit the search. At present, the CTG is being annotated with information about the lemma and part-of-speech of words.

The Terminological Databank of the University of Vigo (TUVI) is a terminological database based on the monolingual and parallel specialty texts collected in the corpora of the University of Vigo, namely in the Linguistic Corpus of the University of Vigo (CLUVI) and in the Galician Technical Corpus (CTG). This terminological database is freely accessible on the web at http://sli.uvigo.es/TUVI, and currently has 5,625 terms documented in the CLUVI and CTG corpora belonging to the areas of law (1,411 bilingual and monolingual entries), sociology (954 tetralingual and monolingual entries), economy (1,163 monolingual entries) and ecology (1,324 monolingual entries). All terms in the TUVI are documented in the corpora, the terminological inventories in the fields of computer science and medicine being in progress.

In the TUVI, terminological information is structured around concepts. Each TUVI record includes all the information relating to a concept expressed with a Galician term which can be recorded also with variants, both intralinguistic (synonymic terms, spelling variants, or dialectal variants) and interlinguistic (translations or, more properly, equivalences). The information collected for each
variant (including the common or unmarked variant) includes the lemma of the
term, its grammatical category, its definition, and a context of usage documented
in the corpus. Registers or concepts in the database are grouped according to
their thematic area within a branch of a hierarchical thematic tree of the matter.
Also, the concepts in the database form a navigateable lexical-semantic network
where conceptual nodes interact with each other according to the semantic re-
lations (antonymy, hiperonymy, holonymy, etc.) among them.

Both the textual corpora that are used as the source for terminological infor-
mation, as well as the terminological database we build from this information,
are stored and maintained by linguists in XML format, and converted to MySQL
format for consultation through a PHP-based web application, which allows for
significantly expedite processing. XML to MySQL conversion is done in two ways,
depending on the original XML document. For these textual corpora, which have
a relatively simple structure, we created an ad hoc database with two related
tables, one for the source texts and another for the sentences, and the data is
imported from two delimited texts generated through XSL. For the termbase,
which has a complex structure branching at various levels, we use Altova XML-
Spy in order to export XML as delimited text. Altova XMLSpy converts XML
input in ten interrelated tables which are imported from a MySQL database
created from the output of XMLSpy converter. Terminological information in
the TUVI database is structured according to the following DTD:

```xml
<!ELEMENT dic (cc+)
<!ELEMENT cc (ic, rs*, def*, ct+, lg+)
<!ELEMENT ic (♯PCDATA)
<!ELEMENT rs (♯PCDATA)
<!ATTLIST rs
  tipo-rs: set of semantic relations
  (hipo | hiper | ant | mero | holo | eant | epost | tant | tsim | tpost
  | axente | prod | caus | efec | instr | fin ) REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT def (texto_def, fonte_def?)
<!ATTLIST def
  xml:lang (gl | es | en | fr | pt) REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT texto_def (♯PCDATA)
<!ELEMENT fonte_def (♯PCDATA)
<!ELEMENT ct (♯PCDATA)
<!ATTLIST ct
  st: standard for classification
  CDATA REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT lg (var+)
<!ATTLIST lg
  xml:lang (gl | es | en | fr | pt) REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT var (lema, pms?, cat, ex*, frec+)
<!ATTLIST var
  tipo (com | orto | morf | sigla | acro) REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT lema (♯PCDATA)
<!ELEMENT cat EMPTY
<!ATTLIST cat
  valor (m | f | s | com | adx | lconx | lprep | ladx | lnom | lvb | ladv |
```
2 Extraction of term candidates

Next, we will explain our methodology for the extraction of term candidates from corpora, focusing on the AUGA corpus, a subset of CTG corpus devoted to language of ecology and environmental sciences, consisting of 2,349,362 words of journalistic, legislative, academic and informative texts. The texts in the AUGA corpus, as a whole, are about different themes on relations between human beings and nature, including the study of environmental problems and models for sustainable development.

2.1 Wordgrams-based extraction

First, we extract the most frequent words of the corpus, as well as the most frequent sequences of n-words (wordgrams), taking into account sequences until 4 words (bigrams, trigrams and tetragrams). Below we include some examples of terms identified in this way, with the frequency with which they occur in the corpus analyzed:

- ambiental (5,216 times)
- ambiente (3,807 times)
- especies (2,464 times)
- contaminación (1,658 times)
- impacto ambiental (903 times)
- educación ambiental (527 times)
- augas residuais (516 times)
- evaluación ambiental (508 times)
- residuos perigosos (499 times)
- xestión de residuos (455 times)
- calidad do aire (274 times)
- plan de xestión (223 times)
- organismos modificados xeneticamente (214 times)
- autorización ambiental integrada (213 times)
2.2 Extracting low frequency terms

The wordgrams-based terminology extraction is completed with the consultation of authoritative literature on the subject, which allows us, among other things, to identify key terms for the domain that have a low frequency in the corpus. In the case of environmental terms, the reference work for the Galician language was the Léxico do medio (http://www.linlimter.net/lexique/_index.html), elaborated by the União Latina (http://www.unilat.org) in the European project “Linlimter” (http://www.linlimter.net), a project created as a tool to support the terminology of minority Latin languages. Thus, we have completed our wordgrams-based inventory with the terms of the Léxico do medio which are equally documented in our corpus but which were not included in our initial list. These are new terms which, despite having a low presence and frequency in the body, are important terms in the field.

2.3 Extracting morphosyntactic patterns

As we said earlier, the CTG corpus is being tagged with information about lemma and part-of-speech of words. The tagset used in CTG is based on the tagset proposed by the Eagles group [5] for the annotation of morphosyntactic lexicons and corpora for all European languages. Here follows, by way of example, a fragment extracted from the CTG corpus in its PoS-tagged version and in its untagged version:2

```xml
<text>
<sect>
Galicia é a primeira Comunidade Autónoma pesqueira do Estado español, o sector pesqueiro representa o 8% do PIB e o 5% da poboación activa, estas cifras a pesar de estar en consonancia coa importancia do litoral a nivel mundial, o 40% da poboación do mundo vive nas zonas costeiras, presenta unhas cifras moi por enriba de calquera dos outros países comunitarios.
</sect>
</text>
```

2 Textual segment included in the CTG corpus belonging to the doctoral dissertation of Alfredo López Fernández, Estudos dos pequenos cetáceos da plataforma de Galicia (University of Santiago de Compostela, 2003), directed by Angel Guerra Sierra and Graham J. Pierce.
From this tagged corpus we can retrieve new term candidates based on the morphosyntactic patterns most frequently found in the terminological database built until that moment. Thus, we first determine which are the most common tag combinations in the terminological inventory done so far, and afterwards we observe the sequences of tokens in the corpus that correspond to these patterns. For example, this is the list of morphosyntactic patterns most frequently found in the inventory of 1,444 terms extracted from the AUGE corpus on environmental sciences (we indicate the number of times the term occurs in the list with the specific morphosyntactic pattern):

- Singular feminine noun (216 times)
- Singular masculine noun (209 times)
- Singular feminine noun + singular feminine adjective (157 times)
- Singular masculine noun + singular masculine adjective (145 times)
- Singular feminine noun + singular common adjective (98 times)
- Singular masculine noun + singular common adjective (97 times)
- Singular masculine noun + preposition + singular feminine noun (66 times)
- Singular masculine adjective (52 times)
- Singular feminine noun + preposition + singular feminine noun (41 times)
- Singular common adjective (34 times)
- Singular masculine noun + preposition + singular masculine noun (33 times)
- Verb (21 times)

Comparing the results of the most common morphosyntactic patterns for environmental terms with the patterns identified in the list of 1,768 legal terms extracted from GALEX subcorpus of legal texts (2,516,846 words from CTG), it can be seen that the frequency of patterns is similar. Thus, the most popular patterns are, on the one hand, nouns and noun+adjective combinations and, on the other hand, noun+preposition+noun combinations.

We apply these results to the search for term candidates in the tagged section of the CTG corpus, grouping subcategories such as gender and number of nouns, adjectives and articles, and discarding monocategory patterns. Thus, we obtain a comprehensive list of term candidates, with their frequency in the corpus, from which we extract the valid terms after a thorough review. The resulting list of candidates contains combinations from 2 to 6 elements, for example:

- noun + adjective: diversidade biolóxica, catástrofe ecolóxica, auditoría ambiental, política forestal, cambio climático, augas residuais de carbono
- noun + preposition + noun: planta de tratamiento, capa de ozono, dióxido de carbono
descontaminación
We are currently working on the process of filtering the data automatically extracted from the corpus to obtain term candidates based on morphosyntactic patterns. For the moment, in this process of filtering we have applied two complementary approaches: human testing of data, and verification of the terms in a corpus other than the corpus which is used as source of the data.

Of course, the most reliable approach is the human revision of data by Galician terminologists and specialists in the field. However, due to limited resources and the difficulty of finding experts willing to collaborate, we have to opt for other less efficient methods.

A variant of the second approach is to verify the presence of the term candidates in other subcorpora of CTG different from the subcorpus used as source. For example, during the identification of environmental terms extracted from the AUSA corpus, if a term candidate does not appear or has a very limited presence in other subcorpora from other thematic areas, we believe it has a good chance of being a significant and necessary word in the environmental sciences. In the opposite case, the term candidate increases the likelihood of not being a specific term of its field, because it would also have visibility in other fields like law, sociology, medicine, economics, etc.

Another different variant of the second approach is to search the term candidates in the internet. If its presence rate is not very high, it will be an index of the specificity of the term and, therefore, an index of its terminological relevance.

3 Extraction of semantic relations and definitions

The work on corpora being done by our research group allows us, as we said, both to extract lexical units with specialized value (terms) and their terminographic treatment which focuses on the description of the name and concept. With respect to that issue, the work undertaken so far has focused on two aspects: the identification of conceptual relations, and the linguistic expression of concepts (definitions). These two aspects are the subject of much attention by applied and theoretical terminology, because they point very clearly to the true role of scientific terms in texts: transmission of knowledge.

The TUVI terminological database was created with an onomasiological approach where concepts are “the door” to enter the term. This approach leads directly to focus our interest in the description of the conceptual relations and definitions, without forgetting the necessary adscription of terms to a specific branch of the conceptual tree.

Apart from the traditional and necessary identification of semantic relations and the development of definitions (through the use of thesaurus and ontologies, the systematic search in specialized dictionaries, and the consultation with specialists), we began the work of the automation process, focused on the search for linguistic and typographical patterns that can be discovered in corpora, both
for semantic relations [3] and definitions [6, 1]. We understand that the semantic relations can be identified by textual segments that function as real anchors, which are also segments that lead to retrieve textual information relevant to the semantic explicitation of a term, and that when an author of a text defines a term, she or he does so through definitory contexts, considering as definitory context any textual fragment from a document which provides specialized information useful to define a term [2]. All of this information can be automatically retrieved from a PoS-tagged corpus (in a faster and clearer way) or from an untagged corpus. The following data was extracted from the untagged version of the AUGA corpus on ecology and environmental sciences.

3.1 Methodology for semantic information extraction

For the identification of semantic relations, we draw on [3], because in her paper she describes the general framework of conceptual relations that we use in our analysis and she also presents textual markers that identify them in a Catalan corpus (textual markers adapted and supplemented by us for Galician). For definitory contexts we draw on the work done in the Corpógrafo [8, 7], Alarcón [1] and especially in the classic work of Pearson [6], which explains that when an author, in a given text, wants to define a term, she or he may resort to typographical elements to highlight this term, and to the definition and definitory patterns to relate the term to its definition. In our research we also believe it is interesting to take advantage of any relevant information which, even without being a definition, can be related to semantic aspects of the term.

3.2 Patterns for semantic relations

In a pattern \([X \ p \ Y]\) for the automatic extraction of semantic relations, both \(X\) and \(Y\) are (inflected) terms well defined within a specific domain (and documented in our terminological database), and “\(p\)” is a linguistic pattern that can be formed by verbs, verbal phrases, connectors and typographical elements. Currently, the search pattern is based on \([X \ p]\) to seek any textual segment including \(Y\). Here are a sample of the the linguistics patterns “\(p\)” we use to search for semantic relations in the corpus expressed as regular expressions:

- Resemblance:
  - Partial resemblance: \(\text{é parecido[a]} \ | \ \text{son parecido[a]}\s a\)
  - Antonymy: \(\text{(é|son) o contrario de} \ | \ \text{é contrario a} \ | \ \text{se opón a} \ | \ \text{opone} \ a \ | \ \text{se opoñen a} \ | \ \text{opóñense a} \ | \ \text{distinguen?se de} \ | \ \text{diferencian?se de} \ | \ \text{se distinguen? de} \ | \ \text{se diferencian? de})\)

- Inclusion:
  - Hyponym-hyperonym: \(\text{(é|son) un tipo de} \ | \ \text{é (un|unha)} \ | \ \text{considéran?se} \ | \ \text{se consideran?})\)
  - Hyperonym-hyponym: \(\text{agrupa a} \ | \ \text{como:} \ | \ \text{tal como:} \ | \ \text{como [oa|s]?)}\)

- Sequentiality:
We can see some examples of these semantic relations identified in the AUGA corpus:

- Resemblance:
  - *Quercus suber* [...] O seu aspecto é parecido ó da aciñeira, aínda que se diferencia dela pola súa grosa e esponxosa casca de máis de 15 cm de grosor, chamada cortiza, e polas súas follas menos espíñentas cá desta.

- Sequentiality:
  - Ata a actualidade a avaluación da calidade do aire realizase puntualmente nos lugares de medición, sen que exista un coñecemento preciso da representatividade territorial das medicións obtidas.

- Causality:
  - Nos solos non agrícolas, a acidificación dá lugar á perda de vitalidade das plantas producindo a perda e deterioración de follas e en último caso a morte das especies vexetais acompañada de cambios nos organismos do solo, ao favorecer a proliferación de especies acidófilas.

- Meronymy:
  - O biogás está constituído na súa meirande parte por dióxido de carbono e metano, ademais tamén postie pequenas cantidades de hidróxeno e sulfuro de hidróxeno.

### 3.3 Patterns for definitions

In a pattern \[X = Y\] for the extraction of term definitions, “\(X\)” is a term from the database, “\(=\)” is a definitory pattern based on verbs, linguistic or metalinguistic
phrases (including reformulative markers) and typographical elements, and Y is the definition or the relevant syntactic elements that can lead to the creation of a definition. With regard to Y, it must be clear that it can also be a term that is the superordinate in the sort of classic definition based on the gender and the difference [X = Y [specific semantic features]]. Currently, the search pattern is based on [X =] to seek any textual segment including Y. Here are a sample of the patterns “p” we use to search for term definitions in the corpus expressed as regular expressions:

- Verbs: ( é | son | (concibe|enténde|considera)n?se | se (concibe|entende|considera)n? | poden? (concibir|entender|considerar)se | se poden? (concibir|entender|considerar) | pôden?se (concibir|entender|considerar) | poden? ser (concibir|entender|considerar)[oa]s? )
- Reformulative markers: (, isto é, é dicir)
- Linguistic expressions: (,? como:? |,? tal como )
- Typographical elements: (: ) // colon sign

Here follow some examples of definitory contexts identified in the AUGA corpus:

- A acuicultura define-se como o conxunto de actividades encaminhadas ao cultivo de especies acuáticas.
- Aire ambiente: o aire troposférico e exterior.
- No Regulamento (CE) n° 2792/1999 do Consello, de 17 de decembro de 1999, polo que se definen as modalidades e condicións das intervencións coa finalidade estrutural no sector da pesca, queda recollida a definición de acuicultura como: a cría ou cultivo de organismos acuáticos con técnicas encamiñadas a aumentar, por encima das capacidades naturais do medio, a produción dos organismos en cuestión; estes serán, ao longo de toda a fase de cría ou de cultivo e ata o momento da súa recollida, propiedade dunha persoa física ou xurídica.
- O dióxido de carbono é o principal responsable da contribución humana ao efecto invernadoiro a través do uso de combustibles fósiles. [semantic features]
- A agricultura ecolóxica é una manifestación da recente preocupación da poboación polo medio natural e o consumo de produtos saudables. [semantic features]
- A avaliaciación de impacto ambiental é un proceso de análise mediante o que se integra o medio ambiente e o proxecto deseniado, ofrecendo unha serie de vantaxes a ambos aínda que en moitas ocasións estas só son evidentes a longo prazo e que poden permitir aforros nos investimentos e os custos das obras, desenes mais aperfeiçoados e integrados no entorno e maior aceitación social dos mesmos.

3.4 Results and further work

Below we include some results on the accuracy of the patterns used in the extraction of definitions, where “DCIP” stands for “number of different definitory con-
texts identified by the pattern”; “precise” means “number of definitory contexts identified by the pattern that presents a definition”; “relevant” means “number of definitory contexts identified by the pattern that presents an information relevant to a possible definition”; and “irrelevant”, “error in the identification of the definitory context”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>term</th>
<th>DCIP</th>
<th>precise</th>
<th>relevant</th>
<th>irrelevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acuicultura</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeroxerador</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agricultura ecolóxica</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aire</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aire ambiente</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aleta dorsal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ambiente</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amianto</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amoniaco</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amonio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avaliación de impacto ambiental</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dióxido de carbono</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emisión</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medio acústico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medio natural</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In short, in 94 DCIP, there are 9 (9.5%) precise definitions, 43 (45.7%) contexts with relevant information, and 42 (44.6%) contexts with irrelevant information. After reviewing the data, we can conclude that:

a) the typographical pattern (:) produces an especially large amount of noise due to the peculiarities of use of this punctuation mark. However, it also identifies precise specific information.

b) The number of precise definitions is low (9.5%, which leads us to redefine and complete the patterns used in extraction.

c) Nevertheless, the relevant information (semantic features that contribute to the understanding of the concept and allow the drafting of definitions) found with the patterns used is high (45.7%), which shows that the automatic extraction is fully justified.

d) As a whole, the percentage of the retrieved semantic information is higher than the noise.

From now on, we will work on a very important aspect in the identification of semantic relations and definitions: the elimination of the “noise” that occurs when linguistic patterns are applied to a corpus. In this regard,

a) we must develop rules for exceptions that can rely on the introduction of linguistic elements that deny the validity of a pattern. The presence of adverbs like “non”, “nunca” or phrases like “en ningún caso”, will serve to adjust the searches.

b) For the extraction of semantic relations, we must create a specific sub-corpus in which the two terms necessary for the establishment of the semantic
relations (X and Y) are clearly identified. Currently, the search pattern is based on X to seek any textual segment (including Y). If we limit the contexts to those where X and Y occur, the noise level will necessarily lessen.

4 Conclusions

The CLUVI corpus and the CTG corpus allow retrieval of linguistic information that facilitates studies on pragmatic aspects of the Galician language. With regard to the terminological treatment of units drawn from the CTG, it must be said that the TUVI terminological database allows a full approximation to the term (usage, denominative information and conceptual information). Automated extraction greatly facilitates identification of term candidates, of conceptual relations and of definitions in large amounts of text, and helps the eventual manual extraction. For the moment, the patterns that retrieve conceptual information (as seen for definitions) reflect a fairly high level of irrelevant information, but they are still very useful to describe the concept.
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1 Introduction

In this work we propose an XML based toolkit for the construction of an oral history digital archive that allows the filing, classification and annotation of text and multimedia resources associated to a corpus of interviews.

The two basic objects used in this archive are interviews and persons. Each interview (to a person) can have several audio and video files, photos and other images attached, and several derived text documents that result from different analysis of the interview’s data.

To ease the access, classification and search of the information, all text based documents should be in a semi-structured (XML) format and all multimedia documents should have metadata information associated. To help the construction of these documents, in particular by non computer specialists, dedicated software applications must be built. We present a document editor for the classification and annotation of interview transcriptions that allows the definition of category hierarchies.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the motivation and the scope of this work. Section 3 describes the general organization for the interview’s archive. Section 4 presents a document editor for classification and annotation. Some related work is discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes with some ongoing and future work.

* Work partially funded by FCT through the grant MTCIO (POCTI/CED/60786/2004) and POSI Program.
2 Motivation

This work is part of the research work developed by the Documentation and Information Center on Working Class and Popular Movement of Porto (CDI) of Universidade Popular do Porto [16]. CDI’s goals are the preservation of the social, cultural and political memory, and oral and social history of Porto, during the 20th century, as well as its diffusion. Available since 2001, CDI’s Web site contains information about several workers’ organizations, including documental inventories, archival descriptions and digitalized documents; abstracts of workers’ interviews and a chronology of workers’ related events during the 20th century. Search in the site can be text based or using a special controlled vocabulary.

In what the oral history is concerning, CDI has already collected a corpus of about one hundred interviews with workers of different professions and with different social experiences. All biographical narratives were recorded in audio and video, and a transcription of the interview was produced. A small abstract of each narrative is already available in CDI’s Web site.

The quantity, diversity and quality of the collected information by the CDI inspires its study in a multidisciplinary approach. The research team of this project involves different social sciences domains (Linguistics, Education Sciences, History, Information Sciences), and Computer Science.

To ease the access, the search and the multi-disciplinary analysis of the biographical narratives, new software applications are being developed. In Silvestre et. al [9] we presented the main aims for an oral history archive and described some tools already implemented. We briefly review some of those tools in the next section. We would like to emphasize our commitment in using and developing free software tools and documents with open specifications, as the only way to ensure timeless accessibility, portability and easy updating. The choice of XML for the format of text documents illustrates well our options.

3 A Digital Interviews Archive

As we pointed out in the introduction, the two basic objects used in an oral history archive are interviews and persons. Each interview can have several associated resources. Here we will consider the following:

- audio and video recordings
- photos, digitalized documents, images
- text documents:
  - transcriptions
  - abstracts
  - classifications associated with structural content analysis
  - other documents

All documents must have metadata information associated. For the analysis and research the documents should have annotations that associate a concept to a
text segment. A text segment can have multiple annotations. For a more efficient search, annotations should use controlled vocabularies, and specially thesauri. The thesauri will allow a more fine-grained classification of documents that can be of value for social scientists research.

In Silvestre et al we presented a set of XML based software tools for the production, annotation and search of multimedia documents. In particular we specified XML languages for: metadata based on the Dublin Core standard [7]; thesauri based on the Zthes standard [19]; annotations based on a specific controlled vocabulary; transcriptions of interviews based on the Transcriber schema [12, 1, 2]; and, for small abstracts of the interviews contents organized in sections, called stories. We developed special purpose document editors for metadata and abstracts. Both for the thesauri and the abstracts an Web site was implemented that allows browsing and search. The XML schema used to define each language is Relax NG [17]. Besides its expressive power it has a very elegant (compact) syntax and a well-defined semantics based on regular tree languages that allows efficient and clear implementations.

The annotations language was easily extended to deal with other vocabularies. In the next section we will describe an extension of the abstract’s editor to a new editor that allow general classification of transcriptions by the definition of arbitrary category hierarchies.

3.1 Organizing the Resources Associated with an Interview

To organize the resources associated with an interview we used an approach similar to the IMDI standard developed by ISLE (International Standard for Language Engineering) Meta-data Initiative [6, 3] for linguistic multimedia resources.

In the IMDI standard the main concept is session which bundles all information about the circumstances and conditions of a linguistic event. Although some of this information can be retrieved from the resources’ metadata, other should be duplicated in each resource in order to be possible to group and collect it. For example, every document should have information about which interview it refers to and that would not be easy to infer without the notion of interview. We consider the main metadata elements proposed by IMDI and we specified the session XML element which the Relax NG schema is in Figure 1.

Note that we restricted the content model of many elements, as many linguistic specifications were not meaningful to our goals. Almost all elements are self-explanatory and similar to the ones defined in the Dublin Core standard. In the content element, the attribute genre describes the discourse type of the session contents. In our corpus the genre will be in general interview. The attribute task can be used to describe the topic of the session (for instance, biographical narrative).

The most relevant element for us is person. In Figure 2, the Relax NG schema for that element is given.
start = session
session = element session {
    attribute name {text},
    attribute title {text}?,
    attribute description {text}?,
    date+, place, project+, content,
    contributor*, resource*
}
place = element place {text}
project = element project {
    attribute name {text},
    attribute title {text}?,
    attribute description {text}?,
    attribute person-id {text}?,
    contact?,
}
content = element content {
    attribute genre {text},
    attribute task {text}?,
    attribute description {text}?,
    subject*, language*
}
subject = element subject {text}
language = element language {text}
contributor = element contributor {
    attribute person-id {text},
    attribute resource {text},
    attribute role {text}
}
resource = element resource {
    attribute type {text},
    attribute link {text},
    attribute access {"private" | "owner" | "public"}
}

Fig. 1. Relax NG schema for interviews.

Note again that, in contrast with the IMDI schema, the element contributor in a session has an attribute that refers to person and is not itself a person element. The value of the role attribute of the contributor element belongs to a controlled vocabulary that includes names as interviewer, interviewee, transcriptor, etc..

3.2 Building an Archive

An interviews’ archive is a set of sessions, a set of persons and a set of associated resources. The organization of an archive can be specified as a tree of directories in a file system. The basic structure is presented in Figure 3.
start = person
person = element person {
    attribute id {text},
    attribute name {text},
    attribute fullname {text}?,
    attribute gender { "male" | "female" }?,
    birth? & situation? & language? & contact?,
    (photo | place | education | activity | organization | observation)*
}

photo = element photo {text}
birth = element birth {date? & place?}
place = element place {text}
language = element language {text}
education = element education {text}
activity = element activity {
    attribute type {text}
    text
}
situation = element situation {attribute type {text}},
    element session {attribute id {text}}*)
institution = element institution {text}
obsservation = element observation {text}
}

Fig. 2. Relax NG schema for persons.

The file persons.xml in the directory .persondb contains information about
which persons are in the archive, each one described using a person element.
In the same way, the file sessions.xml contains information about each session
in the archive. These files will be manageable even if their size will reach some
megabytes. This conclusion is based on some performance tests with more than
50000 records (sessions or persons). In this way we can profit from XPath facilities
for querying and presenting the archive information.

There must exist a central archive. Each user can have a local archive which
imports/exports information from and to the central archive. When a user ex-
ports a new version of an existing document a new revision is added, and the
original document will not be modified.

4 Interviews Classification

For the data analysis of the biographical narratives corpus, the text annotations
provide a useful indexation of the data, but is not enough for a structural content
analysis. Some topics or categories can be defined globally driven by the research
goals, but each narrative motivates the introduction of new categories. Those
categories are then hierarchically organized into trees and several text segments
can be associated to each category.
Fig. 3. Archive basic structure.

This content analysis can produce one or several classifications of the original transcription. Each classification can be used for several transcriptions and each transcription can be associated with several classifications.

A classification is then a forest (set of trees) where each node is labelled by a category and may have several text segments associated to. Currently, we only accept the association of a transcript to a classification. Figure 4 presents the Relax NG schema of a classification. The element node corresponds to a category. The element content corresponds to a text segment of a transcription and can be identified by a start char and an end char. This text segment (contained in the value element) cannot be modified, although it can have independent annotations in the classification and in the transcription. The attribute link can be used for identifying the transcription that segment of text belongs to (in the case that multiple transcripts are allowed).

In Figure 5 we present the new XML specification for annotations and for vocabularies (that are not a thesaurus).

In future implementations, each content should also be marked with insertions, deletions or substitutions. These would be useful for a printed version of a classification where some minor modifications of the original transcript can be allowed (for instance, for omitting punctuation or a private part of the discourse).
include "metadata.rnc"
start = classification
classification = element classification {
  metadata,
  name,
  description?,
  nodes?
}
nodes = element nodes { node+ }
node = element node {
  ref?,
  name,
  description?,
  comment?,
  contents?,
  nodes?
}
contents = element contents { content+ }
content = element content {
  attribute startchar { text },
  attribute endchar { text },
  attribute link { text }?,
  ref?,
  description?,
  comment?,
  value
}
name = element name { text }
description = element description { text }
comment = element comment { text }
ref = attribute ref { text }
value = element value { text }

Fig. 4. The Relax NG schema for classifications.

4.1 The Classification Editor

The interviews’ transcriptions are XML documents with a specification based on the Transcriber schema [12, 1, 2], but supporting metadata and annotations. Its Relax NG schema is presented in Figure 7. For now we do not have a transcriber application, but only some converters from several formats into our transcription format.

For the classification of transcriptions we developed an editor that allows the dynamic definition of category trees and builds new documents based on the information in the transcriptions.

Figure 6 presents a screen-shot of the editor. The editor main frame is divided into two panels. In the left panel, an hierarchy of categories can be built. A new node can be created and attached anywhere. A node has a name (the category), a
Fig. 5. The Relax NG schemas for annotations and vocabularies, respectively.

description and a comment. There may exists several top nodes, so several trees are allowed. It is also possible to change a node’s place or to edit its attributes.

The right panel, has two windows: the lower one for a transcription and the upper one, will have the contents associated with a category. In the transcription, the different speakers are identified by a number. The identity of each speaker can be checked by selecting an option in the View menu.

To associate a text segment to a category, choose the category and just select the text segment from the transcription. Then, the text segment will appear in the upper window, and a small description will be also attached below it’s category (in the left side). In Figure 6 the highlighted text is a description of the content which is shown in the upper window on the right, and which category is Primaria.

When a category is selected all its contents are listed in the upper window on the right and each text segment is highlighted in the transcription (lower window on the right).

The options in the Edit menu allow the edition of metadata and of some preferences.

The options in the File menu allow to open/create an archive and choose a transcription (we plan to allow choosing more than one transcription simultaneously). It is possible then to create a new classification or open an existing one. A classification can be saved or exported to an HTML file. The category hierarchy can be saved independently (what we call a schema) in order to reuse it for other classification (and possibly for other transcriptions).

4.2 Implementation

The main programming language of this project is Python [18].
The graphical interfaces are implemented with the wxWidgets API [15]. Text editor objects are based in the wxStyledTextCtrl class, that implements the Scintilla [5]. The category tree graphical interface uses the CustomTreeCtrl class.

XML processing uses the lxml [11] library that implements the elementtree API [10], but with greater support for XSLT and XPath. This API is Python based and much faster and less space consuming than DOM or SAX Python implementations.

For the classification editor, the classification’s tree structure is built using Python classes and it is saved as a document in the classification XML language.

5 Related Qualitative Data Analysis tools

There are several software tools available for the qualitative data analysis of a set of documents, that can be used for the structural content analysis of our corpus of interviews. From this set, we can refer the Ethnograph [14], the Atlas.ti project [4,13], and the Nvivo 7 [8]. All those tools are commercial proprietary software products with very expensive licenses. Only the Atlas.ti project can use XML files.
The *Nvivo 7* is the most popular in the academic world. Its previous versions were not very user friendly and it was difficult to be used by a non computer specialist. *Nvivo 7* allows to create a project with several documents (in the RTF format). Arbitrary (free) nodes can be created and text segments associated to those nodes. The nodes can then be organized in a tree. Search facilities includes search for nodes or text, and proximity search of two items.

In comparison, our approach includes the basic features of this system (for now, for a single document) with the advantages of being free software and of using semi-structured documents with open formats.

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper we described ongoing work towards the construction of an oral history digital archive based on a corpus of interviews. We also described an editor that aims to help social scientists in the corpus structural content analysis. The current version of the editor works only with one interview (transcription).
at a time. This is not a major drawback as in most of the cases each interview
has its own set of category hierarchies. Although it is still in development, it
is already being used by some project team members. We are now extending
the editor to allow the classification of multiple interviews simultaneously and
improving its search facilities. For that it is essential to have a precise notion of
an archive. In this paper, we also described the basic structure for building an
oral history archive. This organization is also essential for an improved search
in the corpus. We plan to implement search mechanisms that will allow

– querying the archive using controlled vocabularies and in special thesauri,
or more complex ontologies;
– more complex queries, by the development of a specific query language fitted
to the archive contents and simple to use;
– save the query results in a file for future use.

In what dissemination is concerned we note that provision must be made in
order to restrict the access to several documents of the archive although general
sessions information and documents metadata should be in general accessible.
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Abstract. Navegante is a generic framework to build superior order proxies for intrusive browsing. This framework provides the means for developing tools that behave as proxies, but perform some processing task on the content that is being browsed. Parallel to this content processing, applications can also run other user-defined functions with different purposes and interfaces, but we’ll explain those later. Currently, Navegante only builds applications that run as CGIs, but this is intended to change in a near future. Applications are built writing programs in Navegante’s Domain Specific Language (DSL).

Navegante is a work in progress. This article aims to describe the current state of development. What applications can be built and how. Also, we identify some implementation problems, and briefly discuss some future improvements. Finally, we try to illustrate most of the concepts described using a couple of case studies.

1 Introduction

A proxy[6] is, typically, a service that handles requests for a set of clients that are using other services. Proxies are traditionally used for caching or authorization purposes. On most of these cases the content served is kept unchanged. On some cases the response can be blocked or redirected. Some set of tools can be designed as proxies, but that in some way change the content in the response message. By doing this they become intrusive on the content, but they still apply the proxy concept – they indirectly serve information provided by other services. On-line spell checking tools, language detection, accessibility improvers[5] are some first glance examples of intrusive proxies. One way of seeing these tools is as a generic processor (or a higher order function [4]) that given a processing function, analysis the originally served content. So, this processor works as a proxy but it also applies this processing function to the content before delivering it to the final client.

Navegante [1] is a framework that can be used to build such applications. Applications that work as proxies for the Internet but that perform some additional kind of task on the browsed content. These applications are capable of giving feedback to the user about any processed data at any given time and in different ways. Applications are also capable of keeping state information over sequential requests and, have the ability to keep state information associated with browsed content.
This framework consists in a set of tools that are developed in Perl, taking advantage of well known Perl modules available on the Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN). For content processing we chose to use XML::DT [2], because it can be used to process XML or HTML exactly in the same way. Which means that we can, without much effort, and without changing our defined functions migrate our applications to feed on XML source files as well as HTML. We used the Parser::YAPP[3] Module to build the language parsers.

In the following sections, we expect to objectively cover the necessary topics to give the reader a basic understanding of the framework, and it's various components. We also illustrate the process of building applications and highlight the advantages of using the framework instead of building them from scratch.

2 The Proxy Pattern

In a client-server paradigm[8] the typical message flow can be described in three simple steps:

Step 1: The client sends a message to the server specifying the request.
Step 2: The server processes the request and sends a response message to the client.
Step 3: The client receives the response message from the server.

The diagram in Fig. 1 helps to illustrate this simple communication flow. There are no middle-mans in this architecture, and the message is delivered to the client exactly as it was sent by the server, content wise at least.

![Fig. 1. Simple client-server paradigm.](image)

For our intrusive proxies we add a new layer to the previous architecture. We add a new step in communications on both incoming and outgoing flows so we can perform some task after the server sends the response but before the client receives it. Ideally, we would like to add this extra step in the flow from the server to the client only, but this is not possible since there is no way we can tell the server that that specific response should go into our application before being forwarded to the client, without heavy changes on the client side. The goal here is to be intrusive but we don't want to tamper with every application, we want to keep things working the way they are. So, we upgrade our earlier description to a five step communication architecture:

Step 1: The client sends a message to the proxy specifying the request.
**Step 2:** The proxy forwards the message to the server unchanged.

**Step 3:** The server processes the request and sends a response message to the proxy.

**Step 4:** The proxy catches the response message, processes the content, and forwards the processed content to the client.

**Step 5:** The client receives the response message from the proxy.

This way we can expect a response from the server, in a given context, and perform some defined transformation on the content before delivering the processed message to the client. The client can be aware of this transformation, or not. The diagram in Fig. 2 helps to illustrate this new approach.

![Diagram](image)

*Fig. 2. Simple client-server paradigm with a middle-man.*

The current implementation of **Navegante** only allows the generation of applications as CGIs[7]. So, our final application will be a form where we start by making the initial request (supplying an URL to **Navegante**’s application) and then browse the web as we normally would, but being aware that every request is being processed by our intrusive proxy. At any time, we can tell **Navegante** to call a previously defined function to display some kind of data compilation or result (to show a state that is maintained while browsing the web).

### 3 **Navegante**’s Approach

To build an application using **Navegante**’s framework we need to feed the parser a **Navegante** program file. This file is to be parsed by **Navegante**, that will use a Perl skeleton file to create an application. This flow is illustrated in Fig. 3.

![Diagram](image)

*Fig. 3. **Navegante**’s application building flow.*

Currently, the only skeleton defined builds a CGI. Therefore, we can only build applications that behave as CGIs. Meaning that they work as standard
HTML pages, and are used as an entry point for intrusive browsing. Once you start browsing using the CGI, the application is already running. Every time a request is made, some processing function defined previously processes the content before delivering it to the client.

Another task being executed, and maybe a not so obvious one, is that every time content is processed, all links are analyzed, so that links to other pages are rewritten. Thus, when these links are followed, we are actually following them using our application, so its resulting content will also be processed. Using this method it is possible to have intrusive browsing without having to change anything in the user or client behavior, since all browsing is done exactly as it would be normally done. There are still some issues with the address rewriting engine, but we will discuss them later.

The application also adds a banner on top of every processed page. This banner provides some interesting features and is illustrated in Fig. 4.

![Sample application banner](image.png)

**Fig. 4.** Sample application banner.

The red outline box is a link to the application’s feedback function, the function behavior is defined by the application. This is an optional feature, if the application doesn’t define a feedback function this image it’s simply not a link. The blue outline box is just Navegante’s logo with a link to Navegante’s homepage. The green outline box is the direct result of the function defined as liveFeedback that can exist in the application. This function can be used to deliver any kind of data regarding the processed content, and is also optional. The orange outline box is a form, defined in the application, that can be used to annotate pages. This simply stores in the application’s state a correspondence between the URL and the user data inserted using the form. Finally, in the black outline box, is illustrated a quit button. This is a last call made to the application that executes a final function when defined by the application. This can be used to provide data summaries of present any other output to the user related to a browsing session.

Another feature that should be pointed out here, is that data can be preserved between requests (data can be made persistent). This means that we can build applications that use data from previous requests and can forward that data along to the following requests. Giving applications a sense of state even that it does not normally exists in protocols like HTTP. This persistent data abstraction is given using cookies, but other storage methods can be implemented.

As stated before, because we are using XML::DT, we can take advantage of this module features, and rework our application to process XML structured files.
Without having to change anything on our defined functions because basically, we are using the same processing engine.

3.1 **Navegante Programs**

*Navegante* programs are written in plain text files and have a well defined structure. The file should be divided in two major sections, as shown in Fig. 5. These sections are divided by the `##` symbols, which has a special meaning for the parser.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(DSL definitions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>##</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(generic definitions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5. Navegante program structure.**

These distinct sections should be used in different ways and with different purposes:

- the first section is used to specify application parameters using a well defined DSL, detailed in the next section.
- the second section is used to define any kind of functions needed by our application in Perl syntax. Everything in this section is almost directly inserted in our final application.

Ideally, it should be possible to write the second section of a *Navegante* program in any language that can be processed in the environment on which the application is running. Currently *Navegante* is not *other languages aware*, so this section of the program needs to be written in Perl.

3.2 **Navegante’s Domain Specific Language**

As stated before, *Navegante* programs are written using a DSL. Most applications parameters are defined using this language. Although in a developing stage, it already can be used to describe many applications behavior. Be aware that most of these statements are CGI specific, because we are mainly building CGIs, but can be used on other contexts as well.

Here is a set of example statements that can be used:

**proc**: the name of the processing function. It defines the function that is to be called over the content that is being processed;

**feedback**: the name of the function that is called when feedback is requested, feedback is requested by following the link illustrated in the previous section;

**livefeedback**: the name of the function that is called every time the banner is generated, as illustrated in Fig. 4;
cginame: the final application CGI name;
formtitle: the title of the newly generated form;
desc: the name of the function that prints a description about the application;
init: the name of the function that is first called when the application starts
        (mainly used to initialize the application state).
annotate: the name of the function that processes the data submitted using
        the banner form, and if needed changes the application state;
iform: describe the fields that are to be rendered in the banner form;
quit: defines the function that is going to be used when the application's quit
        button is clicked.

This directives are used to define the behavior of our application in such a way
that Navegante's parser can understand.

3.3 Navegante's Parser

Navegante's parser is currently the main tool in the framework. This tool is
responsible for building an intrusive application given a program as described
earlier.

The parser is written using Parse::YAPP. The parser uses a skeleton defini-
tion that can be seen as an application template. That is, the skeleton is defined
in such a way that the parser's main job is to contextualize the skeleton using
the program's DSL section. The grammar used is actually very simple and is
described in Fig. 6.

```
1  Start -> actions fop
2  fop -> '##'
3  actions -> actions 'init' arg
4      | actions 'desc' arg
5      | actions 'proc' arg
6      ...
7      |
```

Fig. 6. DSL grammar.

We have a starting rule that derives in a list of actions and in a terminating
symbol. The list of actions is our language specific statements, some of which
were described earlier in this section. These statements will precisely describe
how the skeleton is converted to a new application. The terminating symbol is
simply the ##, which splits the main sections of our program file.

The second section of our program is directly injected in the application,
in order to have access to all the needed functions and variables that will be
used during content analysis and/or transformation. Because of this, this section
needs to be written in Perl. An idea of improvement would be to allow the use of
other languages in this section, because this code is out of the framework scope.
Although it still needs to interact with the framework itself, to access state data for instance.

Currently, included in the parser is also the application skeleton. The application skeleton is nothing more than the final application template and a set of auxiliary functions used by it. The parser uses this template to build the final application.

4 Case Studies

This section describes how to build a couple of very simple applications, using Navegante, for illustration purposes. Keep in mind that the code described in this section most of the times is simplified, and/or not complete, and may actually, by itself, not be enough to implement the application’s described behavior.

4.1 reverse

The first application we are going to build does not make use of state or feedback related concepts. It simply reverses the content being browsed. To create this application using Navegante, we first need to write a program file describing our application behavior. This example application can be written as show in Fig. 7.

```plaintext
1 cginame(./reverse)
2 formtitle(Read Everything Backwards)
3 proc(reverseFunction)
4 desc(reverseDesc)
5 init(reverseInit)
6 ##
7 sub reverseDesc {
8   return "This reverses every sentence in content.";
9 }
10 sub reverseFunction {
11   my $item = shift;
12   reverse($item);
13 }
```

Fig. 7. reverse program.

We can clearly see the symbol ## in line six splitting the file in our two major sections. From line one to line five we are setting a wide range of values for our application using the DSL. We can also see that most of these values are actually callback functions that are going to be later defined in the program. Those are the same exact functions what we are defining from line seven to line thirteen. Our goal is to reverse the content being browsed, so let’s take a closer look at line three, where we are using the DSL specific statement proc to define the function that will be used to process content, this function name is reverseFunction. We
are defining this function behavior later in our program in line ten. Our function is receiving the content being browsed and reversing it.

After writing the program we can build our application. For this task we only need to run Navegante as shown in Fig. 8.

```
$ navegante examples/reverse
```

Fig. 8. Run Navegante.

After running this step a new file called reverse is created, as defined in Fig. 7, line one. This new file behaves as a traditional CGI, so we will copy it to a web server, and call it using a browser. The resulting page is illustrated in Fig. 9. Also, we can positively establish that our programs options were used, namely the CGI name, and the description function output.

![reverse application form](image)

Fig. 9. reverse application form.

We can now use this form to start browsing pages, having the content being processed by our application, to be more specific, by the reverseFunction in our example.

We can see in Fig. 10 an example of a CPAN visit, where everything that is content was reversed by our intrusive application. Note that we are only analyzing content itself, and so the HTML code is kept unchanged, thus pages are correctly rendered by the browser. This is of course the expected behavior, we would not like to have all our HTML or CSS code reversed.

Also note, on both Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the banner being inserted on the top of the page. Since we didn’t define any of the feedbackLive, iform or quit functions for our application, nothing much interesting there.
Plus, remember that our processor is rewriting links to make followed content be processed by our application. So, if we follow any link on the page we will browsed the referenced page after being processed by our reverse application, and thus all content will be reversed.

4.2 htspell

Let’s now take a glimpse at a simplified version of an application called htspell. This application checks for existing words in a dictionary. In our example we are using the GNU Aspell spell checker to check words, in parallel to this we are also keeping track of not found words in our application’s state. We keep being intrusive and changing the content being browsed, by underlining words we can’t found in the dictionary. We are using the feedback function to summarize words that aren’t found for the user and the feedbackLive function to present some data to the user about the processed content, namely the number of processed words and the percentage of words not found. We can see some important pieces of this application being defined in Fig. 11.

Now let’s give our htspell application a try. We visit a simple test case that prints a well know sentence with a couple of misspelled words. We can see the resulting page in Fig. 12. Notice the banner at the top, we can see the output of our feedbackLive function printing the processed number of words.

Our template uses a set of auxiliary functions to store state information in browser’s cookies. Applications can take advantage of this feature by using the estado special hash. That’s exactly what we are doing in line fifteen in Fig 11. We are keeping track of not found words in this special variable estado. We can then
later print this data to the user, using the function \texttt{htspellFeedback} as defined in line nineteen. We can verify this by following the \texttt{feedback} link, the small sailing boat, and verify the list of occurrences of not found words. This is illustrated in Fig. 13. Remember that our processing functions are nothing more than Perl code, so you can do whatever Perl allows you to do in your application, which is pretty much about everything.
5 Future Work

At the moment Navegante has some limitations:

- the address rewriting engine needs to be javascript aware. Nowadays many links are built using javascript in many obscure ways. This is often hard to detect, and rewriting those specific links can be almost impossible. But some improvements can be made, on this particular area, in order to lessen applications misbehavior.
- design and implement more skeleton templates, to be able to build different types of applications, and not only CGIs. A standalone service, that works like a traditional proxy, would be a nice addition.
- after adding new skeleton files, Navegante’s DSL should be refactored, to allow the use of other contexts and options.
- allow the use of other programming languages in Navegante programs besides Perl. Make it possible for applications to fire up other interpreters or compilers to build or run the foreign code, in runtime or buildtime, depending on the language being used.
- implement other options to store data between requests. Currently, data can only be stored in browser’s cookies.

6 Conclusion

Navegante is a framework aimed to craft applications that behave as proxies, but with an extra processing layer capability. This extra layer, allows to do any kind of transformation, on the fly, over the browsed content before being delivered to the client. We describe this approach, from the point of view of the application, as intrusive browsing. Intrusive browsing can be a very solid solution for many problems, since this approach can easily do complex processing, without adding much entropy to an already working scenario. Another advantage of this approach, in many situations, is that there is no need to change already working solutions to add some extra functionality.
Parallel to content processing, applications can be deployed with a diversified set of functions that can perform many tasks using different interfaces. These tasks can present new output by using the banner provided built-in with every application. Or, use the same banner to ask for user input, and merge it with state information. There’s also the feedback option, that can process state information to display any kind of data at any given time. The subtlety of quitting the application, is also built-in in your application if you need it, it’s just a way to finish the browsing session if the application needs to deliver any final conclusion regarding state or content information.

There are already some applications built based on this approach, which let us defend the usability and utility of this framework. These applications include:

- an online spell checker [9] that underlines each unknown word, and accumulates the list of unknown words for later reference;
- a terminology collector, that extracts from visited web pages words that are not common, and thus, are probably terminology terms;

Most of the times, this kind of applications are not easy or quick to implement, but with the right tools to aid development, complex tasks can be solved very easily. Also, some edge cases and common issues are already handled by some feature in the framework, like HTTP flow control, address rewriting, or being able to store state information. Navegante is still a work in progress but has already demonstrated to be a valuable tool to develop this specific gender of applications. Also, it is a very clean way to deploy applications that rely on other services, and in many cases even without those services being aware that their content is being used to feed other applications. In sum, there are unarguable facts that intrusive browsing is the natural solution for many complicated problems, and Navegante will be the natural way to implement them.
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Abstract. Here we present the logic-programming language XCentric, discuss design issues, and show its adequacy for XML processing. Distinctive features of XCentric are a powerful unification algorithm for terms with functors of arbitrary arity (which correspond closely to XML documents) and a rich type language that uses operators such as repetition (\(*\)), alternation, etc, as types allowing a compact representation of terms with functors with an arbitrary number of arguments (closely related to standard type languages for XML). This new form of unification together with an appropriate use of types yields a substantial degree of flexibility in programming.

1 Introduction

XML is a powerful format for tree-structured data. A need for programming language support for XML processing led to the definition of XML programming languages, such as XSLT \cite{28}, XDuce \cite{14}, CDuce \cite{1}, Xtatic \cite{29} and Xcerpt \cite{2}.

In this paper we present XCentric, a logic programming (LP) language based on the unification of terms with flexible arity function symbols extended with a new type system for dealing with sequences and new features for searching sequences inside trees at arbitrary depth.

The main features of XCentric rely on the use of:

Regular expression types: regular expression types give us a compact representation of sequences of arguments of functors with flexible arity. They also add extra expressiveness to the unification process. Let us present an illustrating example.

The following declaration introduces regular expression types describing terms in a simple bibliographic database:

\begin{verbatim}
:-type bib --> bib(book+).
:-type book --> book(author+, name).
:-type author --> author(string).
:-type name --> name(string).
\end{verbatim}

Type expressions of the form \( f(...) \) classify tree nodes with the label \( f \) (XML structures of the form \(< f > ... < /f >\)). Type expressions of the form \( t* \) denote
a sequence of arbitrary many $ts$, and $t^+$ denotes a sequence of arbitrary many $ts$ with at least one $t$. Thus terms with type $bib$ have $bib$ as functor and their arguments are a sequence of one or more books. Terms with type $book$ have $book$ as functor and their arguments are a sequence consisting of one or more authors followed by the name of the book.

The next type describes arbitrary sequences of authors with at least two authors:

$$:-\text{type a} \rightarrow \text{author(string)}, \text{author(string)}^+.\)$$

A new form of unification: in the previous example, to get the names of all the books with two or more authors in XCentric, one just needs the following query ($= * =$ stands for unification of terms with flexible arity functors and $t :: \tau$ means that term $t$ has type $\tau$):

$$?-\text{bib(,book(X::a,name(N)),)/bindDoc::bib}.$$

This unifies two terms typed by $bib$. The type declaration in the first argument is not needed because it can be easily reconstructed from the term. In this case we bind the variable $N$ to the content of the name element of the first book element with at least two authors. Note how the type $\text{type a}$ in the first argument of the unification is used to jump over an arbitrary number of arguments and extract the name of the first book with at least two authors. All the results can then be obtained, one by one, by backtracking. This goes far beyond standard Prolog unification.

Sequence variables and unification of terms with functors of flexible arity gives XCentric the power of partially specifying terms in breadth (i.e. within the subterms of the same term). In XCentric one can also partially specify a term in depth using the $\text{deep}$ predicate. A query term of the form $\text{deep}(t_1,t_2)$ matches all subterms of $t_2$ that match the term $t_1$. Consider the following example (in XCentric we can explicitly refer to sequences of terms $t_1, ..., t_n$ as $< t_1, ..., t_n >$): suppose we want to find sequences of two authors in a document to which the variable $XML$ is bound. We can use the query:

$$?-\text{deep(<author(A1),author(A2)>,XML)}.$$

The names of the two authors will bind variables $A_1$ and $A_2$, and all solutions can be found by backtracking.

The main contributions of XCentric to the logic programming paradigm, are to give programmers a tool that makes it much easier and more declarative to process XML, and to show the impact of a new form of unification (typed unification of terms with functors of flexible arity) in programming. Note that subjects such as databases, data-mining and Web programming, are quite relevant application areas of logic programming, and in these areas XML is becoming more and more a standard data format for information exchange.

In this paper we show the previous claim about XCentric, showing its contribution with respect to:
Prior non-LP XML processing work: mainstream languages for XML processing such as XSLT ([28]), XDuce ([14]), CDuce ([1]) and Xtatic ([29]) rely on the notion of trees with an arbitrary number of leaf nodes to abstract XML documents. However these languages are based on functional programming and thus their key feature is pattern matching, not unification. Regular expression patterns are often ambiguous and thus functional XML processing languages presume a fixed matching strategy for making the matching deterministic. In contrast, XCentric just leaves ambiguous matching non-deterministic and examines every possible matching case by backtracking. This makes it possible to write complicated XML processing tasks in a quite declarative way. Although pattern matching is desirable in many applications of XML processing, there are situations where the use of unification is a gain. It is known that unification may even improve efficiency in some cases (by careful use of the logical variable) and it is on the basis of a truly relational programming, improving declarativeness and modularity in many cases. In this paper we show examples where these situations also arise in XML processing. This, and the use of unification of terms with functors of flexible arity, show that there are aspects of XML processing in XCentric that do not have counterparts in other approaches to XML processing.

Prior LP work: some Prolog systems have libraries [23, 22] to deal with XML. These libraries translate XML documents to a list of Prolog terms and use standard Prolog for processing. XCentric uses recent results of unification theory (unification of terms with functors of flexible arity [17, 7]) and novel type languages based on regular types [8, 6], as the theoretical basis of a logic programming language for XML processing where sequences of terms are first class objects of the language. This leads to a much more declarative way of processing XML when compared to the standard Prolog libraries for XML processing. Xcerpt ([2]) is a logic programming query language for XML which also used terms with flexible arity function symbols as an abstraction of XML documents. It used a special notion of term (called query terms) as patterns specifying selection of XML terms much like Prolog goal atoms. The underlying mechanism of the query process was simulation unification ([3]), used for solving inequations of the form \( q \leq t \) where \( q \) is a query term and \( t \) a term representing XML data. Concepts behind Xcerpt are more directed to query languages and technically quite different from the typed unification of terms with functors of flexible arity used in XCentric.

Regular expression matching was also used in [18, 19] to extend context sequence matching with context and sequence variables. This work dealt with matching, not unification, and it was not integrated in a programming language. Unification of terms with functors of flexible arity generalizes previous work on word unification ([15]), equations over lists of atoms with a concatenation operator ([10]) and equations over free semigroups ([21]), by enabling the use of as many flexible arity symbols as we wish and of arbitrarily nested terms. Recently, in [16], a specific language was defined to denote relations between XML documents. This
language used its own new syntax, based on mainstream functional languages for
XML processing, and its definition stresses the usefulness of an approach based
on the truly relational programming paradigm: logic programming.

Monadic Datalog has also been successfully applied to XML querying in the
absence of data values [13].

Note that the work described in this paper was first presented in a previous
paper from the authors ([5]).

In the rest of the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with logic
programming [20] and XML [26]. We start in section 2 by presenting some ex-
amples of the language. In section 3 we present sequence variables and flexible
arity functions and in section 4 we present sequence types. In section 5 we ex-
plain the role of types in the unification process, and finally in section 6 we
conclude and outline the future work.

2 XCentric by example

Here we present several simple examples to familiarize the reader with the lan-
guage before presenting the details.

In XCentric, an XML document is translated to a term with flexible arity
function symbol. This term has a main functor (the root tag) and zero or more
arguments. Although our actual implementation translates attributes to a list of
pairs, since attributes do not play a relevant role in this work we will omit them
in the examples, for the sake of simplicity.

Example 1. Consider the simple XML file:

```xml
<addressbook>
  <record>
    <name>John</name>
    <address>New York</address>
    <email>john.ny@mail.com</email>
  </record>
  
  ...
</addressbook>
```

Its corresponding term is:

```
addressbook (record (name ('John'), address ('New York'),
                      email ('john.ny@mail.com')),...)
```

Suppose that the previous XML file is valid with respect to the following DTD:

```xml
<!ELEMENT addressbook (record+)>
<!ELEMENT record (name, address, phone?, email)>
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT address (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT phone (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT email (#PCDATA)>
```

This DTD can be described in XCentric by the type rule:

```
:- type type_addr --> addressbook (record (name (string),
                                        address (string),
                                        phone (string)?, email (string))+)
```

From now on, whenever a variable is presented without any type information
it is implicitly associated with the universal type any (which types any term).
Through the following examples we will use the built-in predicates xml2pro and
pro2xml which respectively convert XML files into terms and vice-versa. We will also use the predicate `newdoc(Root, Args, Doc)` where `Doc` is a term with functor `Root` and arguments `Args`.

**Example 2.** Suppose we have an XML document with a catalog of books like the following one:

```
<catalog>
  <book number="500">
    <author>Simon Thompson</author>
    <name>Haskell: The Craft of Functional Programming (2nd Edition)</name>
    <price>41</price>
    <year>1999</year>
  </book>
</catalog>
```

To get all the books with two or more authors using SWI-Prolog [23] (which has a quite good library for processing XML in Prolog) we need the following code:

```prolog

pbib2([]).

pbib2([element('book', Cont, Books) | Books]) :-
    authors(Cont), !, pbib2(Books).

authors([element('author', [], []), element('author', [], []), R]) :-
    write(name(R)).

write_name([element('name', [], N)]) :-
    write(N), nl.

write_name([R]) :-
    write_name(R).
```

To do the same in XCentric, assuming that the XML file is translated to a term binding variable `BibDoc`, the following query is enough:

```
catalog(_, book(name(N), author(_, _), author(_, _, _)), ...) =:= BibDoc.
```

All the solutions can then be obtained, one by one, by backtracking. The simplicity and declarativeness of the second solution speaks by itself when compared to the first one.

If we want to verify the document consistency with respect to a given DTD, we just have to replace in the previous query, the variable `BibDoc`, by the typed variable `BibDoc :: tc`, where type `tc` is the translation of the DTD to its corresponding XCentric type.

### 2.1 Incomplete terms in depth

XCentric also provides predicates that allow the programmer to find a sequence of elements at arbitrary depth, to search for the `nth` occurrence of a sequence of elements and to count the number of occurrences of a sequence. The predicates are `deep/2`, `deep/3` and `deepc/3`, respectively.

**Example 3.** This example is based on a medical report using the HL7 Patient Record Architecture and inspired by the XQuery use cases available at [27]. Given `report1.xml` (figure 1), find what happened between the first *incision* and the second *incision* and write the result in a file named critical.xml:
The patient was taken to the operating room where she was placed under general anesthesia. A Foley catheter was placed to decompress... A curvilinear incision was made in the midline immediately infraumbilical and the subcutaneous tissue was divided using electrocauter. The fascia was identified and #2 0 Maxon stay sutures were placed on each side of the... The fascia was divided using electrocautery and the peritoneum was entered. The small bowel was identified. The fascia was divided using electrocautery and the peritoneum was entered.

2.2 Unification and XML Processing

Mainstream XML processing languages rely on pattern matching. In our approach we also use unification for XML processing. In this section we present some examples where unification has advantages over pattern matching.

Example 4. In functional based languages for XML processing transformations are unidirectional, enabling the use of a description of the structure of an XML document and the use of pattern matching to extract some of its subparts.

Being a relational language, XCentric can easily describe the structures of two documents and relate their subparts. For example, we can write the following simple predicate in XCentric for converting between fragments of two kinds of address books.

This relates a person element and a card element, where the pattern of the first argument of translate requires the person to contain a name element followed by
a sequence of *address* elements, and the second argument describes the structure of the *card* containing a *person-name* element follower by a sequence of *location* elements. Variable $N$, which appears in both arguments, specifies that its corresponding subparts, the contents of *name* and *person-name*, are the same.

Predicate *address* content relates *address* in a person element with *location* in the corresponding *card* element. This is trivially expressed in an unification-based relational language such as XCentric, but impossible to express in a functional (thus unidirectional) language based on pattern matching. Note that variables occurring in sequences, are interpreted in the domain of sequences, thus, in this program, unification is not Prolog unification, but the non-standard unification of XCentric. Also note the gain in modularity: this predicate can be used in three different ways. 1) to transform an XML document with the format specified by the first argument of *translate* into the format specified by its second argument, 2) to do the opposite transformation, or 3) to guarantee that two different documents in the two different formats are related in the way specified by the predicate (corresponding, respectively, to call it with the first, second or both arguments ground). In a functional-based language these three different behaviors have to be implemented by three different functions.

**Example 5.** Suppose we have an XML document that represents an article entry:

```xml
<text>
Mainstream languages for XML processing such as XSLT <ref>W3C</ref>, XDuce <ref>Hosoya</ref>, CDuce <ref>Pierce</ref> and Xtatic <ref>Pierce</ref> rely on the notion of trees with an arbitrary number of leaf nodes to abstract XML documents.
</text>

This document has references like <ref>W3C</ref> which appear in a simple bibliography database, where each *ref* element has a corresponding *author*:

```xml
<bib>
  <author>Coelho and Florido</author>
  <name>Type-based XML Processing in Logic Programming</name>
</bib>

<bib>
  <author>Hosoya</author>
  <name>XDuce: A Typed XML processing language</name>
</bib>
```

The idea is the following:

1. Create a new bibliography document only with references occurring in the article but ordered by author name.
2. Create a new article were each reference is replaced by a number corresponding to the author order in the bibliography.

As result we want the following:

```xml
<text>
Mainstream languages for XML processing such as XSLT <i>4</i>, XDuce <i>2</i>, CDuce <i>1</i> and Xtatic <i>3</i> rely on the notion of trees with an arbitrary number of leaf nodes to abstract XML documents.
</text>
```

and the bibliography file as:
To achieve this result using a similar method but based in pattern matching approach, note that, as we only know all the references after processing the entire document, we must process the document, retrieve all the references found, order the references and then process the document a second time to replace the references with the corresponding indexes. Using unification it is possible to process the document only once: the references are replaced by free variables which are associated with the corresponding references (by means of an association list) creating an intermediate document which is not a ground term. We can then order the association list by author and bind the corresponding variables with the correct index. The document now becomes a ground term (by the use of unification) which is the desired output. Note that we only processed the document once (the complete implementation can be found at http://www.ncc.up.pt/xcentric/).

3 Sequence Variables and Flexible Arity Functions

Here we briefly review the notions of sequence, sequence variable and functor with flexible arity. A detailed description of this subject and of (untyped) unification of flexible arity terms can be found in [7]. We extend the domain of discourse of Prolog (trees over uninterpreted functors) with finite sequences of trees.

**Definition 1.** A sequence $\tilde{t}$, is defined as follows: $\epsilon$ is the empty sequence and $t_1,\tilde{t}$ is a sequence if $t_1$ is a term and $\tilde{t}$ is a sequence.

We now proceed with the syntactic formalization, by extending the standard notion of Prolog term with flexible arity function symbols and sequence variables.

Consider an alphabet consisting of the following sets: the set of standard variables, the set of sequence variables, the set of constants, the set of fixed arity function symbols and the set of flexible arity function symbols.

**Definition 2.** The set of terms over the previous alphabet is the smallest set that satisfies the following conditions:

1. Constants, standard variables and sequence variables are terms.
2. If $f$ is a flexible arity function symbol and $t_1,\ldots,t_n$ ($n \geq 0$) are terms, then $f(t_1,\ldots,t_n)$ is a term.
3. If $f$ is a fixed arity function symbol with arity $n$, $n \geq 0$ and $t_1,\ldots,t_n$ are terms such that for all $1 \leq i \leq n$, $t_i$ does not contain sequence variables as subterms, then $f(t_1,\ldots,t_n)$ is a term.

**Remark 1.** To avoid further formality, we assume that the domain of interpretation of variables is predetermined by the context where they occur. Variables occurring in a constraint of the form $t_1 = \ast = t_2$ are interpreted in the domain of sequences of trees, otherwise they are standard Prolog variables.
3.1 Sequences

We use a special kind of terms, here called sequence terms, for implementing sequences.

**Definition 3.** A sequence term, $\bar{t}$ is defined as follows:

- $\epsilon$ is a sequence term that represents the empty sequence.
- $\text{seq}(t, \bar{s})$ is a sequence term if $t$ is a term and $\bar{s}$ is a sequence term.

**Definition 4.** A sequence term in normal form is defined as:

- $\epsilon$ is in normal form
- $\text{seq}(t_1, t_2)$ is in normal form if $t_1$ is not of the form $\text{seq}(t_3, t_4)$ and $t_2$ is in normal form.

Sequence terms in normal form are the internal representation of sequences. For example, $\text{seq}(a, \text{seq}(b, \epsilon))$ represents sequence $a, b$. Note that for simplification purposes we drop the $\text{seq}$ operators for sequences of just one element.

4 Types

In this section we present the type language starting with a description of Regular Types [11] and then their extension to type sequences of terms.

4.1 Regular Types

**Definition 5.** Assuming an infinite set of type symbols, a type term is defined as follows:

1. A constant symbol (we use $a, b, c, \text{etc.}$) is a type term.
2. A type symbol (we use $\alpha, \beta, \text{etc.}$) is a type term.
3. If $f$ is a flexible arity function symbol and each $\tau_i$ is a type term, $f(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n)$ is a type term.

**Definition 6.** A type rule is an expression of the form $\alpha \rightarrow \Upsilon$ where $\alpha$ is a type symbol and $\Upsilon$ is a finite set of type terms.

Sets of type rules correspond to regular term grammars [25].

**Example 6.** Let $\alpha$ and $\beta$ be type symbols, $\alpha \rightarrow \{a, b\}$ and $\beta \rightarrow \{\text{nil}, \text{tree}(\beta, \alpha, \beta)\}$ are type rules.

**Definition 7.** A type symbol $\alpha$ is defined by a set of type rules $T$ if there exists a type rule $\alpha \rightarrow \Upsilon \in T$.

Regular types are the class of types that can be defined by finite sets of type rules. In XCentric a type rule $\alpha \rightarrow \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n\}$ is represented by the declaration:

```
:-type \alpha - - -\rightarrow \tau_1; \ldots; \tau_n.
```

It is well known that regular types can be associated with unary logic programs (see [31, 30]). For every type symbol $\alpha$, there is a predicate definition $\alpha$, such that $\alpha(t)$ is true if and only if $t$ is a term with type $\alpha$ (note that we are using the type symbol as the predicate symbol).
4.2 Regular Expression Types

We now define regular expression types, which describe sequences of values: $a^*$ (sequence of zero or more $a$'s), $a^+$ (sequence of one or more $a$'s), $a?$ (zero or one $a$), $a|b$ (a or $b$) and $a,b$ (a followed by $b$). We translate regular expression types to our internal sequence notation:

$$a^* \Rightarrow \alpha^* \rightarrow \{\epsilon, \text{seq}(a, \alpha^*)\}$$
$$a^+ \Rightarrow \alpha^+ \rightarrow \{a, \text{seq}(a, \alpha^+)\}$$
$$a? \Rightarrow \alpha? \rightarrow \{\epsilon, \text{seq}(a, \epsilon)\}$$
$$a|b \Rightarrow \alpha| \rightarrow \{a, b\}$$
$$a,b \Rightarrow \alpha_{\text{seq}} \rightarrow \{\text{seq}(a, \text{seq}(b, \epsilon))\}$$

Note that DTDs (Document Type Definition) [26] can be trivially translated to regular expression types. XCentric also has some XML Schema [24] support, basic types like string, integer, boolean and float, bounding the occurrences of sequences and orderless sequences are supported.

5 Types in the unification process

In this section we explain the role of types in the unification process.

**Definition 8.** A type declaration for a term $t$ with respect to a set of type rules $T$ is a pair $t :: \alpha$ where $\alpha$ is a type symbol defined in $T$.

**Example 7.** Consider the equation $a(X, b, Y) :: \alpha_a = * = a(a, b, b, b) :: \mu$, where $\alpha_a$ is defined by the type rules:

$$\alpha_a \rightarrow \{a(\alpha_x, b, \alpha_y)\}$$
$$\alpha_x \rightarrow \{\mu\}$$
$$\alpha_y \rightarrow \{b, \{b, \alpha_y\}\}$$

then this unification gives only two results:

1. $X = a$ and $Y = b, b$
2. $X = a, b$ and $Y = b$

Note that without the types the solution $X = a, b, b$ and $Y = \epsilon$ would also be valid.

**Implementation:** An equation of the form $t_1 :: \alpha_1 = * = t_2 :: \alpha_2$ is translated to the following query:

$$? - t_1 = * = t_2, \alpha_1(t_1), \alpha_2(t_2).$$

and the respective predicate definitions for $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ (as described in section 4). Correctness of $t_1 :: \alpha_1 = * = t_2 :: \alpha_2$ comes for free from the correctness of the untyped version of $= * =$ (presented in [7]) and noticing that if $? - t_1 = * = t_2, \alpha_1(t_1), \alpha_2(t_2)$ succeeds then $t_1 \theta \in [\alpha_1]_T \cap [\alpha_2]_T$, where $\theta$ is the substitution resulting from $t_1 = * = t_2$. 
6 Conclusions and Future Work

XCentric is an extension of Prolog with a richer form of unification and regular types, designed specifically for XML processing in logic programming. It enables a highly declarative style of XML-processing and it is based on a sound foundation of a very small core of well studied key features, such as unification of terms with flexible arity [7, 17] and regular types for logic programming [31, 12]. Also note that XCentric is now being used successfully in practice in some areas, such as website auditing and verification [9, 4]. Ongoing work is being done to improve efficiency. We have benchmarks indicating that, compared with pattern matching, XCentric is rather inefficient when applied to large files (more than 15 KB). This is, somehow, expected, since pattern matching itself is more efficient than unification, and pattern-matching based languages, such as XDuce or CDuce, are compiled, highly optimized languages. Future and ongoing work on this matter, includes the use of tabling in the unification algorithm and extending the WAM with new instructions for dealing directly with sequences. We are also interested on applying XCentric to other application areas besides XML. Bioinformatics, relying intensively on the notion of sequence, is a natural candidate for new applications.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the approach used to create the exhibition rooms of the virtual (Web-based) section of Portuguese Emigration Museum (Museu da Emigração e das Comunidades, MEC) founded by the Cultural Department (Casa da Cultura) of Fafe's Town Hall (Câmara Municipal de Fafe). The museum’s assets are made up of documents (paper or digital format) of more than 8 kinds, ranging from passport records to photos/cards or building-drawings. Each room is no more than a view over the information contained in those single or interrelated resources. The information exhibited in each room is described by an ontology, written in OWL. That ontology is used to specify the information that is extracted from the resources and to provide a semantic-network navigator to the museum visitor. That approach can be automated to allow a very systematic way to deal with the huge and rich museum assets; we will also discuss some technical details concerning its complete implementation in the near future.

1 Introduction

Fafe, as many other Portuguese towns and villages, mainly at the north, has a huge cultural heritage characterising the social phenomena of emigration (especially to Brazil) along the nineteenth and first half of twentieth centuries. In this context Miguel Monteiro¹, supported by the staff of Fafe’s Town Hall (via Cultural Department), started some years ago collecting information from passports’ governmental records into a database. But soon from this project arise the idea to gather all sorts of documentation and create a web-based virtual museum that makes easily accessible this rich cultural heritage to emigrants and theirs descendants as well as to all those researching in that area, and of course the general public.

The Museum was born in 2001 with the designation of Museu da Emigração e das Comunidades (hereafter referred as MEC). Its material is inherited mainly from official documents or personal writings reporting on the departure, travel, and stay abroad, but there are also a large number of assets bearing witness

¹ An History professor, responsible for the MEC creation, and its current director.
to the less usual phenomena of emigrants’ return – besides the documents, a large set of buildings (private or public, professional or philanthropic, and other non-physical evidences) left by the emigrants around the country can be also considered assets. The MEC is structured upon six Rooms (see http://www.museu-emigrantes.org/museu.htm), but at the moment these rooms are handmade, difficult to maintain and to add new information, and most important, they are lacking a systematic way to for information acquisition, treatment and exhibition; inconsistencies are evident from room to room but even inside the same room.

Some years ago the MEC, started a collaboration with University of Minho Language Specification and Processing Group (GEPL), to develop a project aiming at systematic approach for the acquisition, archiving, treatment and exploration of the Museum’s documental resources. In our perspective, each room is seen just as a specific view over a common information repository. The repository should be a digital archive (in database format or as a collection of XML files) of all the information resources referred above as museum’s assets. Each view (the knowledge enclosed in the respective room) can be specified by an ontology, as traditionally done by philosophers to organise the discourse over a certain closed-world. The extraction process\(^2\) can be automatise by resorting to a standard notation for the ontology description, and moreover, the browsers that will implement the user-interface in each room (as a semantic network navigator) can also be automatically built.

In the past, that approach was realised using Topic Maps\(^[13]\), at the moment we are experimenting with OWL. This paper describes our more recent research work exploring RDF/OWL.

So, we start, in section 2, with a catalogue of the MEC information resources, which constitute the Museum’s assets; as the basis for all the exhibition rooms, it gives the motivation to our work and proposal. In section 3 we introduce the ontology concept and present the main standards for ontology description; Topic Maps are just briefly referred as they where explored in previous work; RDF/OWL is studied in detail because it is going to be the main focus of this work. Section 4, not the biggest but the central one, presents a detailed discussion of our methodological approach, briefly introduced above as the use of ontologies to specify and construct each museum’s room. Section 5 is concerned with MusVis, the extraction and navigation system we are developing; its architecture is defined and its technical implementation is briefly referred. The paper ends at section 6 with the traditional remarks and future work.

2 Emigration Museum and its Information Resources

The MEC is a web-museum (although it also has physical headquarters and some exhibitions), that gathers knowledge, and resources about the Portuguese emigration.

\(^2\) The task of building up the ontology from the information resources data
The MEC wants to discover and show the effects of mixing people and cultures, in the social, cultural and economical history of Portugal. It focus, mainly on the past Portuguese emigration to Africa and the more recent emigration to Brazil (19th and 1st half of 20th century) and to Europe (2nd half of the 20th century), but it is by no means restricted to them [2].

The MEC assets are vast and multifaceted, this is supported by the fact that emigration documents and objects come from the most diversified sources, ranging from official government records to old newspapers and photo albums. The document types are themselves heterogeneous (from official travel reports to local stories). Some documents where converted to an electronic format (plain ASCII text, Ms-Word, Ms-Excel, Ms-Access, HTML, etc.), but many others are, still, in paper format stored in Archives and Libraries.

This tremendous amount of resources and their variety gives the MEC an enormous potentiality as a museum, but at the same time it is very difficult to organise and display all this information in a straightforward way. To overcome this problem the sources of information (the so-called museum’s assets) were catalogued. The conceptual map (a graph of concepts) in Figure 1 shows the organisation of the sources and the types of the documents (ellipses denote doc-

---

**Fig. 1.** Information sources and resources semantic web
ument types). Based on that classification, we have defined (using XSD) an XML format to enable the encoding of those documents to a structured (annotated) digital format, adequate for archiving and subsequent processing (this will be addressed in section 5). We are also developing an editor to assist the acquisition phase and the creation of the XML files.

3 Ontologies and their Notation

An ontology is originally a philosophic concept, concerned with the study of being or existence and forms the basic subject matter of metaphysics. In computer science an ontology represents a set of concepts and their relations in a given domain; it can also be used to infer knowledge and information about the domain’s objects[9].

Technically speaking an ontology is defined by a set of classes, individuals, attributes, and relations. **Classes or concepts**, are abstract sets of objects, that can contain other individuals and other classes (subclasses). **Individuals or instances** are the actual objects we want to represent, they can be people, animals, numbers, web pages, etc.. The ontology objects can be described using **attributes**, each attribute is a name/value pair. **Relations** are connections between the ontology objects, they allow the representation of concepts and the creation of associations within the ontology objects. In the example seen in Figure 2, we can identify the classes *Vehicle*, *Car*, *Truck* and *Place*; and the individuals *China* and *Opel Corsa*; the licence plate 12-31-AA can be seen as an attribute; and there are also the relations *built-in*, *subclass-of* and *instance-of*.

To use ontologies in the MEC we still need a specific notation to write them. There are several ontology description languages available[6], but our attention (in the next subsections) goes to: the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard **Topic Maps (TM)[11]**; and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards **Resource Description Framework (RDF)**, **RDF Schema (RDFS)** and **Web Ontology Language (OWL)[3]**.

---

3 All three are part of the W3C semantic web effort[5].
3.1 Topic Maps

Topic Maps can be seen as a way to share and represent knowledge, with focus on information retrieval; this notation was created to allow knowledge description that are equally processable by machines and humans\[12\]. TM is a standard (ISO 13250:2003) for the representation and interchange of knowledge, with an emphasis on the findability of information, it provides a standardised notation for interchangeably representing information about the structure of information resources used to define topics, and the relations between topics\[11\]. In a topic map, information is represented using topics, associations and occurrences:

- **topic** is the basic element of a topic map, representing some subject (ex. persons, countries, organisations, software modules, etc.);
- **association** connects two or more topics, defining a semantic relationship between the themes represented by those topics;
- **occurrence** represents a relationship between topics and information resources relevant to them.

There are several notations for TM. The most usual is the standard XML-based interchange syntax called XML Topic Maps (XTM).

TM lacks a schema language, that defines the topics structure and constraints. One of the possible solutions is the ISO standard Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL)\[1\]; this proposition is still underdevelopment. XTche language, developed by Giovanni Librelotto\[12\], is a concrete proposed intended to comply with the TMCL requirements.

Topic Maps proved in practise to be natural and easy to use, allowing the effective construction and the handling of semantic networks. However, the scientific community is nowadays more inclined to use the W3C standards mainly on account of RDF.

3.2 RDF and OWL

OWL was chosen to represent the ontologies for the MEC, but OWL is not a standalone technology, it benefits and uses many RDF and RDFS constructs, and is considered an extension of these languages. As such, we will take a deeper look into those three W3C recommendations.

RDF language was designed as a metadata model, but is largely used as a general method for modeling information. RDF metadata model is based upon the idea of making statements about resources in the form of subject-predicate-object expressions, called triples in the RDF terminology.

A RDF resource is any data or information source we want to describe. It can be anything from physical objects to web resources (ex. a city, a database, a web page, etc.). A resource is always represented using a Universal Resource Identifier (URI) (the URI does not need to be on a web accessible path, nor has any normalisation rules; it will just suffice that its meaning is known by the reading application).
The subject, is the resource we are describing. The predicate or property denotes a characteristic and expresses a relation between the subject and the object, it is represented by a RDF resource. The value or object is represented either by a literal string or a resource[12]. As an example, the sentence “Ana lives in Portugal” in RDF, is the triple “Ana” (subject), “lives in” (predicate) and “Portugal” (object). This example is shown in Figure 3 using RDF/XML[4].

RDFS is a RDF extension, that allows the definition of classes of resources, restrictions and properties over RDF, in a way that establishes the application vocabulary. Figure 4 illustrates this new abstraction layer over RDF.

RDFS adds some constructs to the RDF language like, rdfs:Class, rdfs:subClassOf, rdf:Property, they allow the creation of a class hierarchy. Figure 5 shows the RDFS description4 for the sample sentence used above (Figure 3).

RDFS has some limitations as a standalone ontology language because: there is no distinction between the language constructs and the ontology vocabulary; it does not allow to define class and property restrictions; it is too week to describe resources in detail[3,5,12].

This example is in the RDFS abbreviated format, the extended format is much similar to the notation of RDF, both formats have however the same meaning.
The OWL was built on top of RDF and RDFS as a language for the representation of web ontologies[3]. This language was designed to be used by applications that process the information content instead of just presenting it to humans[10,12]. An OWL ontology includes class descriptions, along with there associated properties and instances, as well as related restrictions.

An OWL file, as seen in Figure 6, is opened by a namespaces declarations, followed by the owl:Ontology element; this element contains the ontology URI (line 10), generic information’s about the ontology (rdfs:comment - line 11), version control (owl:priorVersion) and imported ontologies (owl:imports - line 12).

OWL uses the constructs owl:Class (lines 15 and 16) and rdfs:subClassOf (line 17) to represent classes and subclasses. Ontology relations are defined in OWL by the owl:ObjectProperty element (lines 20 and 23). Ontology attributes are defined by owl:DatatypeProperty (line 28); this element relates a OWL class to an XML Schema (XSD) datatype. In OWL, the individuals are created using the classes identifiers (lines 35 and 37).

The code presented in Figure 6 is a straightforward example, but there are some things to notice:

- the usage of the elements rdfs:domain (lines 22 and 30) and rdfs:range (lines 21 and 29) within owl:ObjectProperty to define the domain and range of a property;

---

**Fig. 5.** An RDFS example coded in RDF/XML
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:="http://people.org/owldg"
xmlns:per="http://people.org/owldg"
xmlns:pla="http://places.org/placelpa"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://people.org/owl">  
    <rdfs:comment>This document contains the class definition of people and animals, the properties and some instances.</rdfs:comment>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://places.org/places#"/>
  </owl:Ontology>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Animal"/>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Person"/>
  <owl:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Animal"/>
</owl:Class>
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="lives_in">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource=pla:Place/>
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
  </owl:ObjectProperty>
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="address_of">
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#lives_in"/>
  </owl:ObjectProperty>
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="name">
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource=xsd:string/>
    <rdfs:domain>
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Person"/>
    </owl:DatatypeProperty>
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>
  <Person rdf:ID="Ana">
    <lives_in>
      <pla:Place rdf:ID="Portugal"/>
    </lives_in>
    <name>Ana</name>
  </Person>
</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 6. An OWL example, using RDF/XML syntax

- the element owl:inverseOf (line 25) allows the definition of inverse properties;
- the declaration of the individual Portugal (line 37) is inside another individual Ana (line 35), which is completely valid and serves to show the OWL syntax freedom;
- the individual Portugal (line 37) does not belong to a local class (Place), in fact this individual belongs to the ontology http://places.org/places, this happens because in OWL it is valid to extend existing ontologies in other files.

OWL also offers various other elements such as owl:Restriction, owl:cardinality, owl:intersectionOf and owl:disjointWith, they allow restrictions, cardinality, class intersection and disjoint classes respectively. They, along with
others improve the task of ontology modeling. Regarding properties there are also the elements owl:TransitiveProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty, owl:FunctionalProperty and owl:FunctionalInverseProperty that are specialised types of owl:ObjectProperty.

It can also be noticed that in Figure 6 the address_of property is not present in the individual Portugal, but it could be inferred from its inverse (the lives_in property) by using a OWL reasoner. A reasoner is a tool that produces valid logical conclusions about an ontology.

OWL has three sub-languages, OWL Lite, OWL DL, OWL Full. We used OWL DL in our project. OWL lite is the most simple as it uses only a subset of OWL constructs, therefore is very simple to implement. OWL Full is the full language without any semantic restrictions, its very close to RDFS. OWL DL is an intermediate solution, that is very expressive, but also maintains a computable completeness and decidability; it includes all the language constructs but they can only be used under certain conditions[10].

4 Using Ontologies to Create Museum Rooms

The MEC needs a simple and organised way to show its assets to the public. For that purpose, we created theme oriented museum exhibition-rooms, or as we call them, views. Those views are described in a rigorous way by means of semantic networks, this is, concept maps. This is a new approach, that uses related information gathered from the various information sources rather than just showing each one of them (Figure 7). This approach allows the user to browse in an interactive and differentiated way through the information, and also allows to create more than one perspective over the same information. Views are represented by ontologies. So a OWL ontology\(^5\) is defined for each view created. Each view is intended to focus in a particular aspect or theme, for instance:

- **Emigrants by date**: view that shows, for an given time interval, all the known emigrants and associated data.

\(^5\) For each view there is only one ontology, however many OWL files per view can exist (the definition file, and many files with individuals).
– **Event Surroundings**: taking as input an event in the life of a given emigrant (ex. departure), this view will show information about the physical and social surrounding environment at the epoch and place where the event occurred.

– **Emigrant’s Places (V1)**: view that reports on the different places of emigration cycle (birth, departure, arrival, etc.).

We will now take a closer look at this last view and its specification.

V1 shows the main events of the emigrant’s life and their location, along with images of the events and places. That information is retrieved from passport petitions, passport records, birth certificates, criminal records, events records, and images, postal cards and photos, as can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 8. V1 ontology](image)

Figure 8 shows the ontology specification, i.e, its classes, its properties\(^6\) and its attributes. In a global analysis of the ontology, it is clear that the **Emigrant** class is the centrepiece, followed by the **Event**, **Place** and **Image** classes. This four classes represent V1 main idea: the emigrant, his life events, where those events happened, and the images of the emigrant, the events and places.

5 **MusVis - an ontology navigation system for the museum visitors**

In this section, a short description of our ontology navigation system (MusVis) is presented. MusVis is more than a browser, will be a modular software system\(^6\) Inverse properties are not represented in the image
that allows one to gather MEC basic information from the various sources, build an ontology with that information, and create a web-based navigator over the ontology. MusVis architecture is presented in Figure 9; it is made up of four modules, each with a specific data transformation task. Now we will take a closer look into each module. As seen in section 2, the MEC assets are multifaceted so

![Diagram of MusVis architecture]

Fig. 9. The MusVis architecture

a common digital file format for the various documents presented in Figure 1 was needed—XML markup system was the principle adopted. As already told, an XML-Scheme was defined for each type of document, setting up the XML tags that can be used each time a new document has to be added to the Museum’s digital repository. The Data Acquisition module assists in this task; it is similar to a graphical text editor, and allows an historian to translate and markup documents. The markup is done by means of colours and symbols, always hiding the XML backend from the historian. This module is based upon previous work developed inside our research group [8,7].
The **Extractor** module is responsible for indexing and organising in a common repository all the information obtained from the XML files created in the previous module. The data model chosen for the information repository allows a straightforward implementation of the next module, the **Ontology Builder**, as an information retrieval system.

The **Ontology Builder** module is responsible, as said above, for the creation of MEC ontologies that support each museum’s room. This module is view specific, which means that needs a different instantiation (although with a similar behaviour) for each view. Taking into account the ontology definition (classes, properties, etc.) and the view specific input, it extracts all the information relevant to set up that view, and creates the ontology individuals with the information repository data. These last three modules update the ontologies with new data, every time a XML file is added to the system; this allows the new data visualisation by the last module, without any configuration, since it retrieves the information from the ontologies dynamically.

Finally, the **Visualisation** module traverses the semantic network (corresponding to the ontology), and exhibits its content (each ontology component) to the user. It accomplishes this by using the ontology data and a set of standard and custom (one for each ontology) presentation rules to generate a set of dynamic web pages (JSP) for each ontology. Those pages are entity-oriented, and centred on each individual attributes and connections. Figure 10, a screenshot of V1, illustrates such a webpage; it is precisely the webpage generated by MusVis from the V1 ontology seen on figure 8.

The system modules are being implemented using **Java**. JAXP framework is used for XML processing (Saxon implementation for XPath); and the Jena OWL...
framework with Pellet as a reasoner, for RDF/OWL processing. Sqlite is used for the database. Working environments are: Protégé for OWL editing; XMLSpy to create XSD and XML documents; and Eclipse for Java programming.

6 Conclusion

Along this paper the idea that exhibition rooms of the virtual Emigration Museum, are no more then structured views over the the museum digital archive of documents (its assets) was defended. Although it was assumed along the paper that the repository is made up from XML documents, if a subset of them is supported in databases or whatever digital format, the approach can be the same. OWL documents can be represented in it’s XML standard notation or we can use a database.

That perspective allows to systematically extract the information from data sources and automatically build the OWL ontology that formally describes the meaning of each view (by other words, the content of each room). An OWL navigator, general purpose or a specific one, can then be used to implement the visitor interface.

Future work goes in two directions. On one hand, more implementation work should be done to finish the first and last modules, the Data Acquisition and the Visualiser. Additionally, some extra analysis must be made to improve the automatisation degree. After that, MusVis can be deployed and real tests carried on to measure its performance, and effective impact and usability. On the other hand, other views should be specified, in order to build the respective ontologies. At this moment (without a full implementation) a OWL vs TM, realistic comparison can’t be achieved.
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Abstract. Querying is one of the key aspects in the Semantic Web. SPARQL, a W3C recommendation, attempts to become the standard Web query language. The XPTO system is capable of representing and querying ontologies described in the OWL language using Contextual Logic Programming. Here is presented a component of the XPTO system that enables answering SPARQL queries.

1 Introduction

The XPTO\textsuperscript{1} system, enables accessing OWL [DSB\textsuperscript{+}04] (Web Ontology Language) ontologies from within a Contextual Logic Programming environment, namely GNU Prolog/CX. It also allows to integrate these ontologies in the running program enabling using them as a part of the computation. The XPTO system is further detailed in [FLA07,LFA07].

Here is described a component of the system that enables it to answer queries formulated using the SPARQL query language and thus presenting the possibility of making the system visible to the World Wide Web though a Web Service.

2 SPARQL Query Engine

The presented component is dedicated to SPARQL query resolution: it allows for the possibility of querying the internal representation of the ontology using the SPARQL query language. It is split into 3 parts: the parser, the query resolution and the returning of the results as XML. The implemented SPARQL parser follows the specifications of the language defined in [PS06] and the results are returned in XML as specified in [BB06].

The SPARQL query is parsed to produce a GNU Prolog/CX context representing the query that is then activated to calculate the output and display the resulting XML.

\textsuperscript{1} XPTO is a recursive acronym that stands for \textit{XPTO Prolog Translation of Ontologies}.
2.1 Representation of a SPARQL query

The query representation process consists of a SPARQL parser that converts a query defined in the SPARQL syntax [PS06] into a GNU Prolog/CX context. This context represents the entire query and can be used to return the results. The execution of the generated context, triggered by a default message, that will bind the variables present in the query and show the results.

**Element representation** The representation of query elements, such as SPARQL variables and resources, is presented next.

**Variables** The SPARQL variables are represented as Prolog variables. Thus, once the result is calculated, the query resolution system simply binds the corresponding variable to return the results.

There are some other structures needed to display the results: it is necessary to store the name of the variable in the SPARQL query in order to return it in the results. To achieve this, all the variables in the SPARQL query are stored in a list that will be the argument of the unit `vars/1`. The elements of this list are in the format `SparqlVariableName = PrologVariable`. `SparqlVariableName` corresponds to the name of the variable in the SPARQL query and `PrologVariable` is the Prolog variable assigned to represent it. `PrologVariable` will start unbound and, as the context is resolved, will be instantiated with the solutions it may have. SPARQL variables appear in the generated context for the query using the `PrologVariable` representation, enabling a simple access to the value of the variable or direct instantiation of an unbound variable. This representation can be seen in the GNU Prolog/CX context shown in Figure 2.

**Resources** Resources are represented using Prolog terms or atoms. If the resource is an absolute IRI (delimited by `<` and `>`) it is represented as an atom containing the entire IRI. If it corresponds to a prefixed name (a prefix label and a local part separated by a colon `:`) it is represented as Prolog compound term of arity 2 with the functor `:`. The arguments of the term are the prefix name and the local part respectively. If the prefix name is empty the atom `' '` will be used to represent it.

**Query representation** A SPARQL query is represented as GNU Prolog/CX context whose structure is similar to the structure of the query. The elements of the query can be clearly identified in the representation: `select`, `where` as well as the `Modifiers` (if there are any present in the query).

The example query presented in Figure 1 is a `select` query containing two basic graph patterns with a shared variable: `?t` and the context produced by the parser is shown in Figure 2.

A context is represented by a Prolog list containing unit names. The first element of the list will be the unit that first tries to evaluate the goal upon execution. The individuals and property values are gathered from the units in
1 SELECT
2 ?flavor ?color
3 WHERE {
4 ?t :hasFlavor   ?flavor .
5 ?t :hasColor    ?color .
6 }

Fig. 1. Query example (simple select)

[ where([set([
  triple(A,hasFlavor,B),
  triple(A,hasColor,C) ])
  ]),
 select([flavor=B,color=C]),
 vars([flavor=B,color=C,t=A]) ]

Fig. 2. Generated context (partial) for the query in Figure 1

a higher position in the context. This way in the final positions of the list are found the units select/1 (in the case of a select query) and vars/1. These units contain in their arguments a list of variables and will allow any unit in the context to access either all the variables in the context or the selected variables.

2.2 SPARQL resolution system

The core unit in the query resolution process is the triple/3 unit, which is responsible for instantiating the variables in the query by accessing the data.

This unit can be redefined in order to access data available from different sources. It generates one query to the XPTO system for each property that appears in the SPARQL query. The pattern in line 2 of Figure 2 (page 3) will generate the following query:

/> property(hasFlavor,F) :- item(I).

The argument of the item/1 goal will be instantiated with the name of the individual. The arguments of the unit property/2 are the name of the property being queried and the value of that property for the returned individual. Using the property unit to query the internal representation has the advantage of being able to perform the query using a Prolog variable in the position of the property name, thus enabling to return all the properties of the individual or querying the property name based on the property value.
3 Conclusion

The developed component acts as a translator: mapping SPARQL queries to a representation of the query that is based on CxLP units. In this representation each operator and each part of the SPARQL query corresponds to a unit occurring in the context and the complete query is represented by a context that combines the available units.

There are still further improvements necessary such as:

**Complete the SPARQL support**: Currently not all of the SPARQL constructors are implemented

**Adopt the latest SPARQL specifications**: The SPARQL system was developed against the specifications of 6 April 2006 in which SPARQL was considered W3C Candidate Recommendation.
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Abstract. This paper presents a topic map approach to PubMed in order to create a knowledge representation for this information system. PubMed is a free search engine that gives very full coverage of the related biomedical sciences. With more than 17 millions of citations since 1865, PubMed users have several problems to find the papers desired. So, it is necessary to organize these concepts in a semantic network. To achieve this objective, we use the Metamorphosis system, choosing the keywords from MeSH ontology. This way, we obtain an ontological index for PubMed, making easier to find specific papers.

1 Introduction

Daily, a lot of data is stored into PubMed system. There is a problem that organization requires an integrated view of their heterogeneous information systems. In this situation, there is a need for an approach that extracts the information from their data sources and fuses it in a semantically network. Usually this is achieved either by extracting data and loading it into a central repository that does the integration before analysis, or by merging the information extracted separately from each resource into a central knowledge base. Topic maps are an ISO standard for the representation and interchange of knowledge, with an emphasis on the findability of information. A topic map can represent information using topics (representing any concept), associations (which represent the relationships between them), and occurrences (which represent relationships between topics and information resources relevant to them). They are thus similar to semantic networks and both concept and mind maps in many respects. According to Topic Map Data Model (TMDM) [GM05], Topic Maps are abstract structures that can encode knowledge and connect this encoded knowledge to relevant information resources. In order to cope with a broad range of scenarios, a topic is a very wide concept. This makes Topic Maps a convenient model for knowledge representation.

This paper described the integration of data from PubMed information system using the ontology paradigm, in order to generate an homogeneous view of those
resources. PubMed is introduced in section 2. This proposal uses an environment, called Metamorphosis (section 3), for the automatic construction of Topic Maps with data extracted from the various data sources, and a semantic browser to navigate among the information resources – it is described in section 4. The section 5) presents the concluding remarks.

2 PubMed

PubMed [oM07] is a free search engine that provides very full coverage of the related biomedical sciences, such as biochemistry and cell biology. It also offers access to the MEDLINE database [oM06] with citations and abstracts of biomedical research articles.

The PubMed core subject is medicine and its related fields. It is offered by the United States National Library of Medicine as part of the Entrez information retrieval system. The inclusion of an article in PubMed does not endorse the article's contents, as other indexes. Nevertheless, many PubMed citations contain links to full text articles which are freely available, often in the PubMed Central digital library.

MEDLINE database covers over 4.900 journals published around the world primarily from 1966 to the present and is composed of more than 17 millions of citations. Information about the journals indexed in PubMed is found in its Journals Database, searchable by subject or journal title, Title Abbreviation, the NLM ID (NLM’s unique journal identifier), the ISO abbreviation, and both the print and electronic International Standard Serial Numbers (pISSN and eISSN).

The database includes all journals in all Entrez databases. A PubMed entry includes among other information the following details: PubMed identifier, Authors’ name, Title, Journal, Publication date, Language, and Mesh terms.

The PubMed database consists of three tiers of software. At the bottom is a database management system (DBMS) that manages a collection of facts. At the top is the web browser that transmits requests for data to the database and renders the responses as web pages. In the middle is a software layer that mediates between the DBMS and the web browser to turn data requests into database queries, and to transform the query responses into hypertext mark-up language (HTML).

The PubMed data structure is composed of citations metadata. Each citation has the same structure. The main part of its schema can be formalized by the following context free grammar:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MedlineCitation} & \rightarrow \text{PMID}, \text{DateCreated}, \text{DateCompleted}, \text{Article}, \\
& \quad \text{MedlineJournalInfo}, \text{ChemicalList}, \\
& \quad \text{CitationSubset}, \text{MeshHeadingList} \\
\text{Article} & \rightarrow \text{Journal}, \text{ArticleTitle}, \text{Pagination}, \\
& \quad \text{Abstract}, \text{Affiliation}, \text{AuthorList}, \\
& \quad \text{Language}, \text{PublicationTypeList} \\
\text{Journal} & \rightarrow \text{ISSN}, \text{JournalIssue}, \text{Title} \\
\text{JournalIssue} & \rightarrow \text{Volume}, \text{Issue}, \text{PubDate} \\
\text{PubDate} & \rightarrow \text{Year}, \text{Month}, \text{Day}, \text{Hour?}, \text{Minute?}, \text{Second?} \\
\text{MedlineJournalInfo} & \rightarrow \text{Country}, \text{MedlineTA}, \text{NlmUniqueID} \\
\text{ChemicalList} & \rightarrow \text{Chemical+} 
\end{align*}
\]
PubMed files are intended for automatic processing and therefore available in XML format. Each set of 30,000 PubMed citations is stored as an XML instance defined by a DTD. Notice that the context free grammar above was obtained direct and systematically from the PubMed DTD.

For these reasons, it was defined an XML Schema to PubMed files. The view of this structure is shown in figure 1.

3 Metamorphosis

The main idea behind Metamorphosis is close the gap between Topic Map technology and its users. Metamorphosis is being developed to become a Topic Map workbench easy to use and accessible to a common user (we are not there yet).

Figure 2 shows the usage scenario proposed in this paper. It illustrates some of the interaction between the system components, information resources and users.

1. Metamorphosis Repository (MMRep) is the central component that takes care of Topic Map storage and management. All the other components interact with MMRep.

2. Topic Map Discovery (TMDiscovery) is a Topic Map driven browser that allows users to navigate inside the Topic Maps stored in MMRep.

3. Topic Map Extractor (Oveia) automates the task of Topic Map harvesting; it enables the user to specify the extraction task and generates a Topic Map in XTM syntax that can be uploaded into MMRep. Oveia implements some extraction mechanisms with which is possible to populate an ontology.

4. Information resources that we want to access.

5. Web interface driven by a topic map stored in MMRep that provides access to information resources.

Metamorphosis can be used to prototype web interfaces or to expose information systems on the web. To do this the user only needs to specify a topic map for each view he wants. Information integration is accomplished by concept integration in the topic map; to integrate two information systems we need to specify the two sets of concepts in the same topic map and specify the associations that will materialize that integration.

In the next sections we are going to discuss the main components of this workbench prototype: Metamorphosis Repository, Topic Map Discovery, Oveia and XTche.

This way, Metamorphosis let us achieve the semantic interoperability among heterogeneous information systems because the relevant data, according to the desired information specified through an ontology, is extracted and stored in a
Fig. 1. PubMed's XML Schema
topic map. The environment validates this generated topic map against a set of rules defined in a constraint language. That topic map provides information fragments (the data itself) linked by specific relations to concepts at different levels of abstraction. Note that not all data items need to be extracted from the sources to the Topic Map. We only extract the necessary metadata to build the intended ontology. This ontology will have links to enable a browser to access all data items.
Thus the navigation over the topic map is led by a semantic network and provides an homogeneous view over the resources – this justifies our decision of call it semantic interoperability.

4 Topic Maps applied to PubMed

In order to obtain a semantic network from PubMed data, we divided this task in a few parts, as shown Figure 3.
In the first one, we created a relational database to store all contents of XML data obtained from PubMed data source. This database is generated according to the PubMed DTD using the Exult tool. An SQL script processes the result database to remove the redundant data and to erase several tables unnecessary. The final PubMed local database has XX tables.
To extract data from this database we use Metamorphosis [LRH06]. Metamorphosis has mechanisms to query the PubMed local database (Oveia) according to an ontology specification (XS4TM). Besides, there is a Web interface to make
a query over the database. This interface has a text field to the user puts his query. After the query submission, Metamorphosis processes this string finding MeSH terms that describes the desired publications. These terms are structured in a RDF file [vAMMS07].

Using these MeSH terms as keywords, Metamorphosis searches articles that match with the user’s query. This search processes includes several fields, like article’s title, abstract, keywords, chemical substances, and MeSH terms. When an article satisfies the query, it will be mapped to a topic, as well its main fields, creating associations between them.

When the system receives a request, the required data will be collected from the selected databases at runtime. Then it will be further processed and converted into semantically relevant data by Metamorphosis. The resulting data has the standard XTM format. So, one of the advantages of this approach is that no new database will be created and no redundant data will be produced.

After end of the process, Metamorphosis has all topics and associations stored in its repository. The generated XTM documents can be then processed and displayed to the user by the presentation tier. This way, any topic maps navigator tool is able to browse the semantic network composed by these concepts. For instance, Ulisses [LRH04] allows the topic maps navigation over Metamorphosis’ repository and XTM files (in last case, it is also possible to use Ontopia Omnigator [Ont02]). Information is interconnected within a huge knowledge network navigable in any direction.

4.1 Defining the Topic Maps concepts to PubMed citations

In order to define the topic map extraction from PubMed instances, the first task is to specify the main concepts (topic types). This way, the topic types in this domain are:

**Article**: each article is stored in a tag called `<MedlineCitation>`;
Author: the article authors are declared in <Author>;
Keyword: the keywords are MeSH terms. They are defined in <MeshHeading>;
Publication year: this metadata is in //PubDate/Year path;
Journal: all journals are found in <Journal> tag;
Language: the paper’s language is defined in <Language>;
Chemical substances: all chemical items cited in each paper are referenced in <Chemical>;

After the topics choice, the next step is the topic characteristics definition. Below we have the main ones:

Article: PMID (PubMed identifier), title, pagination, abstract, DOI, ...;
Author: initials, last name, middle name, and first name;
Keyword: descriptor and qualifier terms;
Journal: ISSN, title, abbreviation, volume, issue, and publication date;
Chemical substances: register number and substance name;

At this moment, all topics and its characteristics are defined. The final topic map definition step is the specification of association type. The main association types and some roles are described below:

– Author writes article;
– Keyword describes article;
– Article was published in an year;
– Article is published in a journal;
– Article is written in a language;
– Article refers to chemical substances;
– Author publishes in an year;
– Author writes paper in a language;
– Journal refers to the keywords;

Looking at a TM we can think of it as having two distinct parts: an ontology and an object catalog. The ontology is defined by what we have been designating as topic type, association type, and association role. The catalog is composed by a set of information objects that are present in information resources (one object can have multiples occurrences in the information resource) and that are linked to the ontology.

The PubMed’s topic map ontology defined above (topic types, roles, and association types) and the topic characteristics are mapped to an XS4TM specification as can be seen in next subsection.

The XS4TM specification describing the PubMed scenario was defined in a XS4TM Web editor. Figure 4 shows a view of this specification, which defines seven topic types, nine association types, and eighteen role types.

On the left side, XS4TM presents the XML tree extracted from PubMed’s XML Schema. The topic types from this case study are shown in the center window. To create a new topic type, the user just needs to make a simple drag and drop...
from the XML tree. The topic characteristics are defined in the first column and the association characteristics are defined in the last column. With the complete XS4TM specification, Oveia\textsuperscript{3} can process it. Its behavior can be described in four steps: (1) reads the XS4TM specification, (2) extracts the topics and associations from the query result set, (3) creates the topic map, and (4) stores it in the repository.

4.2 Browsing the topic map

When it will be browsing the semantic network obtained from PubMed local database, Ulisses gives the user an interface to navigate inside any of the stored topic maps. It allows the following interfaces:

- **Topic Maps**: is the browser entry point and shows a list of all stored topic maps.
- **Ontology Index**: gives you a structured view of a topic map showing the abstract concepts: topic types, association types, occurrence types, and association role types.
- **Individuals Index**: lists all non-type topics in alphabetical order.
- **Full Index**: lists all named topics.
- **Topic View**: lists a subset of the available information about a topic; for the moment: the basenames, its type, all the associations it participates in together with the other members and their roles, internal occurrences and external occurrences.

\textsuperscript{3} Oveia is a Metamorphosis’ module
Association View: lists the names associated with the association and all its descendants.

Figure 5: a view to the topic of type article called Mycobacterium leprae and demyelination. This page displays every topic characteristics and its associations in a Web way, as well in a graph view.

Creating a virtual map of the information enables us to keep the information systems in their original form, without changes. It is also possible to create as many virtual maps as the user wants generating multiple semantic views for the same sources.

5 Conclusion

This paper described the integration of data from PubMed information system using the ontology paradigm, in order to generate an homogeneous view of this resources. PubMed is a searchable compendium of biological literature that is maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).

The proposal uses Metamorphosis for the automatic construction of Topic Maps with data extracted from the various data sources, and a semantic browser to navigate among the information resources. Topic Maps are a good solution to organize concepts, and the relationships between those concepts, because they follow a standard notation – ISO/IEC 13250 – for interchangeable knowledge representation.
In this paper we claimed that the semantic integration of PubMed documents is possible to achieve with Metamorphosis. In order to achieve this we proposed the following methodology:

1. Look at the information resources and decide how your conceptual view should look like;
2. Choose what information bits must be extracted in order to produce that conceptual view;
3. Specify the extraction task using Oveia;
4. Upload the generated Topic Map into MMRep;
5. Browse it with TMDiscovery and use this interface to access the information resources.

With this methodology the original information resources are kept unchanged and we can have as many different interfaces to access it as we want. We just have to create/generate/specify a Topic Map for each one.

As a future work we aim the integration of Topic Maps and MeSH headings minimizing false hits and saving time in the searches. Another project is to identify other useful – but frequently overlooked – features of the PubMed database.
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Abstract. XPTO is a contextual logic system that can represent and query OWL ontologies from a contextual logic programming point of view. This paper presents a prototype of a SPARQL component for that system which is capable of mapping Prolog/CX to SPARQL queries.

1 Introduction

We present a back-end that aims to transparently merge the reasoning of the XPTO \footnote{XPTO is a recursive acronym that stands for XPTO Prolog Translation for Ontologies.} \cite{FLA07, LFA07} internal knowledge base with external OWL \cite{BvHH+05} ontologies, more exactly its Lite and DL sub languages, available from third parties, by means of the SPARQL \cite{PS06} query language. To achieve this, we developed a system that provides functions for communicating with Web SPARQL agents for ontology querying purposes. It provides the system with the ability to pass a SPARQL query to an arbitrary SPARQL Web agent and get the solution, encapsulating the results as bindings for logic variables.

The presented back-end grants XPTO with capabilities for writing Prolog/CX \cite{AD03} programs to reason simultaneously over local and external Web ontologies.

2 Mapping Prolog to SPARQL Queries

Although it can be viewed as a single independent component, the back-end purpose is to allow the XPTO-using programmer to query external and internal ontologies using the same query syntax and declarative context mechanics as the XPTO internal system. This will allow to transparently query internal and external ontologies and merge their results in the same program.

To achieve this level of functionality, we developed a Prolog/CX to SPARQL engine that satisfies the following requirements:

- Translate a partially bound Prolog/CX goal into SPARQL;
- Send the SPARQL query to the specified Semantic Web SPARQL service;
- Fetch the XML result file, parse it and return the solutions as Prolog variable bindings using the Prolog/CX backtrack mechanism to iterate over sets of answers;

A SPARQL query in the back-end environment is a Prolog/CX context execution. Figure 1 illustrates a definition of a back-end query.
QUERY := sparql(URI) /> P1 ... Pn :> ITEM

URI := URL
P := property(VALUE) or where(PROP, VALUE)
ITEM := item(INDIVIDUAL)

Fig. 1. Back-End Query Definition

On the left side of the defined operator ‘/’ is specified the external agent and on the right side are the goals and query restrictions. The right side of the operator encodes the query that must be mapped to SPARQL. We translate that information into RDF triples, much in the same way a database is translated into triples, i.e., for each of the \( n \) stated properties about an individual, the back-end must translate it to \((n-1)\) triples. The triples are extracted by the union of each property term of the right side and the item term, which represents the subject of the triple.

3 Examples and Query solutions

We now present an example. We will use the XAK - XML Army knife [Dod06] SPARQL service which implements the SPARQL Protocol for RDF and provides a SPARQL query engine for RDF data available on the Internet.

The Wine OWL DL ontology \(^2\) is a sample ontology used in the OWL specification documents and will serve as the use case ontology in this paper. Among others, the IceWine class present in the ontology defines two properties: hasBody and hasColor.

Figure 2 shows an example of a back-end query that asks XAK to search the Wine ontology for all the individuals that have both of these properties.

```
?- sparql('http://xmlarmyknife.org/api/rdf/sparql/') />
  hasBody(A) :- hasColor(B) :- item(IND).
```

Fig. 2. Back-end Prolog/CX query to XAK

The Prolog/CX query in Figure 2 has no ground Prolog atoms besides the url that identifies XAK. It includes two specified properties, thus originating two RDF triples, one for each property. Figure 3 shows the correspondent SPARQL generated code.

\(^2\) The ontology is accessible in http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/wine.rdf
After the SPARQL generation, the code is sent to XAK. In order to successfully communicate with it, the back-end must first encode the query as specified in the SPARQL Protocol for RDF [Cla06] and establish the values of a few parameters like the default graph to be queried. (Figure 4 shows the generated string that is sent over to XAK).

If a successful query response code is returned, a file with the solutions is received. This file is in the SPARQL Query Results XML Format [BB06] and includes one solution. This XML file is then parsed and the solution values are returned as bindings for Prolog variables as illustrated by the last lines in Figure 5.

 Fig. 3. Generated SPARQL for the query in Figure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECT ?id ?hasColor ?hasBody</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHERE {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?id :hasColor ?hasColor .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?id :hasBody ?hasBody .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Fig. 4. Back-end encoded query example


 Fig. 5. Prolog/CX query to XAK and the returned solution

| ?- sparql('http://xmlarmyknife.org/api/rdf/sparql/') />
hasBody(A) : hasColor(B) : item(IND). |
| A = 'http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt/guide-src/wine#Medium'
B = 'http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt/guide-src/wine#White'
IND = 'http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt/guide-src/wine#SelaksIceWine' ; |
(4 ms) no |
The solution presents only one individual, **SelaksIceWine**, and the values **Medium** and **White** for properties **hasBody** and **hasColor** respectively. This means the whole ontology only has one individual that has those two properties defined.

4 Initial Assessment and Conclusions

The component presented in this paper is still work in progress. With the current capabilities, one can use the expressiveness of Logic Programming to perform basic queries to an ontology via a third party SPARQL Web Service. These capabilities can then be combined with other Prolog/CX data access forms for reasoning over different data repositories. For example, an application can differently use local data provided by the XPTO engine, external data through the SPARQL back-end and data residing in a relational data base accessed using ISCO [AN06].

Although no proper benchmarks were defined yet, the experimental work revealed no particular performance issues on the back-end side, which means that practically only the **XAK** connection will introduce some latencies. Note, however, that the generation of SPARQL is currently done in a **per-query** basis. One important feature to be implemented as future work is to allow the generation of SPARQL code for a composite (e.g. conjunction) of Prolog/CX queries.
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Abstract. Content Management Systems (CMS) are software platforms that strongly contribute to make organizations more agile, flexible and dynamic concerning the management of their contents: business-oriented structured and no-structured information. A CMS’s extra feature is Workflow support since it can allow task automation, ultimately increasing organizations productivity. While there are different kinds of Workflow platforms, this paper concentrates mostly in Content Management Workflow, analyzing key features like: Workflow definition, representation, instance management, content mapping and third-party application communication. Finally, it is also analyzed and discussed the workflow support in existing CMS such as Alfresco, Typo3, OpenADMS and Vignette.
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1. Introduction

Workflow is an important concept and technology that is relevant within Software Engineering as well as Organizational Engineering. Nowadays, there are a relevant number of organizations that are increasingly embracing it. Due to the richness and abstraction of the concept, Workflow will only be mentioned in the Software Industry endeavor, meaning that it will only be applied to Software Application issues. Bearing that in mind, the Workflow Management Coalition, WFMC http://www.wfmc.org is a reference organization responsible for the definition of standard specifications regarding Workflow. The WFMC defines Workflow as “the computerized facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or part” [1]. On the other hand, Marshak defines Workflow as “The automation of the processes we use every day to make our business through. A Workflow Application does automatically the sequence of actions, activities and tasks to run a process, including all the routing within the stages of each instance of a process, as well as the tools to manage the process itself” [2].

Automation and business processes are concepts that are mentioned on both definitions, leading to a first definition of Workflow as a “business process automation”.
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WFMC still introduces the concept of a *Workflow Management System*, as being a “system that completely defines, manages and executes the workflow through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation of the workflow logic” [1].

These definitions indicate the Workflow logic has to be represented in a formal language, so that running software may be able to build, manage and execute that workflow logic.

Workflow technologies may be applied with several purposes and application contexts, such as (1) system’s integration support, (2) user interface and (3) content workflow in CMS (Content Management Systems).

**Workflow support in systems integration.** Information system’s high-level abstractions and business service’s interactions may be seen as a Workflow system [13]. Currently, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [14] is an example of this approach, in which technology is only a tool for orchestration of business processes and services. According to the SOA approach there should be a Service repository which agglomerates services – which according to the OASIS [32] organisation is defined as “a mechanism to enable access to one or more capabilities, where the access is provided using a prescribed interface and is exercised consistent with constraints and policies as specified by the service description.”. These services, in their turn, communicate among them and with front and back-end applications, through a communication channel. To accomplish this, each service application must expose a programming or computing interface. Workflow plays the role of orchestrating the interactions amongst all these services. Microsoft Biztalk [17] and BEA WebLogic [31] are the leading application servers that support SOA in the industry.

**Workflow support in User Interface Software Applications.** The Workflow concept can also be applied to the end-user interface definitions for software applications. The links between interaction spaces (e.g. web page, window screen) are events that may be triggered by human or third-party applications. For example, the submission of a web form is a human interaction, while the presentation of a RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feed is a third-party application interaction.

To make the most out of this vision of software design and implementation, some companies have been publishing Interface Workflow Managers. This functionality is usually associated with the software developing process since the tools that support these features are usually within the Integrated Developing Environments, IDE, of the existing platforms. With Microsoft Visual Studio[18] the users have the ability to visually edit and see their application’s interfaces as a tree of nodes, in which each node is an interaction space and the connection among nodes define the hierarchy of the nodes in the tree. On the other hand, Sun released in 2006 JAVA Web Studio Creator[19], supporting the same functionality for J2EE applications.

**Workflow support in CMSs.** Content management environments are also a relevant application for Workflows. These systems evolved from meta-applications and frameworks which were used to produce other applications. The urge for Documental Management Applications left only one step further what would later be known as Content Management Applications. The difference between these two is the object that is managed, while the former manage documents, the latter manage contents, which is an abstraction in which documents can be included.
In these environments a Workflow can be seen as the set of stages that content may assume since its creation until it is made available. Consider the following example: (1) a document is created and submitted to an application; (2) then it is approved in chain by a set of users; (3) until it becomes visible for all convenient users.

In this example the stage transitions are mainly triggered by human interaction. Users trigger stage transitions so that contents may evolve through the hierarchy structure of the organization, being progressively approved by users with more and more responsibilities. This type of Workflow systems has to make sure that if content is not approved by a user, it must return to its previous stage. Stage transitions also have to be able to trigger automatic actions. For instance, sending e-mails so users may be notified of pending decisions they have to make. Stage transitions may not only be triggered by human interaction, but also by third-party applications.

This paper analyzes and discusses the Workflow support that is required in enterprise applications, designed on the top of CMS platforms. In particular it identifies (1) Workflow concepts as well as their common use cases; (2) the way Workflows can be implemented; and (3) functionalities available for their end-users.

After analyzing and comparing relevant CMS, we propose a generic reference model, based on which we discuss them in what concerns their Workflow’s features.

2. Content Workflow in CMS

This section describes the Workflow mechanisms supported by Content Management Systems: its background, its elements and its functionalities.

2.1. Technological Support Aspects

Content Management Systems (CMS)[20] promote the separation between contents and services. The latter are responsible for content’s presentation, manipulation and access, while the former are the artefacts that are passed throughout services. Pictures, texts, links, news, videos, and documents are all examples of contents.

The main goal of Workflows in CMS is to provide a path for contents since their creation, until they are made available for other users to see – often defined as publication. The path can be described by a set of consecutive evaluations, usually referred as stages, in which users, defined by a specific business role may, or may not, approve contents. For example, in a newspaper, each article, after written by a journalist, must be reviewed by the journalist’s supervisor. If the article is approved, it will go on to the next evaluation, and an upper supervisor will have to evaluate the article; otherwise it will return to the previous stage, and the journalist will have to rewrite the article. The evaluations will go on in chain until eventually some supervisor will approve the article’s publication. A Workflow in a CMS is exactly the chain of evaluations that content undergoes since its creation until its publication. It is now assumed a Workflow has several stages. While each stage is associated with one role – set of users – who are responsible for evaluating the content – either approving it, or declining it. When a supervisor declines content, the content will return to the
previous stage so it can be reviewed or rewritten again. If, on the other hand, the 
content is approved it will move on to the next stage. If it achieves the last stage, the 
content will be published. While in the physical world articles are printed in paper, in 
the digital world contents may either be created or replace existing versions of the 
content. As an example it can be considered any page available in the wikipedia web 
site, http://wikipedia.org. In this web site each page may be replaced by a new 
version, as well as new pages may be created. Pages are the contents in this example. 
The multiplicity of instances of the same content that have to co-exist lead to the 
need of content versioning. This happens since at least two versions of the same 
content will be needed. One that is published, and thereby the one all users can see, 
and another one which is evaluated by supervisors, and thereby available for 
supervisors to see. The former will be referred as the published version, while the 
latter will be referred as the draft version. This can lead us to the conclusion that 
content is characterized by its version. 

Finally, there is also another aspect to be added, the possible existence of 
predefined actions that may occur every time a stage is achieved or departed from. A 
simple notification to the author every time the content he submitted is approved by a 
supervisor is an example of what a predefined action can be. 

From the above observations it is concluded that in the CMS domain a Workflow 
has several stages. While each stage has one responsible role and a set of predefined 
actions that may be triggered either when the content arrives or leaves the stage. 
Finally the content, which is the artefact that goes through the stages of the 
Workflow, has to be identified by a version, since in the most simplistic scenario at 
least two instances of the same content will have to co-exist. 

2.2. Content Types 

In general terms, content management workflows may manipulate two types of 
contents: unitary and aggregators. The former are the basic cells manipulated by the 
CMS, the ones which are processed as a single unit and thereby elementary operations 
are made upon them. An image, a defined piece of html code, or a file, are examples 
of unitary contents. On the other hand, aggregator contents are sets of other contents,. 
The aggregators provide the “glue”, which connect its sub-contents. Examples of this 
type of contents are a list of links, a list of documents, or a custom content which 
aggregates one image, one link and one text. 

The existence of aggregators brings up another issue: the hierarchy which is 
formed from multi-level aggregator contents. This issue will have an important 
impact in the Workflow implementation within the CMS, because, like it is 
previously stated, contents are the artefacts which go through stages of a Workflow. 
So far content was always assumed to be unitary, but if it is a set of contents, in a 
several level hierarchy, a much more careful approach has to be done. 

In order to escape from the abstraction of this issue, a scenario will be drawn to 
materialize it, making it easier to understand.
In a web CMS context it may be considered the following hierarchy of contents: the web site, the page, and the unitary content, as illustrated in Figure 1. Each of these types of Contents has their own characteristics as described below.

The **web site** is the highest granularity content and it aggregates page contents. This type of content must be used in a limited way since a Web site should be stable and any content under it should be updated without having to update the whole Web site. Nevertheless the Website may be submitted to a Workflow when it is created, so that the process may be monitored by the organization’s website administrators.

The **web page**, or page for short, aggregate unitary contents. In spite of not being the most used content type within the Workflow mechanism, it is fairly more used than the portal, since creation, removal, edition and configuration of its attributes are all operations that are made in the portal life cycle. It is also important to make a distinction from Static to Dynamic pages because of the way their content is processed. The former are built in compile time and do not require any level of interaction, while the latter have contents that are created in runtime and that may require some level of interaction. Therefore static pages may be seen a unitary content which allows to edit a huge portion of html code; while dynamic pages can be seen as an aggregator content, since they provide several outputs to the user according to what was given as an input.

At last, the **unitary content** is the lowest granularity content in this type of Workflow. This content have its own attributes, some of them are even common to all contents – such as the name or page in which it is included. The attributes which vary from content to content are the ones that identify the content itself (e.g. an image has a filename, width and height, or a byte array; while an html element does only have the html source code; in its turn a link is formed by the text and the url). The unitary
content is the most often processed content type by the Workflow Manager because of its independence from content to content and from the pages in which they are included.

Considering the above scenario it is clear that content has to be able to follow a Workflow despite its type. It is also clear that content representation is definitely an important issue that a concrete implementation of Workflow in a CMS has to address since contents may vary on their building blocks, assuming complex hierarchies. Finally it can be stated that despite content representation is a custom problem each CMS has to address (and that is not the subject of this paper), all types of contents which desirably will be able to follow Workflows in that CMS have to be understood by its Workflow engine as contents, meaning they have to share the concept of content which is accepted by the Workflows of that CMS.

2.3. Workflow Elements

This section lists and summarizes the concepts explored so far, as well as defines other relevant elements. Figure 2 relates these concepts, forming a reference model, with concrete CMS Workflow elements.

**Workflow.** A Workflow has several stages. The concrete number of stages should be set when a Workflow definition is created. A CMS should allow managers to create Workflow definitions, giving them the opportunity to choose then the number of stages that that particular Workflow definition should have. In other words the number of stages of a Workflow should be dynamic since it allows different number of stages for different Workflow definitions. One tricky way of achieving the dynamic number of stages is to not determine it when the Workflow definition is created. Instead, each stage is responsible to determine the next stage, also determining when the Workflow should end. This type of workflow definition will be referred as not having a defined number of stages as in opposite of static and dynamic number of stages. The drawback of such solution is that the path between stages is not memorized and if the same stages are always used, they have to be defined every time a Workflow instance executes. Finally a Workflow definition with a static number of stages has the drawback of not allowing two different Workflow instances to run with different number of stages.

**Stage.** Every stage, as previously stated, has a supervisor role, who can determine if the content is accepted or declined. If the former is picked the next stage is reached, while the previous stage is reached if the latter is chosen. There are two special stages: the initial and the final. The initial stage is the one that starts the workflow, and the final is the one that defines when the workflow execution comes to an end. Every stage may have a set of associated operations that can fall into two categories: entry and exit operations. The former are executed when the content gets to a stage, while the latter are executed when the content leaves the stage.

**Stage transitions.** Empirically a transition is defined as a set of three elements: event, condition and operation. The event is external to the transition and when it happens it triggers the condition to be tested. The condition is the heart of the transition since it determines if the transition is executed. The operations are usually
performed if the condition is met. However events can also trigger Operations to be performed. Having this definition in mind, in CMS Workflows the events are content creation and edition, content approval (or disapproval), or messages from third-party applications. As to the conditions they consist of checking if the input given by the supervisor was an approving or disapproving instruction. When content is approved the condition is met and for example an operation of notifying the next supervisors may be executed.

**Users.** Users are responsible for approving or declining contents and so, firing events. Since content management systems deal with several users, they usually group users into roles, in which one role can have one or more users.

**Content.** The content, not regarding its type, is the object that runs through the Workflow. The content is needed to have a version so several instances of one content may co-exist, in order to supervisors and regular users may see different versions of the content.

---

**Figure 2: CMS’s Workflow Support – Domain Model**

---
2.4. Functionalities

Figure 3 presents the use case model that reveals Workflow’s main functionalities in a CMS. The actors present in the diagram are: (1) Registered User (URegistered), (2) Workflow Manager (UWorkflowManager) and (3) External Information Systems (IS-External). The UWorkflowManager can manipulate workflows, associate them to contents, as well as manage workflow instances. URegistered edit contents, receive notifications, authorize contents and monitor workflow instances. Finally, IS-External can notify and be notified by the Workflow Management System.

![Use Case Diagram]

Figure 3: CMS’s Workflow Support – Use Case Model

We set the focus to the main functionalities a Workflow Manager must have in order to support Content Workflow. The functionalities to be mention are only the ones that directly relate to the Workflow Engine.

**Workflow definition:** When performing it the number of stages should be set, as well as the responsible role for each stage.

**Association between Workflow and content:** With this functionality the user assigns a content to the Workflow.

**Workflow edition:** Existing Workflow definitions may be able to change.

However one should be very careful on how to handle existing executing instances of Workflows in order to avoid the loss of their contents.
Workflow deletion: it should be possible to delete a Workflow definition. The same situation happens as when Workflow definitions are edited, so the user must explicitly choose what to do to existing workflow instances.

Workflow Instance Management: Allowing administrators to stop workflow instances that didn’t come to an end and that may be in a dead lock or starvation situation.

3. CMS with Content Workflow Support

Bearing in mind the concepts and functionalities discussed in section 2, four CMS were chosen to be analyzed and discussed and, consequently, to give us a better understanding of the problems in consideration. The criteria for choosing these CMS systems are the following: (1) provide Workflow functionalities; 2) distinct among them in which refers to being open-source or commercial; 3) distinct among them in which concerns their main purpose;

It should be stressed that it was surprisingly hard to find CMSs supporting Workflow technology.

3.1. Alfresco

Alfresco [22] is an open-source CMS focused on documental management. Its highlight features are the version control, role support, content transformation, search engine and navigation either in the file system or via Web.

The contents which are handled by Workflows are exclusively unitary contents, meaning that it is not possible to apply workflows on aggregation contents. There may be three predefined stages: draft, review and published. The supported actions are authorization (approval or denial) by users and code actions (javascript). The latter are executed as soon as a stage is reached. There are also discussion forums, associated to each Workflow, so that the stakeholders may exchange opinions about the evolution of the given content. The notification system is based on the e-mail as well as through a module of pending actions that each user has access to, which shows the actions the user may execute. There is an administration console in which it is possible to see the stage, each Workflow is currently at. It is also possible to cancel the workflow in this administration console.

3.2. Typo 3

Typo3 [23] is an open source PHP- based CMS. For Typo 3, a Workflow consists of a name, a user, and a deadline. There is the possibility of notifying users when the workflow starts. The only contents supported are also unitary contents. The user who is responsible for one stage determines the next transition – not defined number of stages - , whether accepting or declining the received content. The user may also schedule the deadline of the next stage. When the final stage is reached and the user
associated with that stage accepts the changes, the workflow ends, and the content is published.

Contents in intermediate stages are saved as drafts, while published contents are saved as final content, so there are always two versions of a determinate content: draft and final.

This Workflow model allows the existence of a variable number of stages. Despite the stages are built in execution time, while contents go through the Workflow. The disadvantage of this model is that equal Workflows have to be created every time there is a need of a new instance. In fact this means there is no workflow definition operation.

Bottom line is that this is a very simple and straightforward Workflow Managing System, which provides the content flexibility to the evolution within the Workflow. However it reveals a lack of automation, concerning stage definition, since stages are defined by its instances at runtime.

3.3. Altimate OpenEDMS

Altimate OpenEDMS [24] is a CMS that allows Workflow definition and management.

The Workflow definition process is supported by an activity diagram visual editor, which enables the user to create stages and transitions. Each stage has a responsible role, automatic actions and destination stages. When the Workflow definition is completed there is a validation in which the system determines if the Workflow is, or is not, valid. Afterwards the Workflow is saved.

The notification system may be done in two ways, e-mail or private message (system internal messages), while it is possible any kind of combination of these types of notification.

Terminated and pending Workflows are possible to inspect, as well as to start a new Workflow. To perform this last one the user has to name the Workflow, insert a comment, describing it, and a starting date. When a workflow finishes it is possible to distribute its content to selected users.

The most relevant feature of this System is the Workflow definition process, since it is completely visual and user friendly.

3.4. Vignette CMPortalSolution

Vignette’s [26] CMS is a commercial product and a reference among its peers in the industry.

Workflow is a central concept within this CMS, and it uses both unitary and aggregation contents. Workflow definition is achieved visually, via Microsoft Visio, and stage transitions may be triggered whether by user authorization or external IS actions. After edited, contents have to be approved, so they may be published. The instance management is done in a console that allows its edition and cancellation.
3.5. Comparative Analysis

The study of the referenced CMS leads to the conclusion that only one out of the four actually allows the use of aggregation contents on Workflow. Also, out of the four CMS, only Alfresco has a static number of stages. The Workflow definition process is different among the CMS. Typo3 is the only one that does not allow determining the number of stages at the Workflow definition, since the Workflow is defined in run time by the user that is responsible for the current stage. V7CMS is the only that allows external IS interaction, while all of them allow User interaction. Notifications and deadlines are important concepts, although not supported by all the CMS.

Concerning the supported functionalities, the most important are the Workflow definition, the content, Workflow association and Workflow deletion and management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Alfresco</th>
<th>Typo 3</th>
<th>Altimate</th>
<th>Vignette</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Stages</td>
<td>Static (3)</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported Contents</td>
<td>Unitary Contents</td>
<td>Unitary Contents</td>
<td>Unitary Contents</td>
<td>Unitary &amp; Aggregation Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interactions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS interactions</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Notification Operations</td>
<td>Yes (E-mail)</td>
<td>Yes (E-mail)</td>
<td>Yes (E-mail, internal messaging system)</td>
<td>Yes (E-mail)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WF Supported Operations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Association</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Removal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

The adoption of Workflow technology into contemporary CMSs would allow the automation of content’s production as well as its better integration according the business interests. This will also lead to an optimization of the organisation’s business processes.

Concerning CMS there are actually very few that support generically Workflow. Those which do, only have partial support with still limited and inflexible features.

The generic reference model introduced in section 2, allow us to analyze any of the given Workflow mechanisms, in section 3, defining additional concepts that may be useful for future releases.
Aggregation contents have little support for Workflows, since only one out of the four CMS supported it, which may lead to the conclusion that aggregation contents are not as relevant as contents from the Workflow perspective. Nevertheless, given the early stage that these classes of systems are, it may be plausible that such contents would be better supported in the future.

Despite the lack of Workflow support by CMS, there are many requests by the industry so that a standard solution of Workflow management for all content types may be supported by these classes of systems. This can be a reasonable indicator that this is an important topic for the software industry, which should emerge in the years to come.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce eXVisXML, a visual tool to explore documents annotated with the mark-up language XML, in order to easily perform over them tasks as knowledge extraction or document engineering.

eXVisXML was designed mainly for two kind of users. Those who want to analyze an annotated document to explore the information contained—for them a visual inspection tool can be of great help, and a slicing functionality can be an effective complement.

The other target group is composed by document engineers who might be interested in assessing the quality of the annotation created. This can be achieved through the measurements of some parameters that will allow to compare the elements and attributes of the DTD/Schema against those effectively used in the document instances.

Both functionalities and the way they were delineated and implemented will be discussed along the paper.

1 Introduction

Our recent research on program comprehension using slicing and visual inspection, as well as the work on grammar metrics led us to investigate how those approaches could be adapted to the field of document engineering. As a consequence we have conceived a tool, denominated eXVisXML, to aid in the inspection and analysis of XML documents.

By analogy with another tool (ALMA) we have developed in the past for program visualization and comprehension, we say that eXVisXML allows us to capture the "alma" (in English, the "soul") of structured documents, i.e., the intrinsic characteristics of XML documents. eXVisXML allows us to visualize the structure of the document (the hierarchy of XML elements), and provides a set of quality metrics, which enable us to reason out the document properties.

On one hand, our tool shows, in a graphical form, the document tree with the content associated to the leaves, providing means to navigate over it; moreover
it displays, in a tabular form, all the element occurrences associated with the respective attribute/value pairs. Using forward slicing techniques, eXVisXML allows the user to select parts of the document to focus his analysis just on some aspect; namely one can regenerate the original document restricted to some elements. These features are aimed at the comprehension of the document and its exploration (in the sense of knowledge extraction). Inspired in ALMA system, this functionality is displayed in two windows, one for the tree, and the other for the table of elements. We argue that the graphical representation of the abstract syntax tree complemented by the table of elements provides an easy to read and effective way to grasp the sense of the document.

On the other hand, eXVisXML allows the document engineer to assess the quality of his annotation schema (the DTD/XML-Schema he has designed) when applied to real cases. eXVisXML computes automatically a set of syntactic and semantic parameters (according to the standard metrics for XML documents) and shows them in a separate window. Those parameters are evaluated over the actual document and the respective schema in order to be possible, for instance, to compare the total number of elements available against the actual number of different elements used.

Before introducing our tool, eXVisXML, in section 5—describing its architecture and discussing the implementation strategies—we will write about the visualization of XML documents (section 2) and related work, i.e., other tools also developed with a purpose similar to eXVisXML; then we discuss, in section 3, the concept of document slicing and how it can complement the visualization and navigation, making easier the comprehension of the document; at last, we dedicate section 4 to the introduction of metrics to assess XML documents. The paper ends in section 6 with concluding remarks.

2 XML Documents Visualization

The ability to retrieve information from plain documents, in a simple and efficient way, is one of the objectives that has motivated the search for markup languages. Concerning machine manipulation, the annotation systems like XML, so far developed, were completely successful; XSL and other production-systems can easily extract information from annotated documents and transform them. However for human beings, this task is not as easy as desirable, mainly if the annotation is complex or the document too big.

To help in finding the document fragments corresponding to some kind of element/attribute, or even located in some sub-document, document engineers developed specific query languages. In the last few years, appeared among many other, XPath [CD99,OMFB02] and XQuery [Cha02] languages specially designed to query collections of XML data. XPath or XQuery stand for XML like SQL for databases, making possible to find and extract elements and attributes from structured documents.
Moreover, the research for tools to visualize XML documents, is not a new issue. People recognized a long time ago that the existence of visual editors was crucial to create or read structured documents.

Nowadays there are many tools which merge the XPath querying facilities with the visualization of XML documents. Some of these tools are:

- XPath Analyzer by Altova [Alt07];
- XPath Visualizer [Top07];
- XPath Viewer by Microsoft [Mic07];
- XPath Query Editor by Stylus Studio [Stu07];

Although these tools offer a (textual) hierarchical view with highlighted syntax, as illustrated in figure 1, and make easier the manipulation of documents, allowing to expand and collapse sets of elements, they are not always powerful enough for the exploration of the document’s constituents (elements and attributes) and the relationships among them.

![Fig. 1. Visualization of a XML document and selection of file nodes](image)

The tool closest to our proposal is XML Schema Designer [Mic08]; however, that tool just deals with XML schemas. XML Designer provides a visual representation of the elements, attributes, types, and so on, that make up XML schemas. With XML Designer we can: construct new or modify existing XML schemas; create and edit relationships between tables; create and edit keys.

Actually, the kind of visualization that we propose is similar to the one provided by XML Schema Designer, but also applicable to XML documents. This is, we
propose a graphical representation of the internal abstract tree associated with
the XML document, where intermediate nodes are XML elements and the text
fragments (#PCDATA) are the leaves.

Edges describe the direct inclusion of document parts. So, we can distinguish
two kinds of nodes: text nodes and structure nodes. The labels of structure nodes
correspond to XML element types and text nodes (always leaves) are labeled
with #PCDATA components (the actual text of the document). The visual rep-
resentation used to show this information is lighter than the usual XML tag
representation. It is well known the advantage of the use of graphical features
to expose and explain structural and behavioral information.

3  XML Documents Slicing

A program slice consists of the parts of a program that (potentially) affect the
values computed at some point of interest. Such a point of interest is referred
to as a slicing criterion, and is typically specified by a pair (program point, set
of variables). The parts of a program that have a direct or indirect effect on
the values computed at a slicing criterion \( C \) constitute the program slice with
respect to criterion \( C \). The task of computing program slices is called program
slicing [Tip95].

As referred in [Sil05], the slicing technique can also be applied to XML docu-
ments. Essentially, given an XML document, it is produced a new XML document
(a slice) that contains the relevant information in the original XML document
according to some criterion (the slicing criterion). Furthermore, it is also pos-
sible to slice a DTD, where the output is a new DTD such that the computed
slice is valid according to the original DTD.

This technique was implemented in a Haskell prototype tool called XMLSlicer [Sil06],
using the HaXML library [Mer01]. In this approach, XML documents and DTD’s
are seen as trees; and the slicing criterion consist of a set of nodes in the tree.
In both types of slicing—DTD slicing and XML slicing—given a set of elements,
it will be extracted those elements which are strictly necessary to maintain the
tree structure, i.e., all the elements that are in the path from the root to any of
the elements in the slicing criterion. The difference between them is that while
a slicing criterion in a DTD selects a type of elements, a slicing criterion in an
XML document can select only some particular instances of this type.

Both slicing techniques produce valid XML and DTD slices with respect to the
slicing criterion, if both the original are valid.

As a conclusion, we can say that this slicing technique can be seen as an easier
way to query an XML document, simpler than an XPath/XQuery statement;
it does not require to write the complete path to locate some information (or
elements) in document.
Effective management of any process requires quantification, measurement, and modeling. Software metrics provide a quantitative basis for the development and validation of models of the software development process. Metrics can be used to improve software productivity and quality.

In the last years, a wide set of software metrics was defined and can be classified as follow: product metrics (to evaluate a software product); process metrics (to evaluate the design process); and resources metrics (to appraise the required resources).

In the field of XML, the quality assessment is also relevant because the approach followed by engineers, or end-users, to design the annotation-schema (the type of a family of documents), or even to markup existing texts, is many times improvised and naif. Concepts like well-formedness or validity are not sufficient to appraise XML documents; they are only prerequisites to achieve quality.

Some of the software metrics (briefly referred above) have been adopted to measure the quality of XML documents [KSH02], being applied both to DTDs and XML-schemas (XSDs).

A tool dealing with XSD metrics is XsdMetz [Vis06,LKR05]. The tool was implemented in the functional programming language Haskell, using functional graph representations and algorithms. The tool is related with SdfMetz, which computes metrics on SDF grammar representations [AV05]. XsdMetz tool exports successor graphs in dot format so that they could be drawn by GraphViz [KN02]. However, in this paper we will only focus on the metrics defined over DTDs.

As a consequence of that research effort, a set of XML metrics was defined—size, structure complexity, structure depth, fan-in and fan-out, instability, tree impurity. Below and after our own contribution (attributes per element, non-used components and text length), we introduce them, as they form the basis of the quality measurement that will be implemented by the proposed tool.

Before presenting those metrics, we should define the notion of a successor graph (SG), now applied to DTDs [Vis06,LKR05], in order to measure the dependence between components. Given a DTD, we say that a new component (in this case, an element or an attribute) is an immediate successor of the element under definition, i.e., the component in the context of which the new one appears; then, we introduce an arrow (an oriented edge) from the element to the component.

Based on this relation, the result is a graph representation of the structure of the XSD/DTD.

**Size**

\[ \text{Size}(\text{DTD}) = n_{EL} + n_A \]

where \( n_{EL} \) — number of elements in the DTD, and \( n_A \) — number of attributes in the DTD.
Given a DTD, its size (i.e. the value for this metric) is the total number of nodes in the SG, i.e., the number of DTD components.

**Structure complexity**

To determine the complexity of a DTD, the McCabe metrics, developed to evaluate the control flow of software, was adopted. There exist slight variations of McCabe Complexity measure (MCC), but in essence MCC counts the number of linearly independent paths through the control flow graph of a program module. MCC for grammars may simply count all decisions in a grammar, this is, operators for alternative, optional and iteration. Because DTDs are equivalent to context-free grammars, Lammel et al, in [LKR05], argue that in the same way, the MCC for DTDs correspond to the addition of edges to SG if quantifiers + and * occur and if mixed content elements (but not #PCDATA) exist.

So, the formula to measure the complexity of a DTD is:

\[
\text{Compl}(\text{DTD}) = e - n + 1 + n_{IDREF},
\]

where \(e\) is the number of edges in the SG, \(n\) is the number of nodes in the SG and \(n_{IDREF}\) is the number of IDREF attributes. Note that actually the number of references to other identifiers increases the complexity.

In fact, if the DTD corresponds to a pure tree (which always has \(n\) nodes and \(n - 1\) edges) without internal references, then we get as structural complexity the value \(\text{Compl}(\text{DTD}) = 0\). On the other side, every recursion, all iterators + and *, and all IDREF attributes increase the complexity.

**Structure Depth**

This metric, which computes the depth of the SG, also provides information about the complexity of the schema.

To compute the depth of the SG, we have to eliminate recursion, otherwise the result would be infinite. Then, the depth of each node is computed as follows:

\[
\text{Depth}(n) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } n \text{ is leaf} \\
\max(\text{Depth}(n_i)) + 1 & \text{for each } n_i \text{ (child node of } n) 
\end{cases}
\]

According to [KSH02], an SG with a depth much higher than seven is complex and reveals a bad DTD design.

**Fan-in and Fan-out**

These two new metrics are defined as follows:

\(\text{Fan-in}(n) = \#\{n_i | n_i \text{ is parent node of } n\}\).

\(\text{Fan-out}\) gives the number of incoming edges in the node.
Fan \(\text{out}(n) = \#\{n_i|n_i \text{ is child node of } n\}\).  

\(\text{Fan} - \text{out}\) gives the number of outgoing edges in the node.

Both metrics are directly applicable to the nodes of \(SG\). For the graph as a whole, the average and the maximum values for those parameters can be useful to spot unusual nodes, which can be inspected to detect the anomaly and fix the problem. Elements with a high \(\text{Fan-in/Fan-out}\) value are more complex than other elements with a lower value.

**Instability**

Based on \(\text{Fan-in/Fan-out}\) metrics, a measure related with the instability of a node can be computed as follows:

\[
\text{Instability}(SG) = \frac{\text{Fan-out}}{\text{Fan-in} + \text{Fan-out}} \times 100\%
\]

A node with a low instability allows us to conclude that it is less dependent of other nodes, while many nodes are depend on it. This is, instability can be interpreted as resistance to change, hence a node with low instability corresponds to a situation where changes that occur over the node will affect relatively many other nodes.

**Tree Impurity**

\[
TI(SG) = n^n \left(\frac{n}{(n-1) n (n-2)} + e\right) \times 100\%
\]

where \(n\) is the number of nodes in the \(SG\) and \(e\) is the number of edges.

This metric is clearly inspired in Fenton’s impurity concept used in the context of software or grammar quality assessment.

A tree impurity of 0% means that a graph is a tree and a tree impurity of 100% means that it is a fully connected graph.

Now we introduce the set of complementary new metrics, which we have defined.

**Attributes per Element**

To complement the \emph{Size metric}, we define

\[
\text{AttrsEle}(DTD) = \frac{n_A}{n_{EL}}
\]

where \(n_{EL}\) — is the number of the elements in the \(DTD\), and \(n_A\) — is the number of attributes.

This metric allows us to figure out the average number of attributes defined per element in the \(DTD\).

A similar metric could be defined over the \(XML\) document.

\[
\text{AttrsEle}(XML) = \frac{n_{Au}}{n_{ELu}}
\]
where $n_{ELu}$ — is the number of the elements used in the document, and $n_{Au}$ — is the number of attributes actually used.

This metric, applied directly to the XML document, allows us to figure out the average number of attributes actually used per effective elements present in the XML document.

### Non-used Components

In order to detect the non-used components (elements and attributes) in an actual XML document, we define:

$$NonAttr(XML) = AttrDTD - AttrXML$$

$$NonElem(XML) = ElemDTD - ElemXML$$

if $AttrDTD$ represents the set of attributes defined in the DTD, and $AttrXML$ represents the set of actual attributes (the attributes used in the XML document instance), then $NonAttr(XML)$ is the set of non-used attributes.

The set of non-used elements, $NonElem(XML)$, is defined precisely in the same way; once again, it gives an idea of the elements in the DTD that are not used in XML instances (it is similar to the notion of dead-code in a class—this is, a set of methods that are never called).

Then we define two metrics:

$$NAttr(XML) = \#NonAttr(XML)$$

$$NElem(XML) = \#NonElem(XML)$$

that measure the size (number of elements) of those two sets.

### Text Length

$$TxtLen(XML) = \sum_{PCDATA} length(PCDATA)$$

where, $length(PCDATA)$ computes the total length of the document’s text (the sum of the length of all text fragments, i.e., text associated with element tags, or untagged text), and $n_{PCDATA}$ is the number of text fragments (the number of $PCDATA$ leaves that appear in the XML document tree).

In a similar way,

$$AttTxtLen(XML) = \sum_{n_{Au}} length(AttPCDATA)$$

measures the average attribute text length.

Usually, the choice between the use of an element or an attribute, in a XML document type, is an ambiguous matter; in practice, some document engineers consider some particularities as elements, while others consider them as attributes. That metrics is precisely useful to study that phenomena; in fact, when we write a XML instance that duality/ambiguity becomes clear. We have the perception that an attribute should be used when its content is not too large, while an element should be used when we do not know how much large will be its content.
Over XML-schemas, the metrics applied are similar to the referred above, but with a slight difference: usually, the successor graph is built in the same way but the set of nodes that are strongly connected are grouped into the same node (a module). However, as said previously, we will not consider them in this paper; to learn more about the common metrics defined over XML-schemas, we suggest the reading of [Vis06].

Fig. 2. Architecture of eXVisXML

5 eXVisXML, XML Document Visualization and Exploration

In this section, we concretize the ideas introduced along the previous sections, concerned with visualization, slicing and measuring of XML and DTD documents, discussing how they will be fully implemented in the proposed tool eXVisXML. Nowadays, the development of a tool requires that the implementor searches for existing programming resources (libraries, design-patterns or program-templates, frameworks, generators, etc.), which can be used in his specific project.
So, in order to get advantage from other tools to build up our own, Java language and the Eclipse platform will be used as the programming environment. The input for our tool are the the DTD and the XML document. From these 2 documents we can extract all the information needed. The information extraction process will be done by parsing the documents.

In this context, we will use the Java API for XML Processing (JAXP), which can be applied to parse and transform XML documents independent of a particular XML processing implementation. This API provides 2 basic interfaces: the DOM interface and the SAX interface.

The main difference between them arises from the fact that DOM interface builds a complete in-memory representation of the XML document, while SAX interface does not create an in-memory representation; instead, SAX parser informs clients of the XML document structure by invoking callbacks, and so it is faster and uses less memory.

For the purpose of our tool, we chose DOM because we need all the information stored in memory for visualization, slicing and measurement. DOM parser is called through the DocumentBuilder class, which creates an org.w3c.dom.Document instance, an abstract tree representing the structure of the XML Document.

Concerning the parsing of DTDs, a search over the Web led us to a tool called Matra, a Java-based XML/DTD parser utility, that parses the DTD and builds up a tree representation. Other tools of this kind were found and studied; although Matra proved to be the best, concerning its final representation.

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of eXVisXML, summarizing the technical decisions described above.

We discuss in the following subsections how to visualize, slice and measure the input documents. Those features will be illustrated by means of an working example (see appendix A for the XML document and its DTD)—an excerpt of the well-known screenplay by William Shakespeare, The Romeo and Juliet Love Story [New01], (RJs)—previewing the output that it will produce. Moreover, this will give a flavor of eXVisXML behavior.

### 5.1 Visualization

The role of the visualization technology, in fields like program comprehension and software engineering, is strongly recognized by the computer science community as a very fruitful one. The use of software visualization features allows us to get a high quantity of information in a faster way. Graphical representations have a positive impact in learning process because it engages the users in a more efficient comprehension process.

There are several kinds of views that can be produced: they can show operational data or behavioral data (more abstract view); they can be static or dynamic; they can be more structural or they can be more quantitative (based on metrics or other kind of statistical information).
These graphical or iconic representations must be carefully chosen because they usually depend on the problem domain. In our case, we want to visualize XML declarations or documents. Since structure/content visualization is used as a vehicle to make easier the comprehension of a document, it is necessary to care about the choice of visual paradigms/styles that will be used.

Taking this fact into account and inspired in ALMA, our visualization tool for program animation, the eXVisXML interface for the visual inspection of XML documents will be divided into 3 main parts:

- one window that displays the source document;
- one window exhibiting the tree associated with the source document — both tree representations, the graphical one (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) and the hierarchical textual view (like the one in Fig. 1), will be available;
- one window to show the Attribute Table (AT), formally a map: Name × Value — for each element selected over the tree, the AT shows the set of attributes of that element and the actual value of each one.

5.2 Slicing

According to a slicing criterion given by the end-user, the tool shall be able to select and highlight the path from the root until the node satisfying the criterion. If the slicing criterion matches an attribute, not only the node where the attribute appears will be highlighted, but also the corresponding line in the Attribute Table.

Considering again the working example, RJIs document globally shown in Fig. 3, suppose that “Greg” was chosen as the slicing criterion value in order to find all the screenplay components where actor Gregory appears.

The slicing algorithm, included in our tool, will traverse the tree looking for all matches of “Greg” with the value of each attribute and each leaf (#PCDATA value). The result of this slicing operation will be the enhancement of each path from the root of the document tree until each node where a match happened, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

As an additional feature, eXVisXML can generate a new XML document including only the components along the pathes highlighted in the previous slicing operation; the result is shown in Fig. 6. Notice that this new XML is also valid according to the submitted DTD, hence the structure of the XML document is not changed.

5.3 Metrics

Applying to the working example (the RJIs screenplay in appendix A), the set of metrics defined in section 4, we obtain the measures listed below. To evaluate part of those parameter values it was necessary to build first the sucesor graph for the given DTD. Fig. 7 sketches that SG.
– \(\text{Size(DTD)} = 25 + 2 = 27\)

– \(\text{Compl(DTD)} = e - n + 1 + n_{IDREF} = 37 - 25 + 1 + 0 = 13\)

\[
\text{Depth}(n) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } n \text{ is leaf} \\
\max(\text{Depth}(n_i)) + 1 & \text{for each } n_i \text{ each child node of } n 
\end{cases}
\]

Taking \(n\) as the root, the Depth of the SG is 7, since the deepest branch has depth 6.

For the Fan-in and Fan-out metrics, let us consider the node scene.

– \(\text{Fan-in}(n) = \#\{n_i|n_i \text{ is parent node of } n\} = 3\)

– \(\text{Fan-out}(n) = \#\{n_i|n_i \text{ is child node of } n\} = 6\)

Considering the node title, the value of Fan-in and Fan-out metrics are 6 and 0, respectively.

Using the metrics above, the result of Instability metric is computed:

– \(\text{Instability(scene)} = \frac{\text{Fan-out}}{\text{Fan-in} + \text{Fan-out}} \times 100\% = 3,3\%\)

– \(\text{Instability(title)} = 0\%\)

\(TI(SG) = \frac{n^* (e - n + 1)}{(n - 1) * (n - 2)} \times 100\% = \frac{24*(33-24+1)}{23*21} \times 100\% = 58,9\%\)

– \(\text{AttrsEle(DTD)} = \sum_{n_{EL}}^{nA} = \frac{2}{25} = 0,08\)

– \(\text{AttrsEle(XML)} = \sum_{n_{ELu}}^{nAu} = \frac{2}{27} = 0,027\)

– \(\text{NonAttr(XML)} = \text{Attr(DTD)} - \text{Attr(XML)} = 0\)

– \(\text{NonElem(XML)} = \text{Elem(DTD)} - \text{Elem/XML} = 25 - 24 = 1\)

The element \text{stagedir} under the context of the element line is never used.

– \(\text{TxtLen(XML)} = \sum_{n_{PCDATA}}^{\text{length(PCDATA)}} = \frac{2135}{57} = 37,46\)

– \(\text{AttTxtLen(XML)} = \sum_{n_{AttPCDATA}}^{\text{length(AttPCDATA)}} = \frac{2}{2} = 1\)

When the user selects the appropriate option from eXVisXML menu, our tool will compute automatically the metrics above, and open a new window to display the values obtained.

6 Conclusion

Along the paper, we defend the idea that an useful tool to explore XML documents can be setup merging principles from similar areas (like software and grammar engineering, comprehension and quality assessment), as well as resorting to technological solutions already implemented.

As a proof of concept, we conceived and partially built eXVisXML, as proposed in section 5.

Basically we reuse visualization principles (section 2), slicing techniques (section 3), and software/grammar metrics (section 4), aiming at an exploration environment that allows us to comprehend by visual inspection the structure and contents of XML documents, and provides quantitative information to reason about the quality of the mark-up schema as well as the annotation itself.
The complete implementation of eXVisXML is the task we are working on, at moment. This is crucial to test the tool and prove our ideas, as well as to carry out performance, and usability measurements. After that we will apply the tool to a vast suite of test-cases in order check the set of metrics here proposed; maybe some of them are useless, and some others are missing. Of course, that test suite will be useful to tune the visualization, as well as to verify the effective importance of the slicing functionality for document understanding and re-engineering.
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A The Romeo and Juliet love story

In this appendix we list the two documents—a DTD and an XML text—used as the eXVisXML input for the working example run along the subsections of section 5.

A.1 The Screenplay DTD

The DTD specified to define an XML dialect to mark-up Shakespear screenplays.

```xml
<!ELEMENT guttext (markupmeta, play, endgutmeta)>
<!ELEMENT markupmeta (title, gutdate, textnum, para, gutfilename)>
<!ELEMENT play (frontmatter, playbody)>
<!ELEMENT endgutmeta (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT stagedir (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT gutdate (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT textnum (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT para (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT gutfilename (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT pgroup (#PCDATA | title | persona)*>
<!ELEMENT persona (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT frontmatter (titlepage, personae)>
<!ELEMENT titlepage (pubinfo, title, author)>
<!ELEMENT personae (title, pgroup+)>
<!ELEMENT playbody (scene, act+)>
<!ELEMENT scene (scndesc | title | stagedir | speech | note)+>
<!ATTLIST scene
   id NMTOKEN #IMPLIED>
> 
<!ELEMENT act (title?, scene+)>
<!ATTLIST act
   id NMTOKEN #REQUIRED>
>
<!ELEMENT scndesc (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT speech (speaker | line | stagedir)*> 
<!ELEMENT note (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT speaker (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT line (#PCDATA | stagedir)> 
<!ELEMENT pubinfo (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT author (#PCDATA)>
```

A.2 The XML document

An excerpt from RJIs screenplay by William Shakespear, annotated according to the mark-up language defined by the DTD in previous subsection.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
```
<play><frontmatter><titlepage><pubinfo>1595</pubinfo><title>THE TRAGEDY OF ROMEO AND JULIET</title><author>by William Shakespeare</author></titlepage><personae><title>Dramatis Personae</title><pgroup><title>Chorus</title><persona>Escalus, Prince of Verona.</persona><persona>Paris, a young Count, kinsman to the Prince.</persona><persona>Capulet, heads of two houses at variance with each other.</persona><persona>An old Man, of the Capulet family.</persona><persona>Romeo, son to Montague.</persona><persona>Abram, servant to Montague.</persona><persona>Sampson, servant to Capulet.</persona><persona>Gregory, servant to Capulet.</persona><persona>Lady Montague, wife to Montague.</persona><persona>Lady Capulet, wife to Capulet.</persona><persona>Juliet, daughter to Capulet.</persona></pgroup><pgroup>Citizens of Verona; Gentlemen and Gentlewomen of both houses; Maskers, Torchbearers, Pages, Guards, Watchmen, Servants, and Attendants.</pgroup></personae></frontmatter><playbody><scene><scndesc>SCENE.--Verona; Mantua.</scndesc><title>THE PROLOGUE</title><stagedir>Enter Chorus.</stagedir><speech><speaker>Chor.</speech>
Two households, both alike in dignity,
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene,
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny,
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.
A pair of star-cross'd lovers take their life;
Whose misadventur'd piteous overthrows
Doth with their death bury their parents' strife.
The fearful passage of their death-mark'd love,
And the continuance of their parents' rage,
Which, but their children's end, naught could remove,
Is now the two hours' traffic of our stage;
The which if you with patient ears attend,
What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to mend.

[Exit.]
Fig. 3. Tree representation for RJls Doc. — global view
Fig. 4. Tree representation for RJIs Doc. — partial view (some nodes collapsed)
Fig. 5. Result of the slicing criterion “Greg”
Fig. 6. New XML generated according to the slicing criterion.
Fig. 7. Successor Graph for RJs DTD
Abstract. This paper presents X-Spread, a software modeling approach to propagation of XML schemata evolution to XML documents referring the modified schemata. This mechanism focuses on modifications of XML schemata on different distribution scenarios considering the possible distribution scenarios of schemata and documents as well, allowing for software engineers to focus on application design and not in the issue of XML documents adaptation. This mechanism is composed by change detection algorithms, responsible by the detection of differences between schemata, by storage of the different schema versions, by a revalidation process of existing documents, considering only modifications performed on parts of the schemata and by an adaptation process of documents considered invalid due to schema modifications, with the mechanism execution as a whole demanding no participation of the end user. This mechanism addresses semistructured artifacts distribution scenarios usually not addressed by papers about propagation of XML schema modifications to documents.
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1 Introduction

The disjoint nature of XML documents and schemata, associated to the potential distributed nature of semistructured database enabled applications are factors that increase the complexity of XML schema evolution process, adding to the software modeling complexity of current large software systems. Given that modifications performed on schemata are not automatically reflected on documents, that may imply on invalidation of documents until the documents or schemata themselves are fixed.

Applications based on exchange of schemata and XML messages are examples of applications that may be subject to a schema evolution process. A distributed book database, updated and queried over a network could use the schema depicted on Figure 1a. In a new version of the application responsible for the distributed data management such schema could be changed in order
to address new attributes not modeled by the first application implementation, with the addition of elements to the database, as depicted on Figure 1b.

Considering the distributed nature of this database, the entirety of documents stored by the database may not be accessible on a given time instant, since a given network node may not be operational. Other than the physical distribution of documents referring to a schema, the schema itself may be found in only one network node or replicated on different nodes, referred over the network by applications performing document validations. An alternative scenario for schema distribution is observed when a given schema version is encapsulated in an application performing user-based generation of new database records.

![Fig. 1. XML schema evolution](image)

Usually the impact of schemata evolution on XML documents is not addressed by recently proposed mechanisms of schema evolution such as [1], [2] and [3]. When this feature is specifically addressed, some XML artifacts usage scenarios were not considered, for instance, XML documents automatically generated by applications or documents found on unreachable network nodes at the moment of schema evolution [4], what renders these solutions as incomplete.

This work aims to provide a mechanism that stands as a common platform for detection, storage, document revalidation and propagation of modifications performed on schemata to XML documents referring to schemata subjected to an evolution process, considering the different distribution scenarios of the involved artifacts, with minimization of user input during the documents adaptation process.

The contribution of this work is based on the approach of different distribution scenarios of semistructured artifacts usually not addressed by studies on propagation of modifications on XML schemata to documents. Such scenarios encompass XML documents found on unreachable network nodes at the moment the schema is modified or documents that can be deemed as invalid when sent to other network nodes.

The proposed mechanism stands as a common platform for XML documents adaptation leveraged by a whole set of different semistructured data enabled applications, which allows engineers to focus on the design of these application
themselves, leaving the XML documents adaptation to be handled by the proposed mechanism.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly exposes the proposed mechanism to later describe the differences detection algorithm applied to XML documents, the logical data model adopted for storage of different schema versions and associated information, the approaches to document revalidation after schema modification and the adaptation process of invalid XML documents. Section 3 discusses related work and Section 4 concludes the paper with final remarks and comments on future work.

2 X-Spread Overview

The mechanism proposed in this paper is based on four main components:

- **Diff** - Difference detection between different XML schema versions.
- **Store** - Storage of XML schema versions and related information.
- **Revalidation** - Revalidation of XML documents referring to modified schemata.
- **Adaptation** - Adaptation of XML documents considered invalid after schema modifications.

Figure 2 depicts the X-Spread components and the relationship between them.

![Fig. 2. X-Spread components](image-url)

The first X-Spread component, Diff, performs difference detection on versions of a given XML schema. Differences found between versions of a schema are named deltas, and form the scripts on which transformation from the original schema version to newer versions is based on.

Diff’s generated deltas and XML schema versions themselves are stored by Store component, in order to build the historical record on schema evolution. Since XML documents referring to considerably older versions of the schema may become part of the database at any given moment, the history of modifications performed on a schema must be ensured to exist, in case these documents have to be adapted to newer versions of the schema.

Component Revalidation takes as input a set of XML documents, a set of schema versions and a set of deltas referring to these versions, and performs validations on portions of the XML documents, restricting the validations to portions potentially affected by the schema evolution process.

Component Adaptation receives as input a set of XML documents identified as invalid by the Revalidation component, a set of deltas and a XML schema,
2.1 Diff - Difference Detection Algorithms for XML Schemata

The Diff component is based on difference detection algorithms for XML documents. This component receives as input two XML documents and it generates the specification of the differences found as output. This component works with configurations set by the X-Spread administrator, allowing the specification of XML schema locations, whose evolution process must be observed.

As described on [5], many factors must be taken into account when studying XML documents comparison algorithms, for instance, their time and space complexity, output quality, the number of supported operations and distinction between ordered and unordered documents.

Even though usually schemata do not constitute large documents, the time complexity of some algorithms for XML documents comparison may generate results on unacceptable time frames on scenarios where the schemata must be compared with high performance, such as applications in a web environment.

Since the algorithm output will lead to the generation of documents adaptation scripts, the output quality of the algorithm is quite relevant. Thus, the algorithm must generate only correct, relevant and preferably compact outputs, with the concatenation of several primitive operations for representation of complex update operations. Outputs featuring these characteristics will cause improved performance when the adaptation scripts are applied to invalid XML documents.

Existence of an open source implementation of the difference detection algorithm for XML documents is relevant for this work given that definition and implementation of a whole new diff algorithm is not on the scope of this work.

Considering the information gathered on differences detection algorithms for XML documents, the performance and the output quality of algorithms with an available open source implementation, the chosen algorithm was XyDiff\[6\].

X-Spread mechanism abstracts the implementation of schemata comparison algorithm, allowing for future algorithm substitution, in case a new, better suited algorithm is developed to this task, with no impact on other X-Spread components and on the stored set of schema versions and deltas.

2.2 Store - Schema and Deltas Storage

Store component is responsible by storage of XML schema versions and Diff component outputs. Store, as pictured in Figure 3, has three different modules: DeltaPointer, responsible by translation of deltas generated by the Diff component, in order to guarantee an homogeneous delta storage even if the difference detection algorithm is changed; Persist, responsible by delta and schema versions storage itself and Retrieve, responsible by queries to stored artifacts.

\[1\] Open source implementation available at http://potiron.loria.fr/projects/jxydiff
DeltaPointer module is responsible for translation of Diff output and generation of XPath references, in order to ensure the storage of deltas generated by Diff component in a standard format, indifferently of the adopted difference detection algorithm.

Most of the XML schema modifications detected by the Diff component will lead to the generation of two XPath references, each associated to an operation identifier. Operations such as element or attribute deletion will lead to the generation of a single XPath reference.

Persist module is responsible for storage of DeltaPointer output and the input schemata submitted to the component. These artifacts persistence is needed since they may be queried in order to start the adaptation process of an invalid XML document generated by an application based on an older version of a schema.

In order to perform schemata and deltas persistence, the set of approaches proposed for the storage of XML documents addressing time [7] [8] and version aspects [9] [10] [11], or approaches using the parametric data model are not suitable, since they do not hold to one premise used on the Persist module regarding XML schemata: all stored versions must be valid. Inclusion of new attributes on XML schema artifacts will lead the artifact to an invalid state.

For instance, versioning and temporality related attributes are not part of the original format definition [12], and modeling of such attributes on XML schema would demand development and usage of new schema parsers and document validators, which should be attached to these schemata in all environments using them.

Discarded the inclusion of new XML schema elements and attributes, XML schema versioning attributes were discarded for versioning control as well. Version attribute defined in [12] has no associated semantics, which renders the attribute ignored by XML documents validators.

Usage of different namespaces for each different schema version was also discarded since it implies on explicit modification of XML documents referring to the schema, what breaks the second premise used on the Store component: XML documents must not be changed due to X-Spread’s schemata storage model.

With that in mind, the logical data model depicted on Figure 4 was developed for schema versions and deltas storage. Physical implementation of this data model can be done through a relational database or even through storage of schema versions and deltas on the file system, with storage of additional information, such as validity dates, version identifiers, references to other versions
and identification of operations in a XML document developed specifically for this purpose.

![Diagram of Store component modules](image)

**Fig. 4.** Store component modules

Retrieve module is responsible for supplying querying tools to deltas and schema versions persisted by Store component. Independently of the DBMS or the storage device used for persistence of XML artifacts, queries performed against this repository will always be performed through the same interfaces.

2.3 Revalidation - XML Documents Revalidation

The Revalidation component is responsible by validation of a set of XML documents, finding out, after the schema evolution process, whether the documents are still valid.

This component has as premise the high performance, given that the number of documents to revalidate is unknown, and ability to abstract the XML documents location, applying the same algorithms both to documents stored at the file system where the schema is found and to documents exchanged over a network.

The Revalidation component has settings specified by the X-Spread administrator, allowing for specification of locations both on local and remote file systems whose contents are subject to revalidation when a XML schema modification is recorded by Store component. Changing these settings will lead to the start of a document revalidation process, considering that the newly included locations on the component settings may contain invalid XML documents.

Input given to the Revalidation component is based on a set of deltas generated by the Diff component, a set of XML documents and a set of XML schema versions. Based on the set of deltas, a minimum set of XML documents sections is defined, where this minimum set of sections corresponds only to parts of the XML schema affected by modifications. The minimum set of sections is used in a revalidation process quite similar to that described in [13].

This revalidation takes into account only sections of the XML documents in order to improve the revalidation process performance, given that a full revalidation of the XML documents could imply in low performance of the X-Spread mechanism.
Several approaches to XML documents incremental validation were recently described. However, some of them, such as [14] are not suitable to some scenarios addressed by the X-Spread mechanism, since they demand a pre-processing phase of the XML documents.

On X-Spread in particular, the full set of XML documents referencing a given schema is not known by the time the schema is modified. Given that the documents may be located at other network nodes, with their inclusion on the set of documents to revalidate only after the schema evolution has already taken place, or the documents may be automatically generated by user applications that necessarily implies no pre-processing can be performed.

Validation of XML documents generated by applications is achieved through the specification of communication ports that must be watched by a proxy and reverse proxy tool like WebScarab\(^2\).

This tool must have not only the ability to intercept requests and responses exchanged over a network, where these requests or responses are originated from or sent to a node hosting X-Spread, but also it must have abilities to manipulate these requests contents and execute the very same validations performed by X-Spread on XML documents located on a file system.

The distinct feature of the revalidation process applied to XML documents exchanged over a network and on the scenario of inclusion of different and new file system locations whose contents must be revalidated on the components configurations is based on the fact that one of the parameters accepted by the Revalidation component, the schema version referred to by the XML documents, can be unknown: prior to identifying the document validity with respect to newer schema versions, the application has to identify to what schema version the XML document is referring to, in order to start the adaptation process in case the document is deemed as invalid.

A first approach to schema identification on XML messages is based on schema extraction from the message, followed by comparison of the extracted schema with versions recorded by the Store component.

A second approach is based on validation of the document with respect to the current version of the schema and, if the document turns out to be invalid, a validation of the document with respect to previous schema versions follows, until a schema where the document is deemed as valid is found.

A third approach is based on finding out if the deltas generated by the Diff component have any reference to the element set that caused the invalidation of the document with respect to the current schema version. In case these deltas are found, the document will be adapted by applying on the document a chain of reverse deltas, until the document is in a state where it can be validated with respect to the schema version that features modifications on elements that first caused the document invalidation. In case the document is once again deemed as invalid, the process will be repeated until the whole chain of schema deltas is applied to the document or until the applications finds out that the elements causing the document invalidation are subject of no delta, what would halt the

\(^2\) Implementation available at http://www.owasp.org/software/webscarab.html
revalidation and adaptation process of the document. In case the schema version referred to by the document is found, the remaining processes can take place.

In order to avoid full execution of the schema detection process whenever a XML message with no schema associated is exchanged over a network, a cache can be created, associating a given network address or file system location to a given schema version, improving the performance of the schema detection process on future validations originated from or executed on a file of a cached location.

Considering the designed functionality of the Revalidation component, a possible execution scenario is based on unfeasibility of identification of the schema used by a XML document, what can happen when the Diff component was not able to identify partial versions of a XML schema, what means that no delta and versions storage process was executed. When this scenario is detected, the Revalidation component will sign to X-Spread’s administrator such occurrence and the revalidation and adaptation process of the document will be halted.

XML documents stored on a file system or exchanged over a network and deemed as invalid with respect to a schema by the end of the revalidation process, along with the referred schema itself and a set of deltas will be taken as inputs by the Adaptation component, which will have the document contents modified, so it can regain validity with respect to a schema. The Adaptation component is described in details in the next section.

2.4 Adaptation - Invalid XML Documents Adaptation

The Adaptation component is responsible by adaptation of XML documents deemed as invalid by the Revalidation component due to an evolution process that took place on a XML schema. This component takes as inputs a set of XML documents to adapt, a set of deltas and a XML schema referred to by the document.

The XML document adaptation takes place based on operations described by deltas generated by the Diff component and taken as inputs, thus, these deltas are associated to the schema version taken as a parameter on this component as well. The Adaptation component will issue a query to the Store component, in order to identify whether the given schema has child versions. When child versions are found, successive deltas will be applied to the XML document, until the current schema version deltas are reached and applied.

The difference detection algorithms subject to usage by the Diff component can generate many XML document modification operations other than the basic inclusion and deletion of elements and attributes, such as move and copy of complex elements. Even though not all operations are used on a given moment by the algorithm applied by the Diff component, the Adaptation component must have the ability to understand and deal with all update operations that can be generated by the Diff component.

The move and copy of elements in a XML schema has trivial impact and implementation on XML documents taken as input by the Adaptation component. The adaptation process basically consists on moving an element inside a XML document, or copying an element from one location to another.
Deletion of attributes and elements also has a trivial implementation, based on removal of the corresponding artifact from the XML document. The exception to this trivial implementation is verified when exclusion of control artifacts of the XML Schema takes place, such as exclusion of use, minOccurs and maxOccurs attributes.

In case of exclusion of XML Schema control attributes, the semantics of each attribute must be subject to analysis in order to identify what is the impact on XML documents. Control attributes semantics must also be taken into account by the Revalidation component when validation of sections of documents takes place.

The inclusion operation has some particular and non trivial cases: inclusion of XML Schema control attributes and elements, inclusion of application attributes, inclusion of optional elements and inclusion of required elements. Among these cases, inclusion of optional elements only has trivial implementation on the documents adaptation process, which demands no adaptation action at all. Inclusion of XML schema control elements must be subject of detailed analysis, in order to identify what is the impact on XML documents.

A possible approach to the problem of specification of new values for new elements and attributes of a XML schema is based on end user input. The application user could supply the missing values during the adaptation process of the documents.

Even though this approach will generate valid documents whose content is valid from an application standpoint, some scenarios such as those where XML messages are adapted and exchanged over a network, may prove this approach as unfit due to many aspects. On these scenarios, where the user input is needed on the adaptation process of XML messages exchanged by distributed applications, a request timeout can occur, other than the need of X-Spread installation not only on the network node where the application is executed, but also on client machines, or at least, the modification of client source code would be needed, in order to enable them to interpret some kind of messaging from X-Spread, which would sign the need for user input on the adaptation process of XML messages.

A possible approach to this problem is creation of new structurally valid elements, even though potentially invalid from an application standpoint, given that the values used on attributes and on primitive data types would be default values of each data type, i.e., an empty array of characters, the zero value for integers, and so on.

In order to adopt an homogeneous approach to all possible XML documents adaptation scenarios, both when documents are located at a file system reachable by X-Spread and when XML messages are exchanged over a network, the mechanism can use settings specified by the X-Spread administrator, where a default value is associated to operations described by deltas persisted by the Store component. The mechanism would first perform a detailed analysis of the stored deltas, finding out those that require user input, present them to the X-Spread and ask for specification of values that should be applied to documents whenever these deltas are invoked by the documents adaptation process.
These approaches to the document adaptation process can be configured by the X-Spread administrator in order to achieve the best results considering the different usage scenarios addressed by the mechanism.

3 Related Work

Researches on semistructured database evolution usually address the document evolution, in other words, only part of the database evolution process is modeled. Documents evolution usually is addressed by implementation of temporality [7] [8], versioning [10] [11] or by a mix of these concepts [15].

Schema evolution is addressed in [1] however the impact of schema evolution on existing XML documents is not taken into account. On the other hand, [4] describes a document evolution and adaptation proposal, with an implementation description on [3]. However, this proposal is based on particular schema update tools, what interferes on one of the main XML format features, which is the ease of update of each artifact, which can be performed with simple tools such as text editors with no outstanding features.

Other than that, the proposal described in [4] may demand user input during documents adaptation to a new schema version. This may render this proposal as unfit for scenarios where XML documents are automatically generated by distributed applications.

A DTD-based evolution mechanism is described in [2], where schema evolution is triggered by patterns detected on documents through usage of data mining techniques. However, when a modification on a schema is performed due to patterns discovered on a given number of documents, documents referring to the schema remain unchanged even after schema evolution. Considering that the schema evolution is not propagated to the XML documents and that patterns that led to the schema evolution may not be found on the entirety of XML documents that form the semistructured database, some formerly valid documents can be deemed as invalid after the schema evolution.

A new approach to XML documents adaptation, based on object oriented databases is described in [16]. In this approach DTDs are converted to user data types and the XML documents are inserted into the database. Modifications to the DTD schema are mapped to database modification operations. These database modifications are subject to validations that may accept or reject the modification if the database consistency is not guaranteed after the modification execution.

Another approach where an object oriented database is used to control XML schemata evolution is described in [17]. In this approach, XML documents are loaded into the database only after the DTD is registered into the database management system. Valid schema modifications supported by XEM are automatically propagated into XML documents, while modifications that lead the database into an inconsistent state are rejected.

As these approaches are very similar to traditional databases approach to schema evolution, these mechanisms may not be suitable for all semistructured
data enabled applications. For instance, applications that use XML message to communicate over a network may not count on this mechanism due to performance issues or plain unfeasibility of the attachment of an object oriented database to the current system implementation.

Evolution of semistructured schemata and documents usually is addressed on the literature as different problems, when in fact they are strongly linked. The proposed mechanism aims to combine different techniques in order to approach in an homogeneous and as non-intrusive manner as possible from the end user and semistructured database enabled application standpoints, all the phases that take place during the evolution process of a XML schema.

The unique feature of this work is the approach to different semistructured database distribution scenarios, featuring flexibility on the revalidation and adaptation processes of documents spread over different parts of local and remote file systems and of XML messages generated by applications communicating over a network.

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper presented X-Spread, a mechanism to propagate XML schema modifications to documents referring to modified schemata. X-Spread has as premises the high performance, ability to abstract the XML documents location subject to revalidation and adaptation and ability to adapt documents without input from the application user nor from X-Spread’s administrator.

Acting as an observant system, as described in [18], the X-Spread architecture offers choice flexibility on the algorithm responsible by difference detection between schema versions and on schema versions and deltas physical storage.

Featuring observation of modifications executed on XML schemata, semantic analysis of the executed modifications, abstraction of XML documents location during revalidation and adaptation processes, the X-Spread differences in comparison with existing work such as [1], [4], [2] and [3] are based on the combination of a wide array of different techniques and the approach of different phases of the schema evolution process.

X-Spread takes into account parts of the process usually addressed separately in the literature, allowing for a schema modification followed by propagation of this modification to documents referring to the schema without use of specific tools. With that feature, X-Spread holds on to one of the features of the XML format, which is the ease of artifacts update.

As of right now, the mechanism components are defined and these definitions are subject to improvements, in order to encompass a greater set of possible evolution scenarios of a XML schema. In parallel, after implementation of the Diff component, a study on XML diff algorithms performance and quality is being executed, in order to validate XyDiff choice.
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